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Abstract 
Considered to be the next generation of heat transfer fluids, nanofluids have 
been receiving a growing amount of interest over the past decade, despite the 
controversy and inconsistencies that have been reported.  Nanofluids have great 
potential in a wide range of fields, particularly for solar thermal applications.  
Literature shows that an increase in specific heat of 10-30% was achieved for most 
nanofluids and appeared independent of particle size and, to an extent, mass 
concentration.  The specific heat increase was attributed to the formation of 
nanostructures at the solid liquid interface and it was also noted that the aggregation 
of nanoparticles has detrimental effects on the specific heat increase.  Thermal 
conductivity was also found to increase, though less consistently, ranging from 3% to 
35%.  Viscosity was seen to increase with the addition of nanoparticles and is 
dependent on the amount of aggregation of the particles.  
 
Molten salt nanofluids have been shown to have great potential as a heat 
transfer fluid for use in high temperature applications. However, despite this, a 
comprehensive analysis has yet to be conducted. An in-depth micro level analysis of 
the mechanisms behind the thermophysical property changes is conducted in this 
thesis. This study aims to develop a two dimensional computational fluid dynamics 
model of a direct absorption high temperature molten salt nanofluid concentrating 
solar receiver to investigate the effects of receiver length, receiver height, inlet 
velocity, nanoparticle volume fraction and solar concentration on receiver 
performance. Quasi-steady radiative transfer equation was coupled with COMSOL’s 
mixture model and the spectral properties of the base fluid and nanoparticles were 
modelled as wavelength dependent. The absorption of the solar radiation was 
modelled as a volumetric heat release in the flowing heat transfer fluid. Initial results 
show that the receiver efficiency increases with increasing solar concentration, 
decreasing nanoparticle volume fraction and increasing receiver height. It was also 
found that the Carnot efficiency increases with increasing receiver length, solar 
concentration, increasing height and decreasing inlet velocity. When coupled to a 
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power generation cycle it is predicted that total system efficiency can exceed 40% 
when solar concentrations are greater than 100.  
 
These results also imply that the most efficient receivers were incredibly short, 
with little to no nanoparticles and with high solar concentrations. These results, 
however, do not accurately represent the receiver’s performance as the overall 
efficiency is dominated by the receiver performance and does not properly represent 
the effect of the Carnot efficiency. This was reflected in the fact that the most 
efficient receivers appeared to be the ones with the lowest temperature rise. To 
impart more emphasis on the temperature rise of the receiver, an adjusted Carnot 
efficiency was used in conjunction with the upper temperature limit of the nanofluid.  
This Carnot efficiency, instead of using the ambient temperature as the low 
temperature uses the receiver inlet temperature. With this adjusted evaluation 
parameter it was found that an increase in solar concentration resulted in a decrease 
in the average outlet temperature of the receiver; and that increasing the volume 
fraction also increased the adjusted total efficiency implying that the more efficient 
receivers were shallow with a high volume fraction of nanoparticles. The adjusted 
total efficiency also resulted in a peak efficiency for solar concentration which 
decreased with decreasing volume fraction, implying that each receiver configuration 
has an optimal solar concentration. Two molten salts were investigated, namely NaNO3-KNO3 and Li2CO3-K2CO3 with Li2CO3-K2CO3 having a higher operating 
temperature. Both salts showed similar trends with the main differences being Li2CO3-K2CO3 having a lower total system efficiency due to higher thermal radiation 
losses and also the inlet velocity having negligible effect on the receiver 
performance. The variation of the nanofluids’ thermophysical properties was also 
investigated. It was found that an increase in thermal conductivity resulted in 
increases in the receiver, Carnot, total and adjusted efficiencies while any changes to 
specific heat had negligible effects.   
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 Chapter 1: Introduction 1 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
With fossil fuels expected to deplete at the turn of the next century, finding 
alternative methods of energy production is an ever increasing necessity. Utilising 
solar energy to produce electricity has shown great potential to compete with fossil 
fuels and ultimately replace them, as the amount of energy the sun provides is 
estimated to be 120,000 TW every hour [1].  Currently there are two main methods 
of converting solar energy to electricity, namely; photovoltaic (PV) and concentrated 
solar power (CSP).  For large scale production of electricity, CSP systems are the 
more cost effective option because they concentrate solar energy to produce 
electricity as a thermal energy source to be used in a general thermodynamic cycle, 
while also possessing thermal storage capabilities[2], [3].  The concentrated energy is 
captured in a heat transfer fluid (HTF) which is in turn used to produce steam and 
run a turbine to generate electricity [4]. This form of electricity generation, however, 
is not financially competitive with fossil fuels. Thus there is a need to further 
improve CSP systems and make them more efficient. In this regard, direct absorption 
CSP systems with nanofluids as the heat transfer fluid show great promise.  
1.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS, AIMS and OBJECTIVES 
The purpose of this research is to investigate the changes in the thermophysical 
and rheological properties of high-temperature molten salt nanofluids as a result the 
addition of nanoparticles. Possible trends in the results are to be identified and 
related where possible to current theorised mechanisms in an attempt to quantify the 
properties of molten salt nanofluids. This research will develop a 2D computational 
fluid dynamics (CFD) model of a high temperature molten salt nanofluid direct 
absorption concentrating solar receiver that is to be used for renewable electricity 
production. The overall purpose of the model is to investigate how the receiver 
performance is affected by several parameters, namely; receiver length, receiver 
height, inlet velocity, nanoparticle volume fraction and solar concentration. Also, 
because the thermophysical properties of nanofluids are seen to change relative to 
their base fluid, the thermal conductivity and specific heat are also parameters to be 
 2 Chapter 1: Introduction 
investigated for their effect on the receiver performance. This model will provide 
much needed insight into how a high temperature molten salt nanofluid concentrating 
solar receiver acts under certain conditions. 
1.2.1 Research questions 
The questions that drive this research area are: 
• How does the concentration of nanoparticles affect the thermophysical and 
rheological properties of molten salts and can these changes be represented 
mathematically? 
• What are the impacts of using high temperature nanofluids as the heat 
transfer fluid on CSP direct absorption receiver (DAR)? 
1.2.2 Research objectives 
To answer the research questions the following research objectives are presented. 
• Conduct a comparative literature review on experimental works focusing on 
the thermophysical and rheological properties of molten salt nanofluids. 
• Examine the trends that are present (if any) among the experimental works 
and relate them to current theorised mechanisms. 
• Develop a CFD model to simulate a DAR with high temperature molten salt 
nanofluids as the HTF. Establish the effects that several parameters have on 
the receiver performance, namely; receiver length, receiver height, inlet 
velocity, solar concentration, nanoparticle volume fraction and different 
molten salts and operating temperatures. 
• Investigate how the thermophysical properties of nanofluid affect the receiver 
performance. 
1.3 SIGNIFICANCE 
There is a large amount of published literature on the thermophysical and 
rheological properties of low temperature nanofluids. These works mainly include 
aqueous and glycol based nanofluids with the (experimentally determined) 
temperatures generally less than 100 degrees Celsius. There is also comprehensive 
literature on the possible mechanisms behind the changes in thermophysical and 
rheological properties, which have shown good agreement with the experimental 
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works in some instances. Numerous works have also presented on empirical models 
with good results. Molten salt nanofluids have received very little attention in 
comparison. These have been shown to act differently to other nanofluids, as with the 
addition of nanoparticles molten salt nanofluids show in increase in specific heat 
capacity while other nanofluids, including those that are aqueous and glycol based, 
show a decrease. Similarly, some research studies have been conducted on modelling 
CSP nanofluid receivers. However, these works have also been limited to low to 
medium temperature nanofluids, the majority of which are aqueous and glycol based.  
This research is therefore significant because molten salt nanofluids have been 
shown to have great potential as an HTF for high temperature applications; however, 
no such analysis has yet been conducted. This work aims to address the research gaps 
outlined above by conducting a comprehensive review of the thermophysical and 
rheological properties of molten salt nanofluids and developing a CFD model for 
investigating properties of molten salt nanofluids as an HTF in high temperature 
applications. The comparative review is important as molten salt nanofluids act 
differently from all other nanofluids and to this author’s best knowledge there has not 
yet been an attempt to quantify this behaviour. This is the first step in determining 
how the properties of molten salts change with the addition of nanoparticles. If this 
can be understood, then the effects can be represented mathematically, resulting in 
more accurate simulation models. 
Previous studies have considered high temperature have used water and 
Therminol as base fluids such and extrapolated the results past their maximum 
operating temperatures [2], [5]. This study aims to address this issue by creating a 
computer model of a simple receiver that will attempt to model the optical and 
radiative properties of a high temperature nanofluid and explore how it acts under 
certain parameters. 
The development of a CFD model to simulate how nanofluids act as a high 
temperature volumetric receiver is also very important as it is the first step in 
understanding which factors cause what effects providing a good estimation of how 
the system will behave in real life. It will aid in identifying the key elements of the 
system and help in determining an optimal design for any operating conditions. 
Eventually this research will help to develop a more efficient concentrating solar 
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power plant to generate renewable electricity that is financially competitive with 
fossil fuels. 
 
1.4 THESIS OUTLINE 
The structure of the thesis is described as follows. 
• Chapter 1 – Introduction 
This chapter provides an introduction to this thesis by defining the research 
problem being addressed as well as the aim of the research that is to be 
undertaken. This chapter also highlights the significance of this research 
• Chapter 2 – Literature review 
This chapter highlights the potential of nanofluids as heat transfer fluids. In 
addition it also provides a review of the current theorised mechanisms which 
cause the changes in the nanofluids thermophysical and rheological 
properties. This chapter also reviews all the current experimental works of 
molten salt nanofluids and collaborates and compares their results whilst 
looking for trends to relate to the current theorised mechanisms. It discusses 
the results and trends and identifies the key areas that require additional 
research. 
• Chapter 3 – Model development 
This chapter presents the theories, governing equations, assumptions, 
methodologies and parameters that have been used in developing the model. 
The radiative, thermophysical and rheological properties of the nanofluid are 
also defined.  
• Chapter 4 – Numerical simulation 
This chapter presents how the model equations discussed in chapter 3 are 
utilised and solved in COMSOL. In an attempt to validate this model a 
similar model from literature was re-created and the results compared. The 
limitations of the COMSOL model are also outlined in this chapter.  
• Chapter 5 – Results and discussion 
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This chapter discusses the results of the COMSOL model for two different 
molten salt nanofluids, namely; NaNO3-KNO3 and Li2CO3-K2CO3 based, 
both with graphite nanoparticles. The model focusses on the effects of four 
main parameters, those being the receiver length, inlet velocity, solar 
concentration and volume fraction of nanoparticles. Their effects are 
illustrated and discussed in this chapter. In addition the effects of the 
nanofluids thermal conductivity and specific heat on the overall performance 
of the receiver are outlined. 
• Chapter 6 – Conclusion 
This chapter concludes and reviews the achievements and significance of the 
research of this thesis as well as highlighting critical areas for future research. 
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2.1 POTENTIAL OF NANOFLUIDS AS HEAT TRANSFER FLUIDS 
HTFs are critical to CSP plants and their selection is paramount to the overall 
efficiency of the system.  As CSP systems generate electricity through the use of a general 
thermodynamic cycle, be it Rankine, Stirling etc., the efficiency of the system is thus limited 
by the operating temperature of the HTF.  By increasing the operating temperature from 
approximately 400℃ to 560℃, the Carnot efficiency can increase from 50% to 65% [6].  
CSP systems currently cannot compete with fossil fuels as they are greatly limited by the 
HTF [7].  Starace et al. stated that to reach an unsubsidised parity with fossil fuels, an HTF 
fluid with a heat capacity of 2.25 J/gK and the ability to operate over at temperatures of 600-
800℃ is needed.  Currently state of the art CSP plants consist of a molten nitrate salt that has 
a heat capacity of 1.5 J/gK and operates over a range of 228-565℃ [8].  HTFs used today in 
solar applications include molten salts, glycol, water and synthetic oil.  Water, while having 
a high thermal conductivity and specific heat, is limited to its boiling temperature and 
therefore cannot be used in high temperature CSP applications.  Glycol is again limited by 
its boiling temperature, which is generally 177℃ [9].  The fluids capable of reaching high 
temperatures are synthetic oils and molten salts.  A commonly used synthetic oil as a HTF is 
Therminol VP-1, which is a eutectic mixture consisting of biphenyl and diphenyl oxide, has 
a relatively high vapour pressure and can break down into H2 upon decomposition; both of 
which are undesirable properties for a HTF.  It also has a relatively low boiling point of 
390℃ [10].  Molten salts, on the other hand, can reach temperatures as high as 600℃, and 
they are relatively cheap, naturally abundant and environmentally safe.  However, their 
shortcomings are evident in their poor thermophysical properties, most notably the specific 
heat which is generally less than 2 J/gK [10]. 
Nanofluids have recently emerged as a new alternative heat transfer fluid.  Nanofluids 
have since been rapidly gaining interest since Choi coined the term in 1995 and are viewed 
as the next generation HTFs [12].  Defined as colloidal suspensions, otherwise known as the 
suspension of nano-sized solid particles in a liquid, nanofluids, unlike micron-sized 
suspensions, were found to form stable systems with next to no settling under static 
conditions [13].  Even at small concentrations of nanoparticles (~1% mass fraction), these 
stable suspensions were found to anomalously increase the thermal conductivity compared 
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to that of the base fluid and in some cases increases in specific heat capacity have been 
observed [14]. 
The overall efficiency of a concentrating solar power system boils down to three main 
factors: the efficiency of the receiver, field efficiency and the Carnot efficiency.  With the 
use of nanofluids, both the receiver and Carnot efficiencies can be improved. 
In a conventional solar thermal receiver, the concentrated solar radiation is directed 
onto a high-absorptive surface where it is converted to thermal energy.  To optimise the 
efficiency of this conversion, black or spectrally selective surfaces are used to achieve both 
high absorptivity in the solar spectrum and low emissivity in the infrared [15].  The 
collected thermal energy is then transferred to an HTF to be used in a thermodynamic cycle.  
These surface-based receivers, while being efficient at converting solar to thermal energy, 
suffer from two major drawbacks at high temperatures.  First, the receiver surface, being 
directly in contact with the environment, has significant convective and radiative losses, 
which increase as the temperature does, and also lead to a temperature difference between 
the surface and the fluid, thus lowering the overall conversion efficiency.  Second, the high 
temperatures cause significant thermal stress on the material causing it to degrade [16].  An 
alternative concept to avoid these drawbacks is to use a direct absorption collector (DAC) in 
place of the surface collector.  A DAC works by absorbing the solar radiation directly in the 
heat transfer fluid, resulting in a more uniform distribution and a decrease in the temperature 
difference between the absorber and fluid.  There exist numerous DAC collector designs, 
including the solar pond, trickle collectors, small particle collectors, volume trap collectors 
and black liquid collectors [17]-[20].  With the recent advancements in nanotechnology 
small particle collectors have gained significant interest; the small particles being in the 
order of nanometers the, absorption of solar radiation can be significantly improved by low 
particle volume concentrations.  Also, due to their small size the particles are essentially 
fluidised, meaning they can pass through pumps, micro-channels and piping without any 
adverse effects [21].  Nanofluids provide a number of advantages in DAC compared to other 
designs, as highlighted by Taylor et al.[21]: 
- The performance of the receiver can be tuned to suit conditions by altering the 
size, shape, concentration and material type of the nanoparticles, as the optical 
properties of the nanofluid are dominated by the nanoparticles [21]. 
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- DACs do not require a surface absorption plate, which results in a significantly 
simpler receiver design and reduced cost and labour, as surface-absorbing 
plates require complex manufacturing processes [22]  
- Nanofluids also possess superior thermophysical properties, such as enhanced 
thermal conductivity, heat transfer coefficient and in some cases specific heat 
capacity [6], [23], [24]  
- Due to the incredibly small size of the particles, nanoparticles are essentially 
fluidised allowing them to pass through pumps, micro-channels and piping 
without any adverse effects. 
- Nanoparticles act as the absorption medium, allowing the nanofluid to directly 
absorb solar energy. 
- Nanofluids are optically selective. They allow for high absorption in the solar 
range while obtaining low emittance in the infrared.  This allows for a 
volumetric receiver instead of a selective surface system, which is favourable 
as selective surfaces have a poorer temperature profile resulting in higher 
emissive losses [2]. 
- Enhancement of efficiency and uniformity of receiver temperature is possible 
by tuning nanoparticle size and concentration. 
- Enhanced heat transfer may result in improved receiver performance. 
- Absorption efficiency can be altered by tuning the size, shape and 
concentration to suit conditions. 
Taylor et al. also went on to conduct a conservative, simplified analysis of how a 
nanofluid CSP system would perform compared to a conventional one.  It was found that an 
efficiency improvement in the order of 5-10% was possible when using a nanofluid receiver 
[21].  For a 100 MW nanofluid thermal plant such an improvement in efficiency can equate 
to an addition of $3.5 million to the yearly revenue. 
Tyagi et al. developed a 2D heat transfer analysis of direct sunlight incident on a thin 
flowing film of water/aluminium nanofluid.  Using a finite difference method (FDM) they 
found an increase in efficiency of approximately 10% of the volumetric receiver compared 
to a conventional flat-plate solar collector.  This model did not take into account 
concentrated radiation, assumed Rayleigh scattering and did not perform experimental 
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works [25].  Otanicar et al. extended on Tyagi et al.’s work by studying the property of the 
base fluids, included size-dependent effects on the nanoparticle optical properties and 
verified the model experimentally.  They discovered an increase in receiver efficiency of up 
to 5% by using nanofluids and that after a steep initial increase the efficiency levels off as 
the volume fraction continues to increase [26].  Experimental work was also conducted to 
validate the model; however, the results did not match well with the theoretical model.  The 
discrepancies were attributed to the instability of the nanofluid (agglomeration and 
sedimentation) and the fact that more concentrated light will be absorbed in a thin upper 
layer of the nanofluids, which would be easily transferred back out of the receiver.  
Veeraragavan et al. [5] developed a non-dimensional analytical model to account for the 
effect of heat loss, particle loading, solar concentration and channel height on receiver 
efficiency with a Therminol VP-1/graphite nanofluid.  The total system efficiency was 
determined by combining the receiver efficiency with the Carnot efficiency to determine an 
optimum value of 35% at a dimensionless receiver length of 0.86 [5].  Lenert and Wang 
presented a combined modelling and experimental study to optimise the efficiency of liquid-
based solar receivers using carbon-coated absorbing nanoparticles [2]. A transient one-
dimensional heat transfer model and a cylindrical nanofluid volume receiver were used as 
the model and experimental setup respectively; they showed good agreement in results for 
varying optical thicknesses of the nanofluid.  It was predicted that receiver-side efficiencies 
could exceed 35% when the receiver is optimised with respect to the optical thickness and 
solar exposure time [2].  Luo et al. presented a simulation model and validated it with an 
experimental setup where the results were in accordance with each other.  It was found that 
nanofluids could increase the collector efficiency by 2-25% compared to the base fluid [27].  
Parvin et al. investigated the heat transfer performance and entropy generation of forced 
convection through a DAC [28].  The heat transfer performance enhanced by up to 31% and 
the collector efficiency was more than doubled [28]. Kaluri et al. recently presented a three-
dimensional (3D) CFD model of a direct absorbing collector that took into account the 
effects of optical concentration, optical density of fluid, mass flow rate and thermal 
insulation on the receiver efficiency.  An increase of up to 28% in receiver efficiency was 
observed. 
Not only are the optical properties of an HTF enhanced by nanoparticles, its 
thermophysical and rheological properties are also affected.  Most investigations of this have 
focused on the enhancement of thermal conductivity of water-based and glycol-based 
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nanofluids for cooling applications, as opposed to the specific heat.  This focus is a result of 
the specific heat of water-based nanofluids being shown to decrease with the addition of 
nanoparticles [29], [30].  Contradictory to this, recent studies of non-aqueous nanofluids 
have shown anomalous enhancements in specific heat capacity. Tiznobaik and Shin reported 
a maximum increase in specific heat capacity of 29% compared to the base fluid for lithium 
carbonate + potassium carbonate (Li2CO3-K2CO3) doped with SiO2 nanoparticles [6].   
Similar studies by Shin and Banerjee, Shin and Tiznobaik and Shin et al. found 
enhancements of 24%, 124%, 22.37% and 26% respectively [14], [31]–[33].  Shin and 
Banerjee recently found that doping Li2CO3-K2CO3 with aluminium oxide (Al2O3) 
nanoparticles increased the heat capacity of the nanofluid by 31-33% when compared to the 
base fluid [34].  Yang and Banerjee and Shin and Banerjee studied the effect that SiO2 
nanoparticles would have on alkali metal chloride salt eutectics (BaCl2-NaCl2-CaCl2) and 
found maximum improvements of 13% and 14.5% respectively [1], [35].  Other studies have 
been conducted on sodium nitrate + potassium nitrate salts (NaNO3-KNO3) by Budda and 
Shin, Chieruzzi et al., and Jung and Banerjee, finding maximum specific heat enhancements 
of 28%, 57.7% and 18.6% respectively [4], [36], [37]. 
Another potential HTF that has received considerable attention is ionic fluids; their 
nanofluid counterparts have been termed ionanofluids, or nanoparticle-enhanced ionic fluids 
(NEILs).  Ionic fluids are a type of molten salt and consist of organic-based compounds with 
discrete charges, which result in a significantly lower vapour pressure.  Several types have 
freezing points below 0℃ as well as upper temperature limits approaching 400℃.  They also 
possess relatively high heat capacities and are not volatile at atmospheric pressure [38].  A 
number of experiments have been conducted regarding the thermophysical properties of 
NEILs.  It was found that dispersing Al2O3 in ionic liquids, such as, [C4mim][NTf2], [C4mpyrr][NTf2], [C4mmim][NTf2], [C4mim][BETI], increases the 
specific heat significantly as well as the thermal conductivity to a lesser extent.  
Enhancements ranging between 9% and 32% have been found for specific heat and 
enhancements ranging from 3% to 6% have been found for the thermal conductivity.  
However, the introduction of nanoparticles has an adverse effect on the liquids viscosities, 
increasing on average 20% and in some cases up to 70% [10], [23], [38]–[40]. Experiments 
have also been conducted on NEILs with multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) and 
graphene nanoparticles for a range of base fluids, such as [C4mim][CF3SO3], [C6mim][NTf2], [C8mim][NTf2],  [C4mim][BF4] and [HMIM]BF4, as well as those 
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previously mentioned.  It was found that the thermal conductivity increased significantly, 
ranging from 4% to 35.5%, whereas the specific heat capacity actually decreased slightly, 
ranging from 0.2% to 2.4%.  An interesting phenomenon was also noted: the viscosity of [𝐻𝑀𝐼𝑀]𝐵𝐵4 nanofluids actually decreased with the addition of MWCNT and graphene 
compared to the base fluid by as much as 19% in some cases [41]–[43].  This unexpected 
result was attributed to the self-lubrication of graphene and MWCNT. 
The specific heat enhancement of non-aqueous nanofluids is an especially significant 
discovery in the application in CSP systems.  CSP plants concentrate solar radiation onto an 
HTF, this HTF is then used to convert water into steam which is then in turn used to run a 
turbine to produce electricity.  One advantage of this system is that the energy collected 
from the sun can actually be economically stored, meaning that electricity can still be 
generated from the sun during night time [37].  This energy is stored in a thermal energy 
storage (TES) system which generally consists of a large holding tank and utilises the 
specific heat capacity of the HTF.  Therefore an increase in the HTF’s specific heat will 
result in more energy being able to be stored in a smaller volume, reducing costs, increasing 
efficiencies and leading to cheaper solar power. 
The upper temperature limit and thermophysical properties of nanofluids are two of 
the most important factors to consider for concentrating solar thermal collector systems. The 
upper temperature limit is important as it determines the maximum Carnot efficiency of the 
total system as well as directly influencing the efficiency of any thermal storage that might 
be included in the system. The thermophysical properties are important as they affect how 
the heat flows directly influencing the efficiency of the solar receiver and the thermal 
storage. 
2.2 THERMOPHYSICAL AND RHEOLOGICAL BEHAVIOUR OF 
NANOFLUIDS 
2.2.1 Specific heat capacity 
Inconsistent results have been reported on the effect that nanoparticles have on the 
specific heat of the nanofluid.  Where molten salt nanofluids have reported increases of 
specific heat up to 33%, aqueous based nanofluids have shown decreases up to 40-50% [30], 
[44].  This shows that the effects of nanoparticles on the specific heat of a nanofluid vary 
drastically depending on which base fluid is chosen.  Shin and Banerjee have proposed three 
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possible mechanisms to account for the increase in specific heat observed in molten salt 
nanofluids [35]. 
Higher specific heat of nanoparticle than bulk material 
Nanoparticles possess a higher specific surface energy than that of their bulk material 
due to their incredibly large specific surface area.  This is a result of the surface atoms being 
less constrained in the lattice due to the reduced amount of bonds.  This allows the surface 
atoms to vibrate at a lower frequency but greater amplitudes, allowing for an increase in the 
surface energy [35].  Wang verified this by observing a 25% increase in specific heat of 
alumina nanoparticles compared to that of bulk aluminium [45].  However, this mechanism 
seems highly unlikely to be the main reason causing the increases in specific heat, as even 
with the enhanced nanoparticle specific heat the base fluid’s specific heat is greater.  This is 
apparent as the specific heat of alumina nanoparticles can be increased to as high as 1.5 
J/gK, which is still less than that of Li2CO3-K2CO3 molten salt, 1.6 J/gK [46], and 
significantly less than water, 4.2 J/gK.  According to the simple mixing rule the addition of 
such nanoparticles should result in a reduction in the specific heat of the nanofluid. 
Solid-fluid interaction energy 
Due to the size of nanoparticles and their large specific surface area, interfacial 
thermal resistance becomes quite prominent, whereas it is considered negligible at the macro 
scale.  This relatively high thermal resistance can therefore act as an additional thermal 
storage device due to the interactions between the nanoparticles and the liquid molecules, 
which act as virtual spring-mass systems [35]. 
Liquid layering 
An interesting phenomenon has been observed, in which a liquid in contact with a 
solid interface is more ordered than that of the bulk liquid.  This layer forms semi-crystalline 
ordering and is virtually an extension of the underlying crystalline lattice structure and 
possesses a density profile oscillatory in behaviour normal to the interface [13], [37].  The 
existence of such a layer has been verified through the use of experimental and simulation 
works.  Oh et al., using a high resolution transmission electron microscopy, observed the 
formation of an ordered layer of liquid aluminium on a crystalline sapphire surface [49].  A 
number of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations also report the ordering of liquid argon on 
the surface of copper nanoparticles [47]–[49].  Such a compressed layer in molten salts is 
expected to have enhanced thermal properties compared to that of the bulk base fluid, as it is 
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thought that the layer possesses properties similar to that of the melting point of the base 
fluid.  To determine the specific heat of a nanofluids, taking into account the formation of 
this nanolayer, the simple mixing equation was re-written as follows. 
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Where: 
𝐶𝑝 = Specific heat capacity 
∅ = Volume fraction 
𝜌 = Density 
𝑛𝑛 = Nanoparticle 
𝑛𝑠 = Nanostructure 
𝑏𝑏 = Base fluid 
The accuracy of the equation hinges almost entirely on accurately quantifying the 
properties of the nanostructure, which with current technology is exceedingly difficult.  
Until technology advances enough to measure these properties, assumptions based on 
experiments and simulations must be made.  Based on the examples previously given, the 
thickness of the compressed layer appears to be 1 nm, the specific heat of the layer is taken 
to be that of the base fluid at melting point and the density is also taken to be similar to that 
of the solid phase of the base fluid.  Based on these assumptions and using a version of the 
above equation Jung et al. attempted to predict the specific heat capacity of aqueous 
nanofluids [44]. 
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Where: 
=M Total mass of nanofluid 
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=x Mass concentration of nanoparticles 
=nm Mass of spherical nanoparticle 
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Jung et al. tested three different nanoparticles, silicon dioxide (SiO2), titanium dioxide 
(TiO2) and aluminium oxide (Al2O3), for a wide range of mass concentrations in water and 
found the predictions to be in close agreement with experimental results.  The equation was 
able to accurately predict the decrease in specific heat that has been observed in aqueous 
nanofluids, as the specific heat of pure water is significantly higher than that of the 
nanoparticles and the compressed layer.  However, whether or not the equation can 
accurately predict molten salt nanofluids is yet to be seen. 
2.2.2 Thermal conductivity 
The majority of studies on nanofluids has focused on the increase in thermal 
conductivity compared to that of the base fluid and has almost exclusively targeted low 
temperature nanofluids, such as water and glycol based fluids.  Controversy has been 
widespread and a large number of reports have presented high thermal conductivity 
enhancements that are well above the expected values predicted from classical models, such 
as the Maxwell mixing model [50].  On the other hand, other studies have found results in 
agreement with the classical models and some even show decreased thermal conductivity 
[51]–[53].  The mechanisms responsible for the enhancements in thermal conductivity are 
not entirely understood and are under much debate.  Four possible mechanisms have been 
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proposed that can explain the enhancements; however, whether or not any of these are 
mainly responsible is still unknown [13]. 
Radiative heat transfer 
Radiative heat transfer between nanoparticles is one of the lesser known methods and 
limited research has been conducted on its effect on the thermal conductivity enhancement 
of nanofluids.  Domingues et al. used an MD technique as well as the fluctuation-dissipation 
theorem to determine the thermal conductance between two nanoparticles [54].  It was found 
that the heat transfer increases in orders of magnitude of two to three times, when the 
particles are in close proximity with each other as compared to when they are in contact.  
This implies that radiative heat transfer has a significant effect on the overall thermal 
conductivity.  Controversially, Ben-Abdallah showed that for metal, metal oxide and polar 
nanoparticles, the effect of near-field interactions is negligible to the overall thermal 
conductivity of the nanofluid [55]. 
Liquid layering 
It is speculated that the compressed layer increases the liquid mean free path in which 
phonons may travel.  Phonons are lattice vibrations and are often referred to as 
quasiparticles. They are responsible for the highly efficient heat transfer mechanism in 
solids [13].  Due to lack of order in the structure of liquids, the mean fee path is shrunk to 
the order of one atomic distance, therefore, with the increase in the liquid order around the 
nanoparticles, the mean free path may be able to increase.  This suggests that the liquid layer 
possesses an increased thermal transport ability compared to the base fluid.  Pang et al. 
studied the effect of the interfacial layer and found that it has an insignificant effect on the 
thermal conductivity at very low concentrations (<0.1vol%) [56], however, at higher 
concentrations they predicted that the nanolayer would play a more significant role [57].  
This mechanism cannot be validated until the thermal conductivity of the layer can be 
determined, and as is the case with measuring the specific heat of the layer, it is not yet 
possible with current technology. 
Nanoparticle aggregation 
When first proposed, nanoparticle aggregation was one of the most controversial 
mechanisms.  Since then, it has grown in popularity and has received the most attention and 
it is now believed to have the greatest effect on the enhancement of thermal conductivity 
[58].  Aggregation works to increase the thermal conductivity by means of nanoparticles 
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forming clusters that create paths of lower thermal resistance, which could potentially result 
in the fast transport of heat over relatively long distances [13], [59].  Most of the controversy 
surrounding the thermal conductivity of nanofluids can be attributed to disagreement with 
the effective medium theories, such as the Maxwell model.  However, the effective medium 
theories assume well-dispersed nanoparticles, which fail to take into account the possibility 
of extended paths of high thermal conductivity created by linear agglomeration of the 
particles [60].  Prasher et al. showed that by using a multi-level effective medium theory, the 
aggregation of particles into chain-like structures could be used to explain the incredible 
thermal conductivity reported in nanofluids [61].  Building on this, Keblinski et al. 
conducted a critical analysis of experimental data, taking into account linear aggregation of 
particles by using the Hashin and Shtrikman bounds [60].  The lower bound corresponds to 
well-dispersed nanoparticles and is equal to the Maxwell model, the upper bound 
corresponds to large pockets of fluid that are separated by linked chain-forming or clustered 
nanoparticles.  Keblinksi et al. showed that the majority of data analysed lies between the H-
S effective medium theory bounds, indicating that effective medium theories are capable of 
predicting thermal conductivities beyond those predicted by the Maxwell equation [60].  
They states that nanoparticle aggregation is the sole contributor to the increase in thermal 
conductivity and the other mechanisms such as Brownian motion, liquid layering or near-
field radiation need not be considered.  However, Murshed later reviewed Keblinki et al.’s 
paper and reiterated controversial studies that directly contradict aggregation contributing to 
the thermal conductivity [62].  He highlights the fact that several studies have shown that the 
use of surfactants and sonication time, which work to reduce aggregation, have shown to 
increase the thermal conductivity.  Recently Pang et al. has proposed a new aggregation 
based model that takes into account effective medium theory, nanolayers, aggregation, nano-
convection due to Brownian motion and interfacial thermal resistance.  The model fits well 
with experimental data and implies that nano-convection induced by the movement of 
aggregates is the dominant mechanism at low volume concentrations, <0.1%, whereas at 
higher concentrations the natural thermal transport along the backbone in the aggregate and 
the effects of liquid layering will become significant [56], [57].  Sedighi and Mohebbi 
conducted MD simulations of water-silicon dioxide nanofluids to determine the effects of 
aggregation [63].  They found that when aggregation occurs with an increasing nanoparticle 
concentration both the thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity increase, however, a 
decrease in specific heat was also observed.  When aggregation takes place at a constant 
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nanoparticle concentration the specific heat remained unchanged, whereas the thermal 
conductivity and thermal diffusivity did increase. 
Brownian motion 
Brownian motion is the term given to the random motion of particles that are 
suspended in a fluid [64].  The particles are constantly colliding with each other creating 
solid-solid heat transfer interactions, which could account for the overall increase in thermal 
conductivity.  Brownian motion is a diffusive process with a diffusion constant as follows. 
 
D
TkD BB πµ3
=  (2.3) 
 
Where: 
=T Temperature 
=µ Viscosity 
=D Diameter of particle 
=Bk Boltzmann’s constant 
 
From the equation it can be seen that the higher the temperature, the higher the 
diffusivity and therefore, the higher the thermal conductivity; this is what is to be expected 
but is not always the case.  Puliti et al. conducted a review of all the works that had been 
conducted on the effect of Brownian motion on thermal conductivity, finding mixed results.  
Some sources state that it is an important factor whereas others state that the thermal 
transport achieved by the particles is too slow to transport significant heat throughout the 
fluid.  They also go on to state that Brownian motion models are not needed to describe the 
dependence of thermal conductivity on temperature, as nanofluids simply mimic the base 
fluids [13].  However, Kamyar et al. brought to attention the fact that some recent studies are 
showing that the effect of Brownian motion is not a significant contributor to the thermal 
conductivity enhancement [65].  They showed that a number of studies indicate that 
Brownian motion is not the sole predictor of the increase and induces only minimal 
augmentation in the conductivity compared to others.  Based on these results, it was 
concluded that the contribution of Brownian motion can be considered minor when dealing 
with nanoparticles. 
While it has become apparent that Brownian motion does not contribute to thermal 
conductivity directly, it has recently been thought to contribute indirectly.  There are 
generally two types of Brownian motion present in nanofluids, collision of particles and 
induced convection [23].  The first type induces aggregation as some of the collisions caused 
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by Brownian motion result in the particles sticking together and forming clusters, the second 
type induces nano-convection.  Both aggregation and nano-convection have recently become 
the leading contributors in the discussion of the thermal conductivity enhancement [57]. 
2.2.3 Viscosity 
While the majority of nanofluid research has been devoted to investigating the thermal 
conductivity enhancements, little attention has been paid to the nanofluid’s viscosity. Even 
though this area has received limited research it is still an important feature of nanofluids 
that must be considered. The viscosity of a fluid is important, as it is essential for 
determining adequate pumping power, in addition to calculating the convective heat transfer 
coefficient. The addition of nanoparticles to a fluid has been shown to increase its thermal 
conductivity significantly, however, it has also been shown to increase the fluid’s viscosity 
[66]–[76]. Chandrasekar et al., Colla et al.,Pastoriza-Gallego et al., and Godson et al. all 
investigated the effects on the viscosity of water doped with nanoparticles and found that the 
viscosity of the nanofluid increased with an increasing volume fraction of nanoparticles 
[67], [68], [70], [76]. Other studies using glycol as the base fluid also report similar trends 
[66], [71], [74], [75]. Einstein first noted this trend and determined the effective viscosity of 
a suspension of spherical solids as a function of volume fraction, using the 
phenomenological hydrodynamic equations, expressed in equation 2.4 [77]. 
 ( )fµµ 5.21+= bfnf  (2.4) 
 
Where: 
=nfµ Dynamic viscosity of the nanofluid 
=bfµ Dynamic viscosity of the base fluid 
=f Volume fraction of nanoparticles 
However anomalous increases in viscosity have been found compared to those 
predicted by Einstein’s model for well-dispersed particles [71]. These discrepancies are 
more prominent at higher volume concentrations as there is a non-linear relation between the 
volume fraction of nanoparticles and the viscosity increase. It should also be noted that the 
lower the volume fraction is the closer the viscosity increase follows Einstein’s model [66], 
[72], [73], [76]. In an attempt to better predict the viscosity increases, other models based on 
Einstein’s have been proposed.  Brinkman [78], for example, because Einstein’s model was 
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limited to low volume fractions, extended the equation to include volume fractions up to 4% 
as seen in equation 2.5. 
 
( ) bfnf
µ
f
µ 5.21
1
−
=  (2.5) 
 
Batchelor also proposed a similar correlation but included the effects of Brownian 
motion and their interaction in his model [79]. 
 
 ( )25.65.21 ffµµ ++= bfnf  (2.6) 
 
Both these models, however, have met with limited success, neither being able to 
consistently accurately predict the viscosity increases of various nanofluids. These equations 
are limited by their assumptions, which include the viscosity of the nanofluid being only a 
function of the volume concentration and that the nanoparticles are modelled as rigid 
spherical particles [70]. These assumptions do not appear to hold for nanofluids. The 
unexpected increases have recently been attributed to the level of aggregation of 
nanoparticles in the nanofluid.  Chen et al., and Ganguly and Chakraborty proved this with 
investigations into the rheological behaviour of nanofluids, taking into account the effects of 
aggregation and found that aggregation models, such as the modified Krieger-Dougherty 
model [80], were in good agreement with experimental results [72], [74], [75].  
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Where: 
=mf Maximum volume fraction 
[ ] =η Intrinsic viscosity 
=af Effective aggregates volume fraction 
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=r Radius of nanoparticles 
=fD Fractal index 
Maximum concentration at which flow can occur is taken as 0.605 and the intrinsic 
viscosity is taken as 2.5 for monodisperse systems [74]. The effective volume fraction of 
aggregates is expressed as a ratio of the radii for the aggregates to that of the primary 
nanoparticles as defined previously [81]. The fractal index is also typically given as 1.8 for 
spherical nanoparticle [74], [75]. This equation better explains the non-linear relation 
between volume fraction and viscosity increase, as at higher volume fractions there tends to 
be a greater amount of aggregation. This is due to the increased number of particles because 
there is a greater number that can aggregate and an increase in the number of collisions 
between particles that can result in aggregation. 
Chen et al. proposed that the rheological behaviour of nanofluids can be divided into 
four categories [82]. This first group is dilute nanofluids, which have a volume fraction less 
than 0.1% and typically follow Einstein’s viscosity model, and also do not show any 
discernible shear-thinning behaviour. The second category is semi-dilute nanofluids which 
fall in the volume fraction range of 0.1-5%. In this range the aggregation of nanoparticles 
becomes prominent and the viscosity of the nanofluid fits the modified Krieger-Dougherty 
equation well and there is no shear-thinning behaviour present. The third category is semi-
concentrated nanofluids which have a volume fraction in the range of 5-10%. This group is 
the same as the previous one except that there is obvious shear-thinning behaviour. The last 
category is concentrated nanofluids, which have a volume fraction typically greater than 
10%. This last group has received very limited attention as the volume fraction lies beyond 
that of the normal concentration range of nanofluids. 
2.3 HIGH TEMPERATURE NANOFLUIDS 
In an attempt to determine the effects of dispersing nanoparticles in high temperature 
heat transfer fluids a number of experimental works have been conducted.  Most studies 
have focused on two main molten salts, lithium carbonate + potassium carbonate 
(Li2CO3-K2CO3) and sodium nitrate + potassium nitrate salts (NaNO3-KNO3), also 
commonly referred to as solar salt.  Most of the remaining works have focused on a wide 
range of ionic fluids, listed below. 
 
- [C4mpyrr][NTf2]: N-butyl-N-methylpyrrolidinium bis {(triflouromethyl)sulfonyl}imide 
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- [C4mim][NTf2]: 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium bis{(trifluoromethyl)sulfonyl}imide 
- [N4111][NTf2]: N-butyl-N,N,N-trimetylammonium bis{(trifluoromethyl)sulphur}imide 
- [C4mmim][NTf2]: 1-butyl-2,3-dimethylimidazolium bis{(trifluoromethyl)sulphur}imide 
- [C4mim][BETI]: 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(perfluoroethylsulfonyl)imide 
- [HMIM]BF4: 1-hexyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate 
- [C4mim][CF3SO3]:1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium trifluoromethanesulfonate 
- [C6mim][NTf2]:  1-hexyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide 
- [C8mim][NTf2]: 1-octyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide 
- [C4mim][BF4]: 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrefluoroborate 
The results of the obtained experimental works are summarised in Table 2.1.  The 
table takes into consideration the base fluid used, the type of nanoparticle used, the mass 
fraction of the nanoparticles, the size of the nanoparticles and the temperature at which the 
experiment was conducted.  The results of the experiments are in terms of a percentage 
difference of the nanofluid’s thermal conductivity (TC W/m ∙ K), specific heat capacity 
(J/g ∙ K) and viscosity (Pa ∙ s) compared to those of the base fluid. 
Table 2.1 - Comparative table of molten salt nanofluid experimental results 
BF Particle Loading (wt%) Size (nm) Temp (⁰C) TC Spec. heat Viscosity Case Ref 
Li2CO3-K2CO3 SiO2 0.1 10   4.63%   [33] 
0.5  3.42%   
1 5 237-277  24%   [5] 
10  26%   
30  23%   
60  26%   
10   19-24%   [31] 
 3%  A [32] 
 26%  B 
 22.37%   [33] 
1.5 2-20   118-124%  A [13] 
 -3%-4%  B 
2 10   0.32%   [33] 
2.5 15   14.59%   [83] 
MWCNT 0.1 D. 10-30 
L.1.5µm 
  9.12%   [33] 
0.5  9.77%   
1  18%  A [84] 
 22%  B 
277   11%  [73] 
  17.91%   [33] 
 17%   [85] 
2 277   93%  [73] 
  17.05%   [33] 
5 277   1130%  [73] 
Graphite 1 <200   21%   
Al2O3 1 10   31-33%   [34] 
CNT 1 
 
 
 6.9%  A [86] 
  13%  B 
  16%  C 
NaNO3-KNO3 SiO2 0.5    -19.3%   [36] 
1    0.80%   
5,10,30,60   10-28%   [4] 
1.5    -1.40%   [36] 
Al2O3 0.5    -7.60%   
1    5.90%   
1.5    -3.50%   
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BF Particle Loading (wt%) Size (nm) Temp (⁰C) TC Spec. heat Viscosity Case Ref 
TiO2 0.5    -15.6%   
1    -6.30%   
1.5    -11.8%   
SiO2-Al2O3 0.5    -7.50%   
1    22.50%   
1.5    1.5%   
Mica 0.5 45µm   13.20%   [37] 
1   14.70%   
2   18.60%   
Li2CO3-K2CO3 (34:66) Graphite 0.1 50   56.80%  A [87] 
 23.00%  B 
Li2CO3-K2CO3 (74.6:25.4) Graphite 0.1 50   17.30%  A 
 9%  B 
KNO3-NaNO2-NaNO3 Al2O3 0.016 30-50 275,350  9.6,1.95%   [88] 
0.063 275,350  19.9,6.15%   
0.125 275,350  12.7,6.1%   
0.25 275,350  9.6,0.3%   
0.5 275,350  7.8, -1.7%   
1 275,350  6.5%, -2.8%   
2 275,350  -2.7%,-5.7%   
BaCl2-NaCl2-CaCl2 SiO2 1 20-30   14.50%   [35] 
KCl-CaCl2-LiCl SiO2 1 10 350-450  7.60%   [89] 
[C4mim][NTf2] Al2O3 0.5 <50 20 3%  18%  [39] 
 25,60    4%,-6%  [9] 
    100,200    0%,0%  
1 <50 25 6% 23%   [40] 
275   29.4%   
2.5  25,60    20%,19%  [9] 
100, 200    41%,68%  
MWCNT 1  20-40 35.50%    [41] 
[C4mim][CF3SO3] MWCNT 1  20-40 9.40%    
[C6mim] [NTf2] 6.80%    
[C8mim][NTf2] 6.60%    
[C4mim][BF4] 6.10%    
[C4mpyrr][NTf2] Al2O3 1 <50 25 5% 23.6%   [40] 
275   20.8%   
0.5  10 3% 12% 37%  [90] 
[C4mmim][NTf2] Al2O3 0.5  25, 60    -2%,3%  [9] 
100, 200    5%,11%  
80,200  11%,8.2%   [38] 
1  80,200  26%,28%   
2.5  80,200  32%,30%   
2.5  25, 60    40%,94%  [9] 
100, 200  32%,9% 142%,147%  
Carbon 
black 
0.5  80,200  -14%,-31%   [38] 
1  80,200  -34%,-36%   
2.5  80,200  -40%,-44%   
[C4mim][BETI] Al2O3 0.5  25    18%  [9] 
60    12%  
100    14%  
200    150%  
2.5  25    68%  
60    106%  
100  16% 181%  
200  28% 388%  
[HMIM]BF4 MWCNT 0.03  25,65 3.9,8.4% -0.2,-0.6% -15,-19%  [42] 
0.06  25,65 13,13.2% -1.8,-1.7%   
Graphene 0.01  25,200 3,5.9%    [43] 
0.03  25 8.40% -1.5%   
30   -11%  
90    -6.8%  
200 11.5%    
0.03  25,65 11.8,12.3% -1.1,-1.5% -13,-4%  [42] 
0.06  25,65 15.5,18.6% -2.2,-2.4%   
0.06  25 15.2% -3%   [43] 
30   -14%  
90    -19%  
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BF Particle Loading (wt%) Size (nm) Temp (⁰C) TC Spec. heat Viscosity Case Ref 
200 22.9%    
[N4111][NTf] Al2O3 0.5 <50 20,40 3,3% 14,14% 21,14%  [23] 
60,300 2.50% 14,13% 9%  
D. 2-6 
L. 200-400 
20,40 5,6.5% 20,17% 10,7%  
60,300 6% 19,27% 4%  
[C4mim][NTf2] MWCNT 0.5  21, 40 9.5%,6.5%    [91] 
60, 82 6%,7.9%    
1  21, 40 14%,11%    
60, 82 11%, 12%    
3  21, 40 26%,23%    
60, 82 23%,24%    
 
In several cases, experiments were conducted where different methods, additives or 
conditions were investigated.  In this report they have been called case A, case B and in one 
instance case C.  The different cases for each experiment are as follows; 
Shin and Banerjee created a nanomaterial by dispersing nanoparticles in a salt eutectic 
in a petri dish and rapidly evaporated the water used in the synthesis.  The water at the edge 
of the dish evaporated first while the final stage of evaporation took place in the centre of 
the dish. This led to two different morphologies of the nanocomposite samples, termed case 
A and B [14]. 
 Case A: Finely dispersed amorphous powder located towards the edge of the dish 
  Case B: Very coarse amorphous powder located in the centre of the dish 
Tiznobaik and Shin [32]. 
  Case A: Formation of nanostructure around nanoparticles not present 
  Case B: Formation of nanostructure around nanoparticles present 
Jo and Banerjee [84]. 
  Case A: Surfactant sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) was used 
  Case B: Surfactant gum Arabic (GA) was used 
Jo and Banerjee [87]. 
  Case A: Evaporation of water conducted in a large petri dish 
  Case B: Evaporation of water conducted in a vial 
Jo and Banerjee [86]. 
  Case A: Evaporation temperature 120 ℃ 
  Case B: Evaporation temperature 140 ℃ 
  Case C: Evaporation temperature 160 ℃ 
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2.3.1 Specific heat capacity 
It can be deduced from the literature surveyed, that an enhancement in specific heat of 
molten salt nanofluids of 10-30% is reasonable.  Not all data agrees with this as a few 
outliers are present, the most prominent being the experimental work by Shin and Banerjee 
where they reported enhancements of 118-124% for the finely dispersed amorphous powder 
and -3-4% enhancement for the very coarse powder [14].  These results can be explained 
when another experimental study conducted by Jo and Banerjee is considered [87].  Both 
experiments use the same method for synthesizing the nanofluids that resulted in two 
different morphologies of the nanocomposite samples.  Jo and Banerjee summarised that the 
chemical composition of each morphology could have changed due to the separation 
technique used in synthesis [87].  They found that the amount of lithium carbonate increased 
from a mole fraction of 62% from the base molten salt to 74.6% for the finely dispersed 
amorphous powder, increasing the specific heat capacity of the base molten salt to 2.66 J/gK 
from 1.6 J/gK.  The opposite effect was observed for the coarse powder, the mole fraction 
decreased from 62% to 34%, resulting in a drop in specific heat of the base fluid to 0.96 
J/gK from 1.6 J/gK.  Assuming that the same molten salt composites were present in the 
study conducted by Shin and Banerjee, the actual enhancements are approximated in Table 
2.2. 
When considering the altered chemical composition of the molten salt the 
enhancements of 118-124% are actually closer to 30-34% and the enhancements of -3-4% 
are actually closer to a range of 19-28%.  These adjusted results are more reasonable as they 
better reflect those of Jo and Banerjee and are in closer agreement to the rest of the 
experimental results.  Omitting these results, the comparative graph is shown as Figure 2.1. 
Table 2.2 - Adjusted results for Shin and Banerjee's experimental work [14] 
Case Reported results Adjusted results 
Specific heat  Specific heat  
Base fluid Nanofluid Enhancement Base fluid Nanofluid Enhancement 
A 1.59   2.66   
 3.56 124%  3.56 33.80% 
 3.46 118%  3.46 30.10% 
 3.5 120%  3.5 31.60% 
B 1.59   1.32   
 1.57 -3%  1.57 18.90% 
 1.65 2%  1.65 25% 
 1.69 4%  1.69 28% 
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Figure 2.1 - Specific heat enhancement of LiCO3-K2CO3 based nanofluids: adjusted 
 
Another data point that does not follow the trend is that of the experimental work 
conducted by Tiznobaik and Shin, where an enhancement of 3% was observed [32].  This 
particular result was called case A and another experiment with the same conditions, called 
case B, showed an enhancement of 26%.  The only difference between the two experiments 
was that extra hydroxide was added to case A to deter the formation of a compressed layer, 
as it was theorised that the surface of the nanoparticles will be slightly charged causing the 
formation of a solid structure at the solid liquid interface.  It was observed that no 
nanostructure formed for case A but was present for case B, which indicates that the 
formation of a compressed layer is the most significant contributor to the specific heat 
enhancement of molten salt nanofluids. 
This is a widely popular mechanism as a large number of the experimental works have 
observed the formation of a nanostructure and it explains the enhancement in specific heat 
for molten salts, as well as the decrease in specific heat for aqueous nanofluids [4], [6], [13], 
[31].  The enhancement due to this compressed layer is entirely dependent on its volume 
fraction, which in turn is dependent on nanoparticle size and shape and the thickness of the 
layer.  On the assumption that the particles are spherical and of uniform size, and given that 
the fraction of the volume fraction of the compressed layer to the volume fraction of the 
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particles is the same as the fraction of the volume of a nanoparticle compared to the layer, 
the volume fraction of the compressed layer can be expressed as follows. 
 
 
V
Vnsns =
f
f
 (2.8) 
 
Where: 
=nsf Volume fraction of the compressed layer 
=f Volume fraction of nanoparticles 
=nsV Volume of compressed layer around a single nanoparticle 
=V Volume of a single nanoparticle 
Therefore, 
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Where: 
=r Nanoparticle radius 
=d Layer thickness 
Assuming arbitrary values of 1% for volume fraction and 1nm for the layer thickness 
it can be seen in Figure 2.2 that an exponential relationship exists between the volume 
fraction of the compressed layer and the radius of the nanoparticles. 
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Figure 2.2 - Volume fraction of compressed layer 
 
The smaller particle sizes contribute to the compressed layer significantly more than 
the larger particles.  This is due to the rapidly increasing specific surface area of 
nanoparticles with decreasing size, allowing for the formation of more nanostructure.  
However, with decreasing particle size at constant volume fraction, the rate of aggregation 
increases because the average inter-particle distance decreases, meaning the effects of Van 
der Waals force become more prominent [61].  Aggregation works to oppose the formation 
of the compressed layer, as aggregated particles have a lower specific surface area compared 
to well-dispersed particles [88].  This effect has been observed in numerous experiments and 
has been attributed to the discrepancies in experimental works. 
Jo and Banerjee investigated the effects of several surfactants, namely sodium dodecyl 
benzene sulfonate (SDBS), SDS and gum arabic (GA).  Referring to Table 2.1, the 
experiment using SDS was called case A and the experiment using GA was called case B.  It 
can be seen that GA resulted in the largest increase, and it should be noted that SDBS 
produced negligible enhancement; coincidently GA was also the most dispersed sample, as 
clustering of the other two samples was apparent even with the naked eye [84].  Jo and 
Banerjee confirmed this with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images that showed the 
nanomaterials mixed with GA possessed the least amount of aggregation.  They verified this 
again in another experiment by comparing two different methods of synthesising the 
nanofluids.  Referring again to Table 2.1 the first method (case A) they tried was to 
evaporate the water in a petri dish.  Due to its large surface area the time taken to complete 
evaporation was relatively short, yielding better uniformity and lower agglomeration.  The 
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second method, case B, was to evaporate the water in a vial; with less surface area as the 
petri dish the evaporation time was longer and thus yielded less uniformity and more 
agglomeration [87].  It can be seen that case A yields a greater enhancement of specific heat 
than case B, demonstrating that the uniformity of dispersed nanoparticles is a significant 
factor in the specific heat enhancement of molten salt nanofluids. 
Jo and Banerjee also conducted an investigation that studied the effect of evaporation 
temperature on specific heat [86].  As can be seen from Table 2.1 it was discovered that an 
increase in the evaporation temperature resulted in an increase in the specific heat.  This 
implies that aggregation has a detrimental effect on the specific heat of nanofluids as lower 
evaporation temperatures provide more time for the nanotubes to agglomerate.  Conversely 
Jo and Banerjee in a separate experiment studied the effects of evaporation temperature and 
found no apparent increase in specific heat with increasing temperature [84].  
Figure 2.3 summarises all the experimental works of NaNO3-KNO3 based nanofluids.  
It can be seen that there is less agreement among the results compared to Li2CO3-K2NO3 
based nanofluids as half of the data show either negligible enhancement or a decrease in 
specific heat.  It should be noted that all the data that failed to show an increase came from 
the same experimental study conducted by Chieruzzi et al. [36].  Upon omitting the data 
from that study, the remaining data reflects the 10-30% increase in specific heat that was 
apparent in Figure 2.1.  The reasons behind the poor results found by Chieruzzi et al. were 
attributed to poor dispersion and agglomeration of the particles.  SEM images were taken for 
all nanofluid samples and it was observed that for 0.5wt% concentration, the nanoparticles 
were not dispersed well in the base fluid.  At the higher concentration of 1.5wt%, it was also 
observed that the concentration was too high to properly allow particles to disperse.  The 
SEM images also showed non-homogenous aggregates of silica nanoparticles, well-
dispersed Al2O3 aggregates and well-distributed SiO2-Al2O3 particles.  Coincidently SiO2-
Al2O3 at 1wt% was the well-dispersed sample and possessed the highest specific heat 
enhancement, followed by Al2O3 at 1wt% and SiO2 at 1wt%.  These results again verify that 
the aggregation of nanoparticles significantly affects the specific heat enhancement of 
nanofluids. 
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Figure 2.3 - Specific heat enhancement of NaNO3-KNO3 based nanofluids 
 
An interesting trend is also present in Figure 2.3, where Dudda and Shin observed an 
increase in specific heat enhancement with increasing nanoparticle size [4].  It was observed 
through the use of backscattered electron (BSE) images that nanostructures had formed 
around the nanoparticles; with the largest nanoparticles (60 nm) possessing the greatest 
amount of nanostructure and decreasing with particle size.  This is quite controversial and 
the reasons behind it are not known, as it is expected that the smaller nanoparticles are, the 
larger the amount of nanostructure there will be because of their larger specific surface area. 
Figure 2.4 illustrates the results of the specific heat capacity enhancements of ionic 
liquid based nanofluids.  Like Figure 2.3 controversial results are shown as almost half 
show a decrease in specific heat.  Grouping like base fluids it can be seen in Figure 2.5. The 
nanofluids at 0.03 and 0.06wt% all have the same ionic base liquid in common, which may 
be the reason behind the decrease in specific heat.  Wang conducted experiments using 
[HMIM]BF4 as the base fluid with MWCNT and graphene nanoparticles [42].  TEM and 
optical images were taken of the suspensions and it was observed that no nanostructure was 
present, which could explain the lack of specific heat increase. 
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Figure 2.4 - Specific heat enhancement of ionic liquid based nanofluids 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5 - Specific heat enhancement of ionic liquid based nanofluids: same base fluid 
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It can also be noted that the remaining controversial data all have carbon black as the 
nanoparticle.  No images were taken of the suspensions of carbon black, so the presence of 
any nanostructure cannot be determined and the reasons behind the adverse effects of carbon 
black nanoparticles remain unaccounted for [38].  The only conclusion that can be drawn is 
that carbon black is not an effective nanoparticle in increasing the base fluid’s specific heat 
capacity.  Omitting the controversial data, it can be seen that the remaining data depicts the 
10-30% increase in specific heat that is apparent in the previous figures. 
Ho and Pan performed an investigation of the specific heat of molten Hitec salt loaded 
with Al2O3 nanoparticles, the results are illustrated in Figure 2.6 [88].  It can be seen that an 
optimal increase in specific heat occurs at 0.063wt% concentration and a detrimental effect 
is observed at 2wt% concentration.  SEM images showed that for concentration below 
0.016wt% there was negligible agglomeration and uniform dispersion of nanoparticles.  
With increasing Al2O3 nanoparticle concentration it was observed that the degree of 
agglomeration was greater and the formed clusters grew larger and increasingly inter-
connected.  However, the formation of nanostructures was not observed for any of the 
samples, implying that the interfacial thermal resistance of the particles is the main reason 
behind the increase in specific heat.  Ho and Pan estimated the interfacial area of the 
particles in relation to the concentration and found a maximum at 0.023wt%.  Therefore the 
actual maximum specific heat increase may not be at 0.063wt%, but since there is no sample 
of 0.023wt% this cannot be verified.  Increasing the concentration above 0.023wt% causes 
particle aggregation and may reduce the specific heat capacity as the interfacial area is 
reduced, as is reflected in Figure 2.6.  Zhong and Lukes also reported that thermal resistance 
increases with decreasing base fluid temperature; which would also explain the drastic 
decrease in specific heat enhancement with increased temperature as evident in Figure 2.6 
[92]. 
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Figure 2.6 - Specific heat enhancement of KNO3-NaNO2-NaNO3 based nanofluid 
 
Quantifying the specific heat increase observed in molten salt nanofluids has proved 
difficult as the mechanisms driving the increase are not yet entirely understood.  The 
mechanism that has received the most attention and has the most promise is that of liquid 
layering.  As previously discussed, equation 1 was proposed to take into account the specific 
heat capacity of the compressed layer formed around the nanoparticles.  A number of 
assumptions have been made for the properties of the compressed layer: 
- Thickness of the compressed layer is 1nm [47]–[49]. 
- Specific heat of the layer is taken to be that of the base fluid at melting point 
[14]. 
- Density is to taken to be similar to that of the solid phase of the fluid [14]. 
These assumptions have been based on MD simulations for nanofluids that do not 
have molten salt as their base fluid.  As such molten salt nanofluids may act differently from 
what is indicated by the MD simulations.  Jo and Banerjee conducted MD simulations of 
different compositions of Li2CO3-K2CO3 with Al2O3 nanoparticles [87].  With a mole 
fraction of 74.6 Li2CO3 the thickness of the compressed layer was found to be 1.05 nm and 
for the mole fraction of 34 Li2CO3 the thickness was found to be 1.35 nm.  Interestingly the 
chemical composition of the layer was also found to be altered, creating local concentration 
gradients around the nanoparticles.  The ratio of potassium in the layer was higher than the 
average value, likely due to a higher adhesion force between the potassium and the graphite 
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particle.  Coincidently the nanofluid with the higher potassium mole fraction had a thicker, 
denser compressed layer and a higher increase in specific heat capacity. 
Shin et al. discussed this interesting phenomenon stating that a molten salt mixture 
consists of two or more ionic compounds and one compound may be more attracted to an 
oxide nanoparticle than the other [58].  Thus leading to a concentration gradient at the 
surface of the nanoparticles, which is due to an electrostatic interaction difference between 
the nanoparticles’ negatively charged surface and each positively charged ion.  However, 
Shin et al. goes on to state as this separation of ionic compounds occurs in the immediate 
vicinity of the nanoparticles at nanoscale, the ionic particles start to crystalize on the surface 
and then grow away from the nanoparticle creating a fractal-like fluid nanostructure.  This 
fractal-like structure is very unlike the liquid layer that was originally assumed to occur and 
has been observed in a large number of experiments [6], [14], [32], [34], [35]. 
It should be noted that the amount of fractal-like nanostructures created in molten salts 
is significantly larger than the amount of nanoparticles loaded into the base fluid.  This can 
be seen in Figure 2.7, where the fractal-like nanostructures are much brighter than the base 
fluid.  Sin and Banerjee estimated the volume fraction of the nanostructure from the SEM 
image to be approximately 40.5% from just 1.5wt% concentration of nanoparticles [14].  
This implies that the assumption that the compressed layer thickness is 1 nm thick is not 
valid for molten salt nanofluids. 
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Figure 2.7 - a. Nanomaterial with nanostructure (SiO2 1wt% Li2CO3-K2CO3) [32], b. 
Needle-like structures (SiO2 1wt% Li2CO3-K2CO3) [6], c. Nanomaterial with enhanced 
specific heat capacity [32], d. Weave pattern nanostructure [14], e. Enhanced image of d. 
[14], f. Chain-like nanostructures [21], g. Percolation type network of higher density 
substructure [22]. 
The formation of the fractal-like nanostructure has been linked to the enhancement of 
the specific heat capacity of the nanofluids, in the sense that when the structure is present, 
enhancement occurs and when the structure is absent, no enhancement is found [32].  The 
reasons behind this enhancement have been attributed to two possible mechanisms: the 
formed needle-like structures have a very large specific surface area similar to the 
nanoparticles, which have already been proven to have enhanced specific heat capacity 
compared to the bulk material [6], [45], and the nanostructure is expected to possess 
semisolid properties similar to those of the base fluid at melting temperature [14], [31].  
However, validating either of these mechanisms is not yet possible as there is currently no 
technology that can accurately measure the properties of these nanostructures. 
2.3.2 Thermal conductivity 
With regard to molten salt nanofluids, the changes in thermal conductivity have 
received considerably less attention than the specific heat capacity enhancement.  The 
results of all the experimental works regarding thermal conductivity are summarised in 
Figure 2.8. 
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Figure 2.8 - Thermal conductivity of molten salt based nanofluids 
 
From this graph no apparent trend is observed apart from the fact that particles that are 
highly conductive and have a larger specific surface area, such as graphene, MWCNT and 
Al2O3 whiskers provide a larger enhancement in thermal conductivity.  By grouping 
nanofluids with the same base fluid together other trends can be seen, as illustrated in Figure 
2.9.  In general an increase in the nanoparticle concentration results in an increase in thermal 
conductivity, which could be attributed to any of the proposed mechanisms.  Franca et al. 
studied the thermal conductivity of [C4mim][(CF3SO2)2N] doped with MWCNT and 
observed a clear interface, stating that the addition of MWCNT induced columnar structures 
caused by packaging and organization of the base fluids ions [91].  Lopes and Padua 
reported that [Cnmim][(CF3SO2)2N] and [Cnmim][PF6] are characterised by nanostructures, 
and that if the alkyl side chains were longer or equal to C4, aggregation of the alkyl chains 
in nonpolar domains will occur [93].  The aggregation results in the formation of a 3D 
network of ionic channels formed by the anions and by the imidazolium rings of the cations, 
causing separation and formation of polar and nonpolar zones. When suspended in such 
ionic liquids, MWCNTs will tend to interact with the nonpolar zones creating 
microaggregates that will cause an increase in the heat transfer [91].  Franca et al. attributed 
the thermal conductivity enhancement to the nanolayer observed and Ribeiro et al. supported 
this by doping [C4mim][BF4] with MWCNT and clearly observed the existence of a 
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structured interface comprising of the MWCNTs with a random coil 3D structure.  The 
aggregation of the different coils was also clear which confirmed the existence of the 
microclusters that increase the heat transfer; they also found the interface layer to be 50-70 
nm thick, much thicker than previously believed (1 nm) [94]. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.9 - Thermal conductivity of molten salt based nanofluids: same base fluid 
 
Shin et al. supported the formation of these chains by stating that in conventional 
nanofluids the nanoparticles aggregate to form chain-like nanostructures whereas in molten 
salt nanofluids the nanoparticles induce separation of the molten salt which then forms 
fractal-like fluid nanostructures; this is illustrated in Figure 2.10 [58].  As the base fluid’s 
structure itself changes with the addition of nanoparticles not only can the specific heat be 
enhanced, but also the thermal conductivity.  Therefore it is reasonable to expect that as the 
nanoparticle concentration is increased, the thermal conductivity is also increased as a 
greater number of fractal-like structures are created and form a network of high conductivity 
paths throughout the nanofluid.  This trend is apparent in individual studies. Wang et al., Liu 
et al. and Franca et al. all reported an increase in thermal conductivity with increased 
loading; however, upon comparing all experimental results it can be seen as in Figure 2.9 
that this trend is not supported by the data.   
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Figure 2.10 - Conventional nanofluids and molten salt nanofluids [58] 
 
The most prominent set of data that differs from the norm is the experimental works 
conducted by Wang et al. and Liu et al. [42], [43]. Both experiments were very similar in the 
sense that they both doped [HMIM] BF4 with graphene at very low concentrations and 
found anomalous increases in thermal conductivity.  These increases are significantly higher 
than those of other experiments with higher concentrations of nanoparticles and they may be 
due to slightly different mechanisms.  Neither Wang et al. or Liu et al. observed the 
formation of fractal-like nanostructures; as such, the increase in thermal conductivity may be 
a result of aggregated nanoparticles instead of the aggregated ionic compounds which form 
the fractal-like nanostructures.  This would also explain why Wang et al. and Liu et al. 
observed decreases in specific heat capacity; on the other hand it does not explain why they 
also observed a decrease in the viscosity of the nanofluids.   
The type of base fluid being used may also be a driving factor as Nieto de Castro et al. 
reported an enhancement of 35.5% for [C4mim][NTf2] while nothing over 10% for 
[C4mim][CF3SO3], [C6mim] [NTf2], [C8mim][NTf2] and [C4mim][BF4].  This may be 
related to size of the nonpolar domains formed by the alkyl chains which create the 
microclusters as well as the size of the ions of the ionic fluid, as smaller ions pack together 
more efficiently they limit the extension of the fractal-like structures that are induced from 
nanoparticles [91]. The type of nanoparticle used may also have a significant effect as Paul 
et al. reported a thermal conductivity increase of 6% using Al2O3 nanoparticles while Nieto 
de Castro et al. for the same mass concentration and base fluid, reported an increase of 
35.5% [40], [41].  This, however, is misleading because although they have the same mass 
fraction, the volume fraction of MWCNT nanoparticles is drastically higher than that of 
Al2O3 as MWCNT is considerably less dense than Al2O3.  The shape of nanoparticles does 
appear to have an effect on the thermal conductivity increase as well.  Paul et al. showed that 
Al2O3 whisker nanoparticles resulted in a higher thermal conductivity increase than that of 
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Al2O3 spherical nanoparticles [24].  This is most likely due to the higher specific surface 
area of the whiskers compared to the spheres, which results in a higher interfacial surface 
area, with the base fluid creating a larger amount of nanostructure.  This may also account 
for the greater thermal enhancement shown by MWCNTs. 
2.3.3 Viscosity 
While the thermophysical properties of nanofluids has received a great amount of 
attention, the rheological properties of nanofluids has received relatively little.  The 
rheological properties of a fluid are an important factor in engineering applications as a high 
viscosity results in high pumping power, which severally limits the uses of the fluid.  A 
summary of the viscosity changes in molten salt nanofluids is shown in Figure 2.11.  It can 
be seen that there is a general trend of increasing viscosity with increasing concentration of 
nanoparticles. This is as expected because the changes in viscosity have been attributed to 
agglomeration of nanoparticles, where a larger amount of aggregates will be present in 
higher concentrations [72], [74], [75].  However, an interesting phenomenon has been 
observed by Liu et al. and Wang et al., in which the addition of MWCNT and graphene 
nanoparticles resulted in a reduction in the viscosity [42], [43].  The reasons behind this 
have been attributed to the self-lubrication of MWCNT and graphene. 
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Figure 2.11 – Top - Viscosity enhancement of molten salt nanofluids; Bottom – 200-Al2O3 
and 277-MWCNT omitted for better visualisation 
 
It should also be noted that the viscosity of molten salts is highly dependent on the 
temperature.  At 30℃ the viscosity of [HMIM]BF4 is approximately 200 cp and it reduces 
to approximately 35 cp at 90℃, reaching a minimum of 6 cp at approximately 200℃ [43].  A 
similar trend is observed for other molten salts [10], [24], [39], [90]. 
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Jo and Banerjee used the Krieger-Dougherty viscosity model to predict the viscosity 
increase of LiCO2-K2CO3 molten salt doped with MWCNT [73].  They found that for an 
aggregate size 4.7 times that of a single particle, the equation was in good agreement with 
the experiment for high concentrations >2wt%.  For a nanoparticle concentration of 1wt% 
the equation was in good agreement when the aggregate size was only 2.1 times that of a 
single nanoparticle.  This implies that the size and proportion of aggregates increases for 
increasing nanoparticle concentration.  They also found that for a concentration of 1wt% 
when GA was not used as a surfactant, the equation was in good agreement when the 
aggregate size was 4.7 times larger.  Therefore, they concluded that the use of the surfactant 
resulted in a better uniformity of dispersion of nanoparticles. 
Visser et al. observed that the increase in viscosity was different for different ionic 
liquid based nanofluids [10].   They found that [C4mim][BETI] had the greatest increase in 
viscosity and attributed this phenomenon to the nanoparticles’ interaction with the cations 
and anions of the ionic liquids.  It appeared that [BETI] had a greater attraction with the 
nanoparticles than [TNf2], resulting in an increase in viscosity.  They also stated that this 
effect was not as pronounced as the temperature increased.  This implies that the viscosity of 
molten salt nanofluids is dependent on nanoparticle aggregation as well as the fractal-like 
nanostructures. 
Figure 2.12 shows the viscosity enhancements with respect to the type of base fluid 
being used.  It can also be seen in several cases that the viscosity increases with an increase 
in temperature.  This may be a result of an increase in aggregation; with an increase in 
temperature, and conversely a decrease in the overall viscosity, collision of particles become 
more frequent due to Brownian motion, resulting in a greater rate of agglomeration of 
particles.  Conversely Paul et al. showed a decrease in the viscosity enhancement with 
increasing temperature [24].  The accuracy of this data is questionable as it was obtained 
from a graph and not raw data. 
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Figure 2.12 – Top -Viscosity enhancement of molten salt nanofluids: same base fluid. 
Bottom – 200-Al2O3 and 277-MWCNT omitted for better visualisation 
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2.4 SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 
To this author’s knowledge, this is the first study to comparatively review the thermal 
conductivity, specific heat capacity and viscosity of experimental works conducted on 
molten salt nanofluids.  A 10–30% increase of specific heat is seen as a reasonable 
enhancement for molten salt nanofluids regardless of particle type, shape and the loading to 
some extent.  The formation of fractal-like nanostructures at the solid liquid interface is 
believed to be mechanism behind this enhancement, whether or not this enhancement 
derives from the large specific surface area of the nanostructure or whether it possesses 
semisolid properties similar to those of the base fluid at melting temperature is yet to be 
determined.  However, Ho and Pan did show significant increase in specific heat with the 
absence of a nanostructure, implying that the interfacial thermal resistance of the 
nanoparticles is the reason behind the specific heat increase [88].  Conversely, in other cases 
no specific heat enhancement was found in the absence of the nanostructure.  Whether or not 
the interfacial thermal resistance of nanoparticles is significant is yet to be confirmed.   
Aggregation also has detrimental effects on the specific heat of the nanofluid, as each 
experiment that showed a higher amount of aggregation also showed a lower increase in 
specific heat and the use of surfactants yielded higher increases. 
It is noted that in conventional nanofluids the nanoparticles aggregate to form chain-
like nanostructures, whereas in molten salt nanofluids, separation of the base fluid is induced 
by the nanoparticles forming fractal-like nanostructures.  These nanostructures may also 
increase the thermal conductivity along with the specific heat.  Aggregation of particles was 
also seen to have detrimental effects on the viscosity, which increased with increasing 
nanoparticle concentration and was higher when surfactants were absent.  It can be seen that 
significant increases in specific heat and thermal conductivity are possible in molten salt 
nanofluids, the only drawback being an increase in viscosity.  Molten salt nanofluids 
therefore have great potential for use in concentrating solar power systems.  Before they can 
be confidently implemented many more investigations are needed, including experimental 
investigation to accurately quantify the density, specific heat and thermal conductivity of the 
fractal-like nanostructure, further studies investigating the formation of the nanostructure to 
develop a better understanding of what factors affect it and how, for example, the effects of 
aggregation, particle type, and base fluid type.  All in all, more experimental works 
regarding all the thermophysical and rheological properties of nanofluids are needed while 
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taking into account the amount of aggregation and nanostructure that is present to better 
understand the mechanisms driving the anomalous enhancements observed. 
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Chapter 3: Model Development 
To better understand how molten salt nanofluid direct absorption receivers act at high 
temperatures and what the effects of certain parameters are, a numerical model is developed. 
This model aims to quantify the optical properties of molten salt nanofluids and provide an 
accurate estimation of the temperature profile of the receiver, while considering such 
parameters as receiver length, molten salt velocity, nanoparticle volume concentration and 
solar radiation concentration. 
3.1 OPTICAL PROPERTIES 
The optical properties of nanofluids are dependent on a number of factors, namely, 
nanoparticle size, material type, shape and volume fraction.  Different types of material are 
quantified by the complex refractive index, which is a combination of the refractive and 
absorptive indexes. 
 
 
npnpnp ians +=  (3.1) 
 
Where: 
=npn Refractive index 
=npa Absorptive index 
The effects of particle shape are complicated and difficult to quantify. Currently there 
is no reliable theory that can be used to describe varying shape [95].  Reliable theories exist 
for spherical particles and as such, assumptions will be made that all nanoparticles are 
spherical in shape.  The effect of particle size is expressed through a size parameter 𝛼, which 
is defined as follows: 
 
 
λ
πα D=  (3.2) 
 
Where: 
=D Particle diameter 
=λ Radiation wavelength 
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To account for the absorption and scattering of spheres, the Mie theory is used [96-97] 
While Mie theory provides a first-order description of optical effects in non-spherical 
particles and correctly describes many small-particle effects that are not intuitively obvious; 
the math itself is quite cumbersome.  Therefore for simplicity, approximations are desirable.  
If the diameter of a particle is small when compared to the wavelength of light in a medium 
then Rayleigh type scattering can be assumed. Due to the incredibly small size ratio, many 
of the higher order components in Mie scattering theory can be ignored [96],[97]. 
 
 1<<αm  (3.3) 
 
The extinction, scattering and absorbing efficiencies for Rayleigh scattering are given 
as follows [96]. 
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scatabsext QQQ +=  (3.6) 
 
Where: 
=m Relative complex refractive index of the nanofluid 
    
bf
np
s
s
=  
=nps Complex refractive index of the nanoparticles 
=bfs Complex refractive index of the base fluid 
 
If 1<<αm  the coefficient of 
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 in the absorption efficiency equation is 
approximately unity [96], therefore the absorption efficiency reduces to equation (3.7), 
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mx , which will occur for sufficiently small 𝛼 the 
absorption efficiency is reduced again to equation (3.8) [96], 
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Additionally the extinction efficiency can be reduced to just the absorbing as it can be 
seen in the above equations when comparing absQ  and scatQ  that αα <<4 . This is due to the 
nanoparticles being significantly smaller than the wavelengths, meaning that 1<α  resulting 
in αα <<4 ; therefore scattering effects can be ignored [97].  This simplification is only 
valid for sufficiently uniform small particles, as can be seen in the following relationship for 
the fraction of incident light that is scattered [96], [98].  Also it should be noted that for 
volume fractions less than 0.6% dependent scattering effects can be ignored [99]. 
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Where: 
=N Number of scattering particles in the beam path 
=ϑ Scattering angle 
=sI Scattered irradiation 
=0I Incident radiation 
The amount of scattered irradiance is proportional to 6D , so by simply doubling the 
size of the particles a 64-fold increase in scattering is obtained.  This becomes problematic 
in modelling the optical properties of nanofluids as the nanoparticles tend to aggregate, 
essentially forming larger particles of the same volume fraction.  Therefore as aggregation 
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increases so too does the amount of scattering resulting in deviations from the model.  To 
account for this accurate aggregation models are needed to predict the increase in average 
particle size with respect to time.  However, such models lay outside the bounds of this 
work. 
The extinction coefficient of the nanoparticles can then be represented as follows. 
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Under the assumption that no aggregation occurs the extinction coefficient becomes, 
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These equations assume that the base fluid is completely transparent, while this is 
desirable, in reality it is not the case.  For example, water is largely transparent in the visible 
light spectrum but highly absorptive in the near infrared and infrared radiation where 35% of 
the sun’s power is.  To account for this, the total extinction coefficient is proposed as the 
addition of the particles and the base fluid’s extinction coefficient [98]. 
 
 
bfnp κκκ +=  (3.12)  
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As the incident radiation in question is concentrated solar radiation, it can be 
approximated using Planck’s black body distribution. 
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Where: 
=attS Attenuation constant which accounts for the average attenuation through Earth’s  
             atmosphere 
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       =  0.73 
=C Concentration factor  
=Ω s Solid angle of the sun as seen from Earth 
      5108.6 −×=  
=h Planck’s constant 
     sJ ⋅×= −341062606957.6  
=c Speed of light 
   
s
m299792458=  
=Bk Boltzmann constant 
     
K
J23103806488.1 −×=  
=sunT Temperature of the sun 
       K5780=  
Figure 3.1 shows the spectrum of the solar radiation outside of Earth’s atmosphere. 
The range shown, 200-2500 nm, includes 96.3% of the total irradiance and is the range that 
will be considered in this study. 
 
 
Figure 3.1 – Spectral flux distribution of solar radiation outside of Earth’s atmosphere 
3.2 GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
This study investigates a flowing solar receiver in which the concentrated solar 
radiation is normally incident and directly absorbed within the channel due to suspended 
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nanoparticles, as illustrated in Figure 3.2.  The nanofluid is modelled using COMSOL to be 
volumetrically heated as it flows between two parallel plates of height h.  The model is 3D 
to account for a volumetric heat source but is 2D in nature as the width of the receiver does 
not affect the outcome of the model in any way and the side walls are modelled as planes of 
symmetry.  The flow is modelled as fully developed with the two plates as non-slip walls 
and three heat losses are included, namely convection to the ambient, surface to ambient 
radiation and thermal re-emission from within the fluid, the first two of which act on the top 
surface.  The thermophyscial properties of the nanofluid are taken as those of the base fluid 
due to low concentrations of particles considered and are modelled as temperature 
dependent; the rheological properties are estimated by using Krieger type viscosity model, 
as previously defined as equation 2.7 in section 2.2.3 and restated below. The bottom of the 
receiver is modelled as an adiabatic black wall and reflective losses are not considered. 
Krieger-Dougherty model, 
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Figure 3.2 – Model setup 
 
Two physics modules are incorporated into the COMSOL model to take into account 
both the heat transfer as well as the fluid dynamics of the receiver.  The heat transfer uses 
the following governing equation. 
 
 ( ) QTkTuC p +∇⋅∇=∇⋅ρ  (3.15) 
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Where: 
=ρ Density 
=pC Specific heat 
=u Fully developed velocity 
=T Temperature 
=k Thermal conductivity 
=Q Heat source 
The fully developed velocity profile is determined using COMSOL’s mixture module 
which takes into account particles being suspended in the fluid. The governing equations 
that COMSOL utilises in the mixture model are listed below. 
 
 ( ) ( )( )[ ] ( )[ ] ( )uuuccuupluu cslipslipddT ⋅∇+−⋅∇−∇+∇+−⋅∇=∇⋅ ρρµρ 1  (3.16) 
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In a number of previous studies plug flow was used in place of fully developed [5], 
[21], [25], under the assumption of a creeping flow, where the Reynolds number is mostly 
less than 1, or an inviscid flow.  This assumption, however, does not hold for volumetric 
receivers, where the Reynolds number is generally between 10 and 1000 [21], [25].  As such 
fully developed flow has been used in this study to overcome this limitation.  To model the 
slip velocity between the nanoparticles and the base fluid the Hadamard-Rybcynski model is 
used. 
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To simplify the model, it is assumed that there is no temperature difference between 
the particles and the base fluid because the high surface to volume ratio of the nanoparticles 
leads to instantaneous heat transfer between the two mediums [100]. 
The absorbed thermal radiation is modelled as a volumetric heat release assuming that 
the change in normally incident spectral flux due to attenuation by the nanofluid is 
dissipated as a local heat release.  The heat release function is determined from the radiative 
transfer equation [20]. 
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Where: 
=θ Incident angle 
Given that the solar radiation is normally incident, scattering is negligible and the 
radiative transfer equation is in its quasi-steady form the heat release function is defined as 
equation (3.26) [101].  The quasi-steady assumption is valid as the model will only be 
considered under stationary steady state conditions. 
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Where y is the distance from the top of the receiver.  Integrating both sides yields, 
 
 ( ) ( )( )yby eTIeIyI λλ κλκλλ −− −+= 1,0  (3.27) 
 
Where 𝐼0,𝜆 is the concentrated normally incident solar radiation quantified using 
Planck’s black body distribution previously defined in this study.  Differentiating with 
respect to 𝑦 and integrated over the solar wavelength range the volumetric heat release is 
given as, 
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λλλ
λκ dyeITIyQ yb  (3.28) 
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The top surface of the receiver consists of two types of heat losses, convective loss and 
radiative loss.  For the heat losses to be combined, the radiative loss needs to be 
approximated as a linear heat loss coefficient, so that the two heat loss coefficients can be 
summed together.  The radiative linear heat loss coefficient is a good approximation for low 
temperatures but loses accuracy for high temperatures ( )KT 750>  [5].  As this study is 
investigating high temperatures, the heat losses will need to be considered separately.  The 
radiative heat loss to the ambient is calculated using Stefan-Boltzmann’s law. 
 
 ( )44 TTq amb −= εs  (3.29) 
 
Where: 
=ε Emissivity 
=s Stefan-Boltzmann constant 
    
42
8106703.5
Km
W−×=  
=ambT Ambient temperature 
=T Temperature of receiver top surface 
The convective heat loss is quantified using an overall heat transfer coefficient that 
takes into account convection between the nanofluid and the top surface as well as 
conduction through the receiver top plate. 
 
 
tpnftotal k
t
hh
+=
11
 (3.30) 
 
Where: 
=totalh Overall heat transfer coefficient 
=nfh Nanofluid heat transfer coefficient 
=t Thickness of top plate 
=tpk Thermal conductivity of top plate 
Fused quartz was chosen as the material for the top surface as it has a relatively low 
thermal conductivity of 
mK
W3.1  and stability at high temperatures with an annealing point of 
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C°1140 .  Fused quartz also possesses an extremely low coefficient of thermal expansion, 
reducing the effects of thermal shock and most importantly, it is virtually transparent in the 
solar range with an absorptive index ranging from 56 10354.11072.1 −− ×−×  [102].  An 
arbitrary thickness of 10 cm was chosen for the top plate to achieve good insulation.  The 
heat transfer coefficient of the nanofluid was determined using the average Nusselt number. 
 
 
L
Nukh =  (3.31) 
 
Where: 
=Nu Nusselt number 
=k Thermal conductivity of nanofluid 
=L Characteristic length taken as receiver height 
The average Nusselt number is given as follows. 
 
3
1
2
1
PrRe664.0=Nu  (3.32) 
 
 
Where: 
=Re Reynolds number 
=Pr Prandlt number 
The bottom surface of the receiver is modelled as an adiabatic black wall to the 
incident radiation, meaning that any radiation that reaches the surface is completely 
absorbed and converted to heat.  The absorbed heat is modelled as a heat flux by substituting 
the receiver height for 𝑦 in equation 3.27 and integrating over the solar range. 
 
( )( )( )∫ −− −+=
max
min
1,0,
λ
λ
κ
λ
κ
λ λλλ deTIeIP recrec
y
b
y
surfacebottom  (3.33) 
 
Finally, the receiver efficiency is defined as the ratio of usable thermal energy to the 
incident solar energy. 
 
 ( )
r
inoutp
rec AI
TTCm
0
−
=
•
η  (3.34) 
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Where: 
=
•
m Mass flow rate 
=pC Specific heat  
=outT Average outlet temperature 
=inT Inlet temperature 
=rA Collector area 
=0P Solar irradiance integrated over solar wavelength range 
 
Converting the receiver efficiency equation to 2D gives the following equation, 
 
 ( )
rec
inoutprecin
rec LP
TTCyv
0
−
=
ρ
η  (3.35) 
 
Where: 
=inv Inlet nanofluid velocity 
=recL Length of receiver 
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Chapter 4: Numerical Simulation 
4.1 NUMERICAL MODEL 
In this study the computer model was developed in COMSOL Multiphysics software. 
Variables considered in the simulation are: the wavelength dependent refractive and 
absorptive indices of the nanoparticle, thermal re-radiation of the HTF to the environment, 
convective and conductive heat transfer with the environment, volume fraction of 
nanoparticles, size of nanoparticles, length of the receiver and height of the receiver. 
4.1.1 COMSOL Model 
The following section presents how the governing equations presented in the previous 
chapter are solved in COMSOL. First, the parameters, variables and initial and boundary 
conditions utilised in the model are described as illustrated in Table 4.1 and 4.2. Figure 4.1 
illustrates the modelling strategy and process that has been implemented in COMSOL to 
simulate the nanofluid receiver under numerous conditions. 
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Build the sample geometry in 
COMSOL Multiphysics 
Figure 4.2 
Define input parameters and variables 
(Table 4.1, 4.2 and Equations 3.1 to 3.15 
and 3.25 to 3.35) 
Update input 
parameters and 
variables or update 
COMSOL model 
 
Define boundary conditions 
(Table 4.3 to 4.16 and Equations 4.4 
to 4.14 and 4.24 to   
Figure 4.1 - COMSOL Multiphysics modelling strategy 
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Parameters, variables and initial and boundary conditions  
Table 4.1 - Parameters 
Name Expression Description 
recy  [ ]m01.0  Height of receiver 
recw  [ ]m001.0  Width of receiver 
recl  [ ]m04.0  Length of receiver 
bfk  




⋅Km
W135.0  
Thermal conductivity of base fluid [103] 
bfpC ,  






⋅Kkg
J1575  
Specific heat of base fluid [103] 
bfρ  1056 



3m
kg
 
Density of base fluid [103] 
bfµ  [ ]sPa ⋅00328.0  Dynamic viscosity of base fluid [103] 
pρ  




32100 m
kg
 
Density of nanoparticles 
inT  [ ]K300  Inlet temperature 
inv  




s
m000066.0  
Inlet velocity 
D  [ ]m91050 −×  Diameter of nanoparticles 
pfV ,  000634.0  Volume fraction of nanoparticles 
attS  73.0  Attenuation constant 
Conc  10  Solar concentration 
sΩ  
5108.6 −×  Solid angle of the sun from Earth [97] 
h  [ ]sJ ⋅× −341062606957.6  Planck's constant 
bk  



× −
K
J23103806488.1  
Boltzmann constant 
sunT  [ ]K5800  Temperature of the sun 
c  




s
m299792458  
Speed of light 
ambT  inT  Ambient temperature 
pn  72.2  Refractive index of nanoparticle[104] 
pabsk ,  31.1  Absorptive index of nanoparticle[104] 
bfn  63.1  Refractive index of base fluid[105] 
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Name Expression Description 
bfabsk ,  
81086.3 −×  Absorptive index of base fluid[105] 
minλ  [ ]m910100 −×  Lower limit of wavelength range 
maxλ  [ ]m6101000 −×  Upper limit of wavelength range 
totalh  




⋅Km
W
25.13  
Combined radiative and convective heat loss 
coefficient 
 
The values of the expressions explained in Table 4.1 were chosen to reflect those 
chosen by Veeraragavan et al. for their model; as their model has been chosen as a base 
model to be re-created in COMSOL as validation for this model [5]. The validation of this 
model is further explained in section 4.2. 
Variables 
Table 4.2 - Variables 
Name Expression Description 
λ  ( )maxmin ,λλrange  Wavelength 
0I  
1
12
5
2
−
Ω
sunBTk
hc
p
satt
e
ch
cS
λ
λ
 
Concentrated normally incident solar 
radiation distribution 
0,yP  λ
λ
λ
dI
miin
∫
max
0  
Concentrated normally incident solar 
radiation 
1y  zyrec −  Distance from surface of receiver 
nfm  
bfabsbf
pabsp
ikn
ikn
,
,
+
+
 
Relative complex refraction index of 
nanofluid 
M  
2
1
2
2
+
−
nf
nf
m
m
 
 
2M  
32
3827
2
24
+
++
nf
nfnf
m
mm
 
 
absQ  





















+ 2
2
15
11Im4 MMDMD
λ
π
λ
π  
Absorption efficiency 
scatQ  2
4
3
8 MD 





λ
π  
Scattering efficiency 
absκ  ( )
D
QQV scatabspf
2
3 , +
 
Absorption coefficient of nanoparticles 
bfabs ,κ  
λ
πκ abs4  Absorption coefficient of base fluid 
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Name Expression Description 
totalabs ,κ  bfabsabs ,κκ +  Absorption coefficient of nanofluids 
yI  1,0
ytotalabseI κ−  Spectral flux 
yP  λ
λ
λ
dI y∫
max
min
 Divergence of the spectral flux 
sourceQ  
1dy
dPy−  
Volumetric heat release 
outaveT ,  ( )Taveout  Average outlet temperature 
receiverη  ( )
recrecy
inoutavebfprecrecinbf
wlP
TTCwyv
0,
,, −ρ  
Efficiency of receiver 
 
The variables defined in Table 4.2 are those that were explained and justified in 
Chapter 3. The table is a representation of which variables were used and how they were 
defined and entered into the COMSOL model. 
Veeraragavan et al. defined their inlet velocity in terms of a Nusselt number [5]. 
However, they did not specify what the inlet velocity was or how to determine the inlet 
velocity. Therefore it is assumed that the average Nusselt number for a flat plate in laminar 
flow can be used to determine the inlet velocity.  
 
 
µ
ρvL
=Re  (4.1)  
 
k
C pµ=Pr  (4.2) 
Where: 
=v Inlet velocity 
Using these equations and the material properties of Therminol defined in Table 4.1, it 
was determined that an inlet velocity of 
s
m000066.0  will result in a Nusselt number of 
approximately 1; which is the value at which Veeraragavan et al.[5] solved their model. 
Furthermore, they specified that they used a combined radiative and convective heat loss 
coefficient due to the temperature of the nanofluid not exceeding K750  . They defined the 
heat loss coefficient with regards to the dimensionless Nusselt number as seen previously in 
equation 3.32. 
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Given that the Nusselt number is 1, thermal conductivity is 
Km
W
⋅
135.0  and the 
characteristic length (the channel height) is 1 cm (which is the height required to achieve 
99% absorption efficiency for a volume fraction of 0.000634), the heat loss coefficient is 
therefore
Km
W
⋅2
5.13 . In addition, Taylor et al. also states that the overall heat loss 
coefficient (which combines both radiative and convective losses) to be in the range of 
Km
W
⋅
− 21510  [21], which is in agreement with Veeraragavan et al.’s findings [5]. 
Following is a summary of the simulation model in COMSOL. 
Heat Transfer with Radiation in Participating Media 
Governing Equations 
( ) rp QQTkTuC ++∇⋅∇=∇⋅ρ  (4.2) 
( ) ( )∑
=
+−=∇⋅
N
j
ijjj
s
ibii SSIITIIS
1
,
4
fω
π
s
bκ  (4.3) 
 
Heat Transfer in Solids 
Governing Equations 
( ) rp QQTkTuC ++∇⋅∇=∇⋅ρ  (4.4) 
 
Table 4.3 - Settings for heat transfer in solids 
Description Value 
Thermal conductivity From material 
Thermal conductivity {{0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0}} 
Density From material 
Heat capacity at constant pressure From material 
 
Table 4.3 is an output from COMSOL that illustrates the settings that were input for 
the heat transfer in the receiver. Instead of defining the nanofluid properties at this interface 
a material representing the nanofluid was created and all its properties defined at that 
interface. As can be seen from the table the properties used for the heat transfer model are 
then referenced to the created material. It was decided to set up the model in such a way that 
different nanofluids could be tested by simply selecting a different one from the materials 
library, instead of having to manually change the properties at each physic settings.  
Thermal insulation 
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Governing Equations 
( ) 0=∇−⋅− Tkn  (4.5) 
 
 
 
 
 
Opaque Surface 
Governing Equations 
( ) netrqTkn ,=∇−⋅−  (4.6) 
( ) 0,1/ ,, <⋅
−
+= inetr
W
bWbndi SnqTI π
ε
ε  (4.7) 
∑
>⋅
⋅=
0
, /
jSn
jjjoutr Snq ω  (4.8) 
 
Table 4.4 - Settings for opaque surface 
Description Value 
Wall type Black wall 
 
Table 4.4 illustrates the settings that were selected for any opaque surfaces used in the 
model. The setting ‘black wall’ was selected to model the bottom wall of the receiver, which 
is to be modelled as an adiabatic black wall. 
Initial values 
Table 4.5 - Settings for initial values 
Description Value 
Temperature T_in 
 
Table 4.5 illustrates the settings that were selected for the initial temperature values of 
the model. It can be seen that instead of directly defining the initial temperature at this 
interface it instead references the inlet temperature defined in Table 4.1. This method was 
chosen as it enabled all variables and parameter to be access and changed in the same 
interface, enabling different parameters to be compared more effectively. The initial 
temperature of the model was chosen to equal the inlet temperature arbitrarily as the model 
is to be run as a steady state and the effects on the receiver during the time it took to reach 
such a state was of no concern. The initial temperature could also have been chosen to be 
equal to the ambient temperature. The inlet temperature was chosen over the ambient 
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temperature as it is higher and closer to the temperature of the receiver at steady state, which 
will result in less time and time and processing power for the model to run the simulation. 
Heat Transfer in Fluids 
Governing Equations 
( ) rpvhp QWQQTkTuC ++++∇⋅∇=∇⋅ρ  (4.9) 
 
 
Table 4.6 - Settings for heat transfer in fluids 
Description Value 
Fluid type Gas/Liquid 
Thermal conductivity From material 
Thermal conductivity {{0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0}} 
Density From material 
Heat capacity at constant pressure From material 
Ratio of specific heats From material 
 
Table 4.6 illustrates the settings that were selected for the heat transfer in the nanofluid 
itself. The values defined are very similar to those defined in Table 4.3 as the properties of 
the material are defined in the material library. 
Symmetry 
Governing Equations 
( ) 0=∇−⋅− Tkn  (4.10) 
 
Temperature 
Governing Equations 
0TT =  (4.11) 
 
Table 4.7 - Settings for temperature 
Description Value 
Temperature T_in 
 Classic constraints 
Apply reaction terms on All physics (symmetric) 
Use weak constraints Off 
 
Table 4.7 illustrates the settings that were selected for the temperature boundary 
condition used to simulate the inlet temperature of the receiver. The temperature has also 
been referenced to that defined in Table 4.1. 
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Outflow 
Governing Equations 
( ) 0=∇−⋅− Tkn  (4.12) 
 
Heat Flux 
Governing Equations 
( ) ( )TThTkn ext −⋅=∇−⋅−  (4.13) 
Table 4.8 - Settings for heat flux 
Description Value 
Heat flux Inward heat flux 
Heat transfer coefficient h_tot2 
External temperature T_amb 
 
Table 4.8 illustrates the settings that were selected for the heat flux boundary condition 
used to simulate the heat loss from the receiver due to convection to the ambient. The 
transfer coefficient and ambient temperature are referenced to those defined in Table 4.1. 
Heat Source 
Governing Equations 
( ) rpvhp QWQQTkTuC ++++∇⋅∇=∇⋅ρ  (4.14) 
 
Table 4.9 - Settings for heat source 
Description Value 
Heat source General source 
Heat source User defined 
Heat source Qsource 
Table 4.9 illustrates the settings that were selected for the heat source condition used 
to simulate the heat absorbed by the nanofluid from the incident sun radiation. The heat 
source used as can be seen is user defined as sourceQ  from Table 4.2. 
Mixture Model, Laminar flow 
Governing Equations 
( ) ( )( )[ ] ( )[ ] FguuccuupIuu slipslipddT ++−⋅∇−∇+∇+−⋅∇=∇⋅ ρρµρ 1  (4.15) 
( ) ( )[ ] ( ) 01 =⋅∇+






+−⋅∇− umuc c
c
dc
slipdddc ρρ
fρρ  (4.16) 
d
dcmN
d ρf
−=⋅∇  (4.17) 
phidd =f  (4.18) 
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dd uN d ff =  (4.19) 
( ) slipdd ucuu −+= 1  (4.20) 
ddcc ρfρfρ +=  (4.21) 
ρ
ρf dd
dc =  (4.22) 
0=slipu  (4.23) 
 
 
Mixture properties 
Governing Equations 
( ) ( )( )[ ] ( )[ ] FguuccuupIuu slipslipddT ++−⋅∇−∇+∇+−⋅∇=∇⋅ ρρµρ 1  (4.24) 
( ) ( )[ ] ( ) 01 =⋅∇+






+−⋅∇− umuc c
c
dc
slipdddc ρρ
fρρ  (4.25) 
d
dcmN
d ρf
−=⋅∇  (4.26) 
phidd =f  (4.27) 
dd uN d ff =  (4.28) 
( ) slipdd ucuu −+= 1  (4.29) 
0=slipu  (4.30) 
 
Table 4.10 - Settings for mixture properties 
Description Value 
Density, continuous phase From material 
Dynamic viscosity, continuous phase From material 
Density, dispersed phase From material 
Diameter of particles/droplets D 
Mixture viscosity model Krieger type 
Maximum packing concentration 0.62 
Continuous phase Material 1 (mat1) 
Dispersed phase Material 2 (mat2) 
Mixing length limit Automatic 
 
Table 4.10 illustrates the settings that were used for the mixture properties physics 
used to simulate the rheological properties of the nanofluid. The properties of the fluid have 
again been referenced to the material library properties, where material 1 is the base fluid 
and material 2 is the dispersed nanoparticles. The viscosity model was chosen as the Krieger 
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type as defined in section 2.2.3 and 3.2 and the maximum packing concentration was taken 
as 0.62 as defined by Serrano-López et al. [107].  
Wall 
Governing Equations 
0=⋅ nu  (4.31) 
( ) 0=⋅− nnKK  (4.32) 
( )( )[ ]nuuK T∇+∇= µ  (4.33) 
0=⋅−
d
Nn f  (4.34) 
 
 
Table 4.11 - Settings for wall 
Description Value 
Mixture boundary condition Slip 
Dispersed phase boundary condition No dispersed phase flux 
Apply reaction terms on All physics (symmetric) 
Use weak constraints Off 
 
Table 4.11 illustrates the settings that were used in the model for the wall boundary 
condition that was applied to the top and bottom surfaces of the receiver. 
Initial values 
Table 4.12 - Settings for initial values 
Description Value 
Velocity field, mixture {0, v_in, 0} 
Pressure 0 
Volume fraction, dispersed phase vol_f 
 
Table 4.12 illustrates the settings that were used for the fluid initial values of the 
nanofluid. The initial velocity was set to the inlet velocity to reduce the time it would take to 
reach the steady state of the model. The pressure was set at 0 as the system was not under 
any pressure and pressure as parameter is of no consequence to the model. The initial 
volume fraction of the nanoparticles was also set as the inlet volume fraction to again reduce 
the time it would take to reach the model’s steady state. 
Symmetry  
Governing Equations 
0=⋅ nu  (4.35) 
( ) 0=⋅− nnKK  (4.36) 
( )( )[ ]nuuK T∇+∇= µ  (4.37) 
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0=⋅−
d
Nn f  (4.38) 
 
Table 4.13 - Settings for symmetry 
Description Value 
Apply reaction terms on All physics (symmetric) 
Use weak constraints Off 
 
Table 4.13 illustrates the settings that were used for the symmetry boundary condition 
applied to walls on the z plane; planes of orientation are shown in figure 4.14. The 
symmetry boundary condition applied to each of the walls effectively simulates a receiver 
that is infinitely wide. As the incident radiation is modelled as perpendicular to the top face 
of the receiver and the top face is modelled as a flat plane the width of the receiver has no 
consequence on the overall efficiency of the receiver. The symmetry boundary conditions 
therefore essentially allow the 3D model to act as a 2D model. 
Inlet 
Governing Equations 
0uu =  (4.39) 
0dd ff =  (4.40) 
 
Table 4.14 - Settings for inlet 
Description Value 
Mixture boundary condition Velocity 
Velocity field {0, v_in, 0} 
Dispersed phase boundary condition Dispersed phase concentration 
Dispersed phase volume fraction vol_f 
Apply reaction terms on All physics (symmetric) 
Use weak constraints Off  
Table 4.14 illustrates the settings that were used for the fluid inlet boundary condition 
applied at the inlet wall of the model. The boundary condition was used to simulate the inlet 
velocity of the receiver. The velocity and volume fraction of nanoparticles are referenced as 
those values defined in Table 4.1. 
 
Outlet 
Governing Equations 
0pp =  (4.41) 
( )( )[ ] 0=∇+∇ nuu Tµ  (4.42) 
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Table 4.15 - Settings for outlet 
Description Value 
Mixture boundary condition Pressure, no viscous stress 
Pressure 0 
Dispersed phase boundary condition Dispersed phase outlet 
Apply reaction terms on All physics (symmetric) 
Use weak constraints Off 
 
Table 4.15 illustrates the settings used in the outlet boundary condition used to 
simulate to nanofluid outflow from the receiver. The outlet was modelled as 0 pressure 
boundary condition with dispersed phase outlet. 
 
Mesh 
Figure 4.1 illustrates the generated mesh on the model’s geometry. 
 
Figure 4.2 – Generated mesh of Therminol model 
 
Mesh Size  
Table 4.16 - Settings for size 
Name Value 
Calibrate for Fluid dynamics 
Maximum element size 5.09E-4 
Minimum element size 1.57E-4 
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Name Value 
Curvature factor 0.8 
Resolution of narrow regions 0.5 
Maximum element growth rate 1.25 
Predefined size Coarser 
 
Table 4.16 illustrates the settings used in defining the mesh of the model. The 
automatic mesh generation from COMSOL was used by calibrating it for fluid dynamics and 
setting the predefined mesh size as ‘coarser’; the remaining parameters in the table were 
generated as a result.  
4.2 MODEL VALIDATION 
In an attempt to validate this model, it is used to re-create the results of a similar 
model from literature. If the results obtained using this model are similar to those reported in 
literature, it can be concluded that this model is somewhat accurate; although it cannot be 
fully validated without an experimental setup designed to account for all the factors 
considered in the model.  An experimental setup has been omitted in this study for two 
reasons. The first and foremost is due to time constraints as designing and building an 
experimental setup will consume more time than has been allotted for this study. The second 
reason is the complexity of the experimental setup; as this study is investigating a direct 
absorption receiver for high temperature applications, temperatures as high as 1000 K will 
need to be reached.  This introduces a number of complications with design and health and 
safety issues. In addition, as molten salts need to maintained at high temperatures (>520 K) 
to avoid freezing, an experimental set up becomes further complicated.  
The model that was re-created is that of A. Veeraragavan et al. [5], who presented an 
analytical model for the design of volumetric solar flow receivers using Therminol as the 
base fluid and graphite as the nanoparticle additive. This particular study was chosen as its 
model is set up similarly to this study’s model in the respect that it is a 2D parallel plate 
configuration, the bottom plate is adiabatic, the top plate has thermal losses and the absorbed 
radiation is modelled as a volumetric heat release. To enable the re-created results to be as 
similar as possible the same input parameters, boundary conditions and governing equations 
are used where possible. These are summarised in Tables 4.1 & 4.2. 
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4.2.1 Results 
To determine the effect that the receiver length has on the overall efficiency, a 
parametric sweep of the length was conducted. The sweep ranged from 0.01 m to 0.32 m 
with a step of 0.01 m was considered. This range equates to a dimensionless length range of 
0.123 to 3.94 which is the same as that from the literature. This is determined from equation 
which defines the dimensionless receiver length. 
 
 
rec
rec
yPe
LL
⋅
=  
(4.43) 
Where: 
=Pe Peclet number 
Figure 4.2 shows the volumetric heat release profile for the receiver. It illustrates the 
exponential nature of the attenuation of the solar radiation through the receiver depth. 
Figure 4.3 shows the isothermal contours and temperature profile of the results of the 
Therminol COMSOL model. 
 
Figure 4.3 - Volumetric heat release profile of receiver 
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Figure 4.4 - Isothermal contours and temperature profile of the receiver at length 0.4 m 
 
The performance of the receiver is evaluated by three factors, the receiver efficiency, 
the Carnot efficiency and the total efficiency. Figures 4.4 - 4.6 compares the results of this 
model to those in the literature. From the plots it can be seen that there is good agreement 
between the results as those obtained in this study closely reflect those obtained in the 
literature. However, this study under-predicts the results slightly for the receiver and Carnot 
efficiencies. This may be a result of differences in the governing equations used in this 
model and in the literature. This model uses a computer modelling program, COMSOL, 
utilising the modules’, heat transfer with radiation in participating media and mixture model, 
laminar flow; whereas, the literature uses an analytical model using simple governing 
equations which is solved by combining homogenous and particular integral solutions. 
Another factor that may cause the differences in results is the discrepancies in the 
thermophysical and rheological properties between the two models. The values used for the 
specific heat, density and viscosity of Therminol in the literature were not stated and had to 
be assumed based on a technical bulletin [103].  
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Figure 4.5 - Comparison of receiver efficiency of current model and A. Veeraragavan et al’s 
model [5] 
 
 
Figure 4.6 - Comparison of Carnot efficiency of current model and literature model [5] 
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Figure 4.7 - Comparison of total efficiency of current model and literature model [5] 
 
Due to the level of agreement between the two sets of results, this model can be 
considered somewhat validated. After validation, the model was further improved and 
several more factors were added. In order to increase the accuracy of the absorptive 
coefficient of the nanofluid, the model considers the refractive and absorptive indexes of 
both the base fluid and nanoparticles as wavelength dependent. It also considers initial and 
inlet temperatures that are significantly higher than that of the ambient temperature. Due to 
the considerations of these high temperatures, the heat transfer equation is altered to include 
re-radiation of the nanofluid. As the linear heat loss model is no longer valid, the radiative 
and convective heat losses are considered separately. The radiative heat loss is defined using 
Stefan-Boltzmann’s law and the convective heat loss is dependent on the Nusselt number 
and by default the inlet velocity and base fluid properties. This model also takes into account 
the temperature dependent nature of the thermophysical and rheological properties of the 
base fluid to further increase the accuracy of the model. In addition to the convective heat 
transfer coefficient being dependant on the Nusselt number, this model also considers the 
thermal resistance of a cover plate; taking into account its thermal conductivity and 
thickness. Additionally, the nanofluid absorption coefficient is not entirely dependent on the 
nanoparticles and is instead a combination of the base fluid absorption coefficient and the 
nanoparticle coefficient. This model also considers the boiling points and upper temperature 
limits of the nanofluids to indicate which receiver configurations will not be practical in real 
world applications. 
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4.3 LIMITATIONS 
Even with the improvements made in the model to make it more accurate for 
modelling high temperature nanofluids, it still has some limitations. These limitations are 
listed below. 
 
- The model is valid for volume fractions of nanoparticles less than 0.006, which 
is the range of validity for the independent scattering assumption from which 
the nanofluid absorption coefficient was determined. The theory states that the 
particles act as point scatterers and that the distances between the particles are 
much greater than the size of the particles. It also states that the interaction of 
individual particles with incident radiation is uninfluenced by the presence of 
neighbouring particles [99] 
- The model was also built upon the assumption of Rayleigh scattering which 
assumes that the diameters of the nanoparticles in question are much smaller 
than the wavelengths of the incident radiation. As the lower limit of the 
wavelength radiation for this study is taken as 200 nm, if the diameter of the 
nanoparticles were to approach this value, then the model will become invalid. 
- The model is limited to stable nanofluids, i.e. no aggregation of nanoparticles 
occurs and the particles are homogenously dispersed. Aggregation of particles 
is a very important factor as it affects most of the nanofluid parameters. As 
highlighted previously, the aggregation of nanoparticles has been shown to 
increase the thermal conductivity and viscosity of nanofluids as well as 
limiting the specific heat increase. In addition to this, aggregation also changes 
the optical properties of the nanofluid. As particles aggregate they essentially 
form particles of larger size, which in turn will increase the scattering effects 
and may even violate the Rayleigh scattering assumption if the aggregates 
grow too large. It should also be noted that clustering affects the shape of the 
particle, as aggregates are not spherical. Shape has a significant impact on the 
optical properties of particles and all the equations used in this study assume a 
spherical shape. 
- The geometry is limited to rectangular shapes due to the radiative transfer 
equation only accounting for normally incident radiation.  
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4.4 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
COMSOL Multiphysics was chosen as the modelling platform to simulate the molten 
salt nanofluid concentrating solar receiver using the governing equations defined in Chapter 
3. The model takes into consideration variables such as; thermal re-radiation of the HTF to 
the ambient, convective and conductive heat losses to the ambient, the volume fraction of 
the nanoparticles dispersed in the base fluid, the wavelength dependant refractive and 
absorptive indices of the nanoparticle, the size of the nanoparticles, the length of the receiver 
and the height of the receiver.  
The initial conditions, boundary conditions, geometry and mesh were developed in 
imitation of a literature model developed by A. Veeraragavan et al. [5] to assist in validating 
the model developed in COMSOL. The receiver performance was evaluated using three 
parameters; its receiver efficiency, Carnot efficiency and total efficiency. The results of the 
efficiencies from the COMSOL model compared to those from literature show good 
agreement. The COMSOL model tends to under-predict the efficiencies for the receiver and 
Carnot efficiencies, which may be a result of the slightly different governing equations used 
as COMSOL uses physics modules whereas the literature used an analytical model with 
simpler governing equations. Additionally, the discrepancies could derive from differences 
in the property values used for the nanofluid as they were not stated in Veeraragavan et al.’s 
study [5] and had to be sourced from an additional source [103]. 
After validation of the model, additional factors were added into the model. These 
include; considering the refractive and absorptive indexes of both the base fluid and the 
nanoparticles as being wavelength dependant, higher operating temperatures of the 
nanofluid, additional heat loss of re-radiation of the nanofluid to the ambient due to higher 
operating temperatures as well as taking into account the temperature dependant nature of 
the thermal and rheological properties of the nanofluid. 
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Chapter 5: Results and Discussion 
This thesis focuses primarily on two molten salt nanofluids; namely NaNO3-KNO3 and Li2CO3-K2CO3 base fluids with graphite as the nanoparticles. This chapter looks to define 
the optical, radiative, thermophysical and rheological properties of these nanofluids as well 
as present and discuss the results obtained from the COMSOL model for these nanofluids. 
5.1 NANO3-KNO3 SOLAR SALT 
This study considers two types of base fluids, the first being the combination of 
sodium nitrate and potassium nitrate salts (NaNO3-KNO3) at a mole fraction of 60:40 
respectively and is also commonly referred to as solar salt.  This molten salt was chosen to 
be doped with graphite nanoparticles due to graphite’s high absorptivity in the solar range 
and its common occurrence in literature as a dopant.  This molten salt nanofluid has been 
chosen as it is very well suited to high temperature direct absorption solar collector systems. 
5.1.1 Optical Properties 
Ideally a heat transfer fluid in a DAC system would be completely transparent to the 
incoming solar radiation, relying completely on the radiative properties of the nanoparticles.  
As the radiative properties are dependent on the material, size and concentration of the 
particles they can be completely controlled through these factors. The overall radiative 
properties of the nanofluid can then be fine-tuned to suit operating conditions, achieving the 
highest possible efficiency.  Solar salt satisfies this requirement reasonably well by being 
largely transparent in the solar spectrum. 
Makino et al. investigated the thermal radiation properties by spectral experiment on 
three kinds of molten alkali metal nitrates: lithium nitrate (LiNO3), sodium nitrate (NaNO3) 
and potassium nitrate (KNO3) at a temperature of approximately 20 K above each respective 
melting temperature [106].  The reflection properties of each salt were similar to one another 
and the radiative properties were divided into three spectral bands, namely; 𝑛 region 
( )mµλ 5.1≤ , 𝐾 region ( )mµλ 5.32 ≤≤  and 𝑅 region ( )mµλ 5.3≥ . Characteristics if these 
regions are provided below: 
𝑛 region – Transparent region: 
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- Absorption of salts is weak 
- Properties of the salts are only represented by the refractive index 𝑛 
𝐾 region – Semitransparent absorbing region: 
- Salts are semitransparent radiation absorbing media in this region 
- The absorption coefficient increases monotonically with an increase of 𝜆 
𝑅 region – Strong absorption range: 
- Radiation that enters the slat layer is absorbed in the upper thin layer 
For representing the absorptive and reflective indexes the following equations are 
used. 
 iann −=ˆ  (5.1) 
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Where: 
=jS Strength of the 𝑗th resonant vibration mode 
=jλ Characteristic wavelength of the 𝑗th resonant vibration mode 
=jd Damping parameter of the 𝑗th resonant vibration mode 
=0a Parameter 
=1a Parameter 
Table 5.1 quantifies these parameters. 
Equations (5.1) – (5.4) are used for 𝑛 and 𝜅 in the 𝑅 region and for 𝑛 in the 𝑅, 𝐾 and 𝑛 
regions.  Equation (5.4) is used for 𝜅 in the 𝐾 and 𝑛 regions. 
 
Table 5.1 - Radiative parameters of several molten salts 
 𝜺𝒓
𝒐𝒐𝒐 𝑺𝟏 𝝀𝟏 𝜹𝟏 𝑺𝟐 𝝀𝟐 𝜹𝟐 𝝀 region 𝒂𝟎 𝒂𝟏 
   (× 10−6) (× 10−2)  (× 10−6) (× 10−2)    
𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑶𝟑 2.15 0.198 7.15 8.38 0.957 29.2 0.495 0.4-4 -0.857 7.89 
𝑳𝒂𝑳𝑶𝟑 2.03 1.32 7.08 4.68 0.359 42 0.401 0.4-3.7 -1.7 8.79 
𝑲𝑳𝑶𝟑 2 0.176 7.19 6.29 5.09 84.1 0.82 0.4-3.4 -0.642 6.07 
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        3.4-5 -2.35 9.28 
 
As solar radiation consists of wavelengths ranging from 0.2 𝜇m to 2.5 𝜇m region 𝑅 
will not be considered in this study.  The total absorption coefficient of solar salt is 
determined using a simple mixing rule based on the mole fraction of NaNO3-KNO3 60:40 
respectively. Therefore,  
 
33
4.06.0 KNONaNOtotal κκκ +=  (5.5) 
 
The total absorption coefficient for solar salt with respect to wavelength is depicted in 
Figure 5.1.  It can be seen that the absorption coefficient is almost negligible for 
wavelengths in the solar range, meaning it is well suited as a base fluid for a direct 
absorption receiver. 
 
 
Figure 5.1 - Solar salt absorption coefficient 
 
The chosen nanoparticles to be investigated in this study are graphite nanoparticles 
due to their high absorptive properties in the solar range, as well as their common 
occurrence in similar literature. The absorptive and refractive indexes of graphite with 
respect to wavelength are shown in Figure 5.2. From the above graph it can be seen that 
graphite is highly absorptive of both very small and very large wavelengths, with its 
absorption being the weakest around approximately 0.5 mµ . It can also be seen that the 
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refractive and absorptive index share a very similar trend with the refractive having a higher 
index. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2 - Refractive and absorptive indexes of graphite 
 
The application of the Rayleigh scattering equations previously defined to the 
nanoparticles and combination with the base fluid properties the overall absorption 
coefficient for the nanofluid for different particle volume fractions is illustrated in Figure 
5.3. It can be seen that with the addition of even a small amount of nanoparticles (volume 
fraction of 0.000005) the absorption coefficient of the nanofluid is significantly increased 
when compared to the base fluids’. Additionally a spike in the nanofluid’s absorption 
coefficient is noted at very small wavelengths; which reflects the spike in the absorption 
index of graphite illustrated in Figure 5.2 above. 
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Figure 5.3 - Absorption coefficient for solar salt nanofluid for different nanoparticle volume 
fractions 
5.1.2 Thermophysical and Rheological Properties of Nanofluid 
The thermophysical properties of the nanofluid were taken to be those of the base fluid 
NaNO3-KNO3. While it has been shown that nanoparticles can cause anomalous 
enhancements in both thermal conductivity and specific heat when added to certain base 
fluids, these effects have been chosen to be omitted in this study.  This is due to the very low 
volume concentrations of nanoparticles that are being considered ( )006.0<f , therefore it is 
deemed reasonable to assume that the particles will have negligible effects on the 
thermophysical properties of the nanofluid.  To increase the accuracy of the model the 
properties of the nanofluid are modelled as temperature dependent [107]. 
 
Density. 
 
3636.0641.2263 m
kgTnf −=ρ  (5.6) 
Specific heat. 
 
Kkg
JTC p ⋅
+= 172.0044.1396  (5.7) 
 
 
Thermal conductivity. 
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Dynamic viscosity. 
 
sPaTTTnf ⋅×−×+×−=
−−− 310274 1047.11049.31077.207543937.0µ  (5.9) 
 
Where 𝑇 is in degrees kelvin. 
The operational temperature range of the heat transfer fluid is also a very important 
factor.  Solar salt has a melting point of approximately 495 K and must be maintained above 
this temperature for the system to operate [107].  Therefore the inlet temperature of the 
model, which represents the minimum temperature of the nanofluid, is set at 523 K.  Solar 
salt has a temperature range up to 873 K, once above this temperature the fluid will begin to 
break down [107]. 
To model the nanofluids viscosity, the Krieger type mixture viscosity model is used. 
 max5.2
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fµµ
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−= nf  (5.10) 
 
Where: 
=f Volume fraction of nanoparticles 
=maxf Maximum packing concentration 
        62.0=   
5.1.3 COMSOL Model 
Parameters, variables and initial and boundary conditions  
Table 5.2 - Parameters 
Name Expression Description 
recy  0908.0  Height of receiver 
recw  [ ]m001.0  Width of receiver 
recl  [ ]m1  Length of receiver 
bfk  
Km
W
⋅
45.0  Thermal conductivity of base fluid 
pρ  32100 m
kg  Density of nanoparticles 
inT  [ ]K523  Inlet temperature 
inv  




s
m002.0  
Inlet velocity 
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Name Expression Description 
D  [ ]m91050 −×  Nanoparticle diameter 
pfV ,  00001.0  Volume fraction of nanoparticles 
attS  73.0  Attenuation constant 
Conc  10  Solar concentration 
sΩ  
5108.6 −×  Solid angle of the sun from Earth 
h  [ ]sJ ⋅× −341062606957.6  Planck's constant 
bk  



× −
K
J23103806488.1  
Boltzmann's constant 
sunT  [ ]K5800  Temperature of the sun 
c  




s
m299792458  
Speed of light 
ambT  [ ]K279  Ambient temperature 
fqt  [ ]m1.0  Thickness of top plate 
fqk  




⋅Km
W3.1  
Thermal conductivity of top plate 
minλ  [ ]m910200 −×  Lower limit of wavelength 
maxλ  [ ]m91025000 −×  Upper limit of wavelength 
factorpC ,  1 Specific heat factor 
 
The initial geometry parameters of the model as defined in Table 5.2 were chosen to 
reflect those that might exist in an experimental setup, which could be built to validate this 
model. The length of the receiver was arbitrarily chosen as 1m, the width of the receiver was 
chosen to be 0.001 m as the width does not affect the overall result of the receiver and a 
thinner receiver will result in reduced computation time and power required. The height of 
the receiver was chosen to be that will absorb 99% percent of the incident solar radiation 
and is defined and further discussed in Volume Fraction section of this chapter and 
illustrated in Table 5.21 and Figure 5.19. Values of the thickness and thermal conductivity 
of the top plate were chosen to be those as previously defined in section 3.2. 
Variables 
Table 5.3 - Variables 
Name Expression Description 
bfρ  













− 3
1636.0641.2263
m
kg
K
T  
Density of 
base fluid 
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Name Expression Description 
bfpC ,  






⋅









+
Kkg
J
K
TC factorp
1172.0044.1396,  
Specific heat 
of base fluid 
bfµ  
[ ]sPa
K
T
K
T
K
T
⋅















×−



×+


×−
−
−−
3
310
2
274
11047.1
11049.311077.207543937.0
 
Dynamic 
viscosity of 
base fluid 
λ  ( )maxmin ,λλrange  Wavelength 
0I  
1
12
5
2
−
Ω
sunBTk
hc
p
satt
e
ch
cS
λ
λ
 
Concentrated 
normally 
incident solar 
radiation 
distribution 
0,yP  λ
λ
λ
dI
miin
∫
max
0  
Concentrated 
normally 
incident solar 
radiation 
1y  zyrec −  Distance from 
top surface of 
receiver 
pn  ( )λpn  Refractive 
index of 
nanoparticles 
pabs,κ  ( )λκ pabs ,  Absorptive 
index of 
nanoparticles 
bfn  ( )λbfn  Refractive 
index of base 
fluid 
bfabs ,κ  ( )λκ bfabs ,  Absorptive 
index of base 
fluid 
nfm  
bfabsbf
pabsp
in
in
,
,
κ
κ
+
+
 
Relative 
complex 
refraction 
index of 
nanofluid 
M  
2
1
2
2
+
−
nf
nf
m
m
 
 
2M  
32
3827
2
24
+
++
nf
nfnf
m
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Name Expression Description 
absQ  





















+ 2
2
15
11Im4 MMDMD
λ
π
λ
π  
Absorption 
efficiency 
scatQ  2
4
3
8 MD 





λ
π  
Scattering 
efficiency 
absκ  ( )
D
QQV scatabspf
2
3 , +
 
Absorption 
coefficient of 
nanoparticles 
bfabs ,κ  
λ
πκ abs4  Absorption 
coefficient of 
base fluid 
totalabs ,κ  bfabsabs ,κκ +  Absorption 
coefficient of 
nanofluid 
yI  1,0
ytotalabseI κ−  Spectral flux 
yP  λ
λ
λ
dI y∫
max
min
 Spectrally integrated 
solar flux 
sourceQ  
1dy
dPy−  
Volumetric 
heat release 
(without re-
radiation) 
bfavepC ,,  ( )bfpCavedomain ,  Average 
specific heat 
outaveT ,  ( )Taveout  Average outlet 
temperature 
bfave,ρ  ( )bfavedomain ρ  Average 
density 
receiverη  ( )
recrecy
inoutavebfprecrecinbf
wlP
TTCwyv
0,
,, −ρ  
Efficiency of 
receiver 
Re  
bf
recinbf hv
µ
ρ
 
Reynolds 
number 
Pr  
bf
bfbfp
k
C µ,  
Prandlt 
number 
Nu  33.05.0 PrRe664.0  Nusselt 
number 
nfh  
rec
bf
h
Nuk
 
Heat transfer 
coefficient of 
nanofluid 
totalh  
nffq
fq
hk
t 1
1
+
 Total heat 
transfer 
coefficient 
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Name Expression Description 
bbI  
1
12
5
2
−sunBTk
ch
p
e
ch
λ
λ
π
 
Nanofluid 
thermal 
radiation 
distribution 
1yI  ( )1,1, 10 ybby totalabstotalabs eIeI κκ −− −+  Spectral flux 
1yP  λ
λ
λ
dI y∫
max
min
1  
Spectrally 
integrated 
solar flux 
radsourceQ ,  
1
1
dy
dPy−  
Volumetric 
heat release 
2q  
∫ −
max
min
,
0
λ
λ
κ λdeI rectotalabs y integrate(I_0*exp(- 
Solar radiation 
absorbed on 
bottom 
surface 
aveNu  ( )NuaveNu  Average 
Nusselt 
number 
 
 
Functions 
Interpolation 1 
Function name 
pabs ,κ  
Function type Interpolation  
 
Figure 5.4 - Absorptive index of graphite with respect to wavelength 
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Interpolation 2 
Function name 
pn  
Function type Interpolation  
 
Figure 5.5 - Refractive index of graphite with respect to wavelength 
 
Interpolation 3 
Function name 
bfabs ,κ  
Function type Interpolation  
 
Figure 5.6 - Absorptive index of solar salt with respect to wavelength 
 
Interpolation 4 
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Function name 
bfn  
Function type Interpolation  
 
Figure 5.7 - Refractive index of solar salt with respect to wavelength 
 
Geometry 
Figure 5.8 depicts a front view of the receiver model geometry. 
 
Figure 5.8 - Geometry of receiver model 
 
Materials 
Following in Table 5.4 and Table 5.5 is a summary of the inputs used in COMSOL for 
the properties of the nanofluid’s base fluid and nanoparticles.   
Material 1 (solar salt) 
Table 5.4 - Settings for material 1 
Description Value 
Thermal conductivity {{ bfk , 0, 0}, {0, bfk , 0}, {0, 0, bfk }} 
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Description Value 
Density 
bfρ  
Heat capacity at constant 
pressure 
bfpC ,  
Ratio of specific heats 1 
Dynamic viscosity 
bfµ  
 
Material 2 (Graphite) 
Table 5.5 - Settings for material 2 
Description Value 
Density 
pρ  
 
Heat Transfer with Radiation in Participating Media 
The heat transfer with radiation in participating media module was applied to the 
entire model’s geometry. 
 
Thermal insulation 
The thermal insulation parameter was applied to the bottom surface of the model to 
simulate an adiabatic surface. 
 
Initial Values 
The initial temperature of the model was arbitrarily chosen to equal to the inlet 
temperature. The initial temperature of the model is not an important parameter as the model 
is run under a quasi-steady assumption; meaning the model is only considered under 
stationary steady state conditions and is independent of time. Table 5.6 illustrates the values 
input in COMSOL for the initial temperature. 
 
Table 5.6 - Settings for initial values 
Description Value 
Temperature 
inT  
 
Heat Transfer in Fluids 
The heat transfer in fluids parameter was also applied to the entire geometry of the 
model. Following in Table 5.7 is a summary of the input parameters used in COMSOL. 
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Table 5.7 - Settings for heat transfer in fluids 
Description Value 
Fluid type Gas/Liquid 
Thermal conductivity From material 
Density From material 
Heat capacity at constant pressure From material 
Ratio of specific heats From material 
 
Symmetry  
The symmetry parameter was applied to the two long faces of the receiver parallel to 
the x plane as shown in Figure 5.8. This was done to eliminate any effects these walls would 
have on the model; rendering the model 2 dimensional in nature. 
 
Temperature 
The temperature parameter was applied to the left-most face of the model to facilitate 
the inlet temperature of the model. Table 5.8 illustrates the input parameters used in the 
COMSOL model. 
Table 5.8 - Settings for temperature 
Description Value 
Temperature 
inT  
 Classic constraints 
Apply reaction terms on All physics (symmetric) 
Use weak constraints Off 
 
Outflow 
The outflow parameter was applied to the opposite face to the inlet parameter to 
simulate the outflow of the nanofluid from the model. 
 
 
Surface to Ambient Radiation 
To simulate heat loss of the receiver through radiation the surface to ambient radiation 
was applied to the top surface of the receiver geometry. Table 5.9 illustrates the input 
parameters used in COMSOL for the surface to ambient radiation boundary condition. 
 
Equations 
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Table 5.9 - Settings for surface to ambient radiation 
Description Value 
Ambient temperature 
ambT  
Surface emissivity User defined 
Surface emissivity 1 
 
Heat Flux 1 
To simulate heat loss of the receiver through convection a heat flux parameter was 
also applied to the top surface of the receiver geometry. Table 5.10 illustrates the input 
parameters used in COMSOL to simulate the convection heat loss boundary condition. 
 
Equations 
 
Table 5.10 - Settings for heat flux 1 
Description Value 
Heat flux Inward heat flux 
Heat transfer coefficient 
totalh  
External temperature 
ambT  
 
Heat Source 
To simulate the absorbed energy from the concentrated solar radiation a heat source 
parameter is applied to the entire geometry of the receiver. Table 5.11 illustrates the input 
parameters used in the COMSOL model. 
Table 5.11 - Settings for heat source 
Description Value 
Heat source General source 
Heat source User defined 
Heat source 
radsourceQ ,  
 
Heat Flux 2 
An additional heat flux parameter was applied to the bottom surface of the receiver 
geometry to facilitate the heat absorbed from the black adiabatic bottom surface. Table 5.12 
illustrates the input parameters used in COMSOL for simulating the adiabatic black wall 
boundary condition. 
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Equations 
 
Table 5.12 - Settings for heat flux 2 
Description Value 
Heat flux General inward heat flux 
Inward heat flux 2q  
 
Mixture Model, Laminar Flow 
The mixture model, laminar flow module was applied to the entire model’s geometry. 
 
Mixture Properties 
The mixture properties parameter was applied to the entire geometry of the model. 
Following in Table 5.13 is a summary of the input parameters used in COMSOL. 
Table 5.13 - Settings for mixture properties 
Description Value 
Density, continuous phase From material 
Dynamic viscosity, continuous phase From material 
Density, dispersed phase From material 
Diameter of particles/droplets D 
Mixture viscosity model Krieger type 
Maximum packing concentration 0.62 
Continuous phase Material 1 (mat1) 
Dispersed phase Material 2 (mat2) 
Mixing length limit Automatic 
 
Wall 
The wall parameter was applied to both top and bottom faces of the model to act as the 
hydraulic boundaries of the model. Following in Table 5.14 is a summary of the input 
parameters used in COMSOL. 
 
Table 5.14 - Settings for walls 
Description Value 
Mixture boundary condition Non-slip 
Dispersed phase boundary condition No dispersed phase flux 
Apply reaction terms on All physics (symmetric) 
Use weak constraints Off 
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Initial Values 
The initial values of the model were arbitrarily chosen to equal the incoming velocity 
and dispersed volume fraction of the nanofluid. The initial values of the model is not an 
important parameter as the model is run under a quasi-steady assumption; meaning the 
model is only considered under stationary steady state conditions and is independent of time. 
Table 5.15 illustrates the input conditions used in the COMSOL model for the incoming 
velocity and volume fraction of the nanofluid. 
Table 5.15 - Settings for initial values 
Description Value 
Velocity field, mixture {0, inv , 0} 
Pressure 0 
Volume fraction, dispersed phase 
pfV ,  
 
 
 
Symmetry 
The symmetry parameter was applied to the two long faces of the receiver parallel to 
the x plane as shown in figure 5.24. This was done to eliminate any effects these walls 
would have on the model; rendering the model 2 dimensional in nature. Table 5.16 
illustrates the input parameters used in COMSOL to simulate the symmetry boundary 
condition. 
Table 5.16 - Settings for symmetry 
Description Value 
Apply reaction terms on All physics (symmetric) 
Use weak constraints Off 
 
Inlet 
The inlet parameter was applied to the left-most face of the geometry to facilitate the 
inlet velocity and volume fraction of dispersed particles of the model. Table 5.17 illustrates 
the input parameters used in COMSOL to define the inlet boundary condition. 
Table 5.17 - Settings for inlet 
Description Value 
Mixture boundary condition Velocity 
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Description Value 
Velocity field {0, inv , 0} 
Dispersed phase boundary condition Dispersed phase concentration 
Dispersed phase volume fraction 
pfV ,  
Apply reaction terms on All physics (symmetric) 
Use weak constraints Off 
 
Outlet 
The outflow parameter was applied to the opposite face to the inlet parameter to 
simulate the outflow of the nanofluid from the model Table 5.18 illustrates the input 
parameters used in COMSOL to define the outlet boundary condition. 
Table 5.18 - Settings for outlet 
Description Value 
Mixture boundary condition Pressure, no viscous stress 
Pressure 0 
Dispersed phase boundary condition Dispersed phase outlet 
Apply reaction terms on All physics (symmetric) 
Use weak constraints Off 
 
Mesh 
Figure 5.9 illustrates the generated mesh on the model’s geometry. 
 
Figure 5.9 - Generated mesh of model 
 
Size 
Table 5.19 illustrates the input parameters used in COMSOL for generating the 
model’s mesh. 
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Table 5.19 - Settings for mesh 
Name Value 
Calibrate for Fluid dynamics 
Maximum element size 0.0031 
Minimum element size 9.55E-4 
Curvature factor 0.8 
Resolution of narrow regions 0.5 
Maximum element growth rate 1.25 
Predefined size Coarser 
 
5.1.4 Results 
Receiver length 
Upon completion of the model a parametric study was conducted to examine how the 
solar receiver and total power plant system efficiencies are affected.  The following 
parameters were chosen to be investigated, receiver length, receiver height, inlet velocity, 
solar concentration and volume fraction.  Initially all parameters were kept constant except 
for the receiver length.  The volume fraction was set at 0.00001, height of the receiver at 
0.05 m, solar concentration at 10, ambient temperature was assumed to be 297 K and the 
inlet velocity was set at 0.0001 m/s.  To determine the overall power plant efficiency, the 
product of the receiver and power generation system efficiencies is taken. 
 
 
carnotreceivertot ηηη =  (5.11) 
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This total efficiency represents the maximum achievable efficiency that such a power 
plant system can theoretically achieve. This is an idealised efficiency and due to non-ideal 
situations in the real world the actual efficiency will be lower than this value.  The receiver 
length was varied between 0.0595 m and 1 m and the results are shown in Figure 5.10. 
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Figure 5.10 - Receiver length comparison 
 
It can be seen from the results that as the receiver length is increased, the receiver 
efficiency decreases, while the Carnot efficiency increases, resulting in a decreasing total 
efficiency.  The Carnot efficiency increases due to longer receivers having the heat transfer 
fluid exposed to a greater amount of solar radiation for a longer time, resulting in a higher 
outlet temperature.  However, the longer the receiver is, the greater the surface area becomes 
and the hotter the fluid is, resulting in greater losses.  The plot shows that there does not 
exist a length where optimal total efficiency is achieved, rather the total efficiency 
continually decreases with receiver length.  This contradicts Veeraragavan et al.’s results 
which showed that such a length does exist [5].  The discrepancy between the results can be 
attributed to the higher heat losses in this model due to using Boltzmann’s law instead of the 
linear heat loss coefficient of radiation, as well as the inlet and initial temperatures being 
already significantly high.  To verify this, the heat loss coefficient for both radiative and 
convective losses was set to 
Km
W
⋅2
10  as reported to have been done in other literature [21] 
and the inlet temperature set to ambient.  Re-running the model it can be seen in Figure 
5.11, that with these altered parameters there is a length for which the total efficiency is 
optimised. 
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Figure 5.11 - Low temperature receiver length comparison 
 
 
This implies that for high temperature receivers, an optimal length cannot be 
determined from the overall system efficiency.  Instead other factors will have to be 
considered to determine the optimal length. For example, if thermal storage is to be included 
in the plant design, it will play a significant role in determining the overall efficiency.  This 
is because the greater the output temperature is, the more efficiently the thermal energy will 
be stored, as such, a new balance between output temperature and receiver efficiency will 
need to be determined.  This work is beyond the scope of this study and will have to be 
addressed in future works. 
Receiver height 
Keeping all the parameters constant the receiver height is varied for certain receiver 
lengths, namely 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1 m lengths.  It can be seen from Figure 5.12 that the 
receiver efficiency increases with increasing receiver depth but the Carnot efficiency peaks 
at a shallow depth and continues to decrease.  This peak occurs because when the receiver is 
very shallow, a large portion of the radiation is absorbed on the bottom surface, causing the 
receiver to act as a surface absorber; the heat transfer fluid becomes very hot resulting in 
high losses.  As the depth increases, the fluid absorbs more of the radiation resulting in a 
peak, as the depth continues to increase, the fluid towards the bottom of the receiver absorbs 
very little radiation and remains at a relatively low temperature, which causes the average 
outlet temperature to decrease.  The plots show that there exists an optimal depth for total 
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system efficiency that is dependent on the receiver length.  As the receiver length increases 
so too does the optimal receiver depth. 
 
 
Figure 5.12 - A. Receiver height comparison at length of 0.25 m B. Receiver height 
comparison at length 0.5 m C. Receiver height comparison at length 0.75 m D. receiver 
height comparison at length 1 m. 
 
From Figure 5.12 it can also be seen that the peak efficiency decreases with an 
increase in receiver length, which is in agreement with the results depicted in Figure 5.10.  
Figure 5.13 also shows the temperature distribution for various heights. 
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Figure 5.13 - Receiver height comparison at different lengths 
 
Table 5.20 - Receiver heights of peak efficiency for different lengths 
Receiver length Peak height Total efficiency 
0.25 0.0406 20.9% 
0.5 0.0505 19% 
0.75 0.06535 17.5% 
1 0.07525 16.3% 
 
It should be noted that the optimal heights presented in Table 5.20 are only 
approximations as the parametric sweep was conducted with a receiver height step of 
0.00495, so in fact the actual peak may lie within ±0.00495 m of the reported values. 
Figure 5.14 illustrates the COMSOL results for the temperature distribution of the 
receiver at different heights. At the lower depths it can be seen that majority of the incident 
radiation is absorbed on the bottom surface of the receiver, with it having the highest 
temperature. Figures 5.14 C and D show that as the depth increases the bottom surface 
temperature begins to decrease as the majority of the radiation is then absorbed by the 
nanofluid. 
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Figure 5.14 - Receiver height comparison. A. 0.00595 m, B. 0.0307 m, C. 0.0505 m, D. 
0.07525 m. 
Inlet velocity 
The inlet velocity was varied over a range of 
s
m00096.000001.0 −  for each of the 
previously defined receiver lengths and their associated optimal heights.  The reasons for 
selecting such a low velocity is to keep the average Nusselt number very low, minimising 
the convective heat loss coefficient. 
Figure 5.15 shows that there is initially a sharp increase in receiver efficiency which 
then levels off quickly.  There is then negligible change in total efficiency as the inlet 
velocity increases.  This is a result of the Carnot efficiency decreasing and the receiver 
efficiency increasing with in the inlet velocity.  The two balance out and result in an almost 
constant total efficiency.  The Carnot efficiency decreases because the average outlet 
temperature drops due to the heat transfer fluid being exposed to the radiation for a less 
amount of time.  The contradictory increase in receiver efficiency with inlet velocity is due 
to the total heat loss being dominated by surface to ambient radiation losses.  Even though 
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the convective heat transfer coefficient is increased, the fluid is exposed to the radiation for 
shorter period of time, causing the temperature to be lower which results in less radiative 
losses, eventuating in higher receiver efficiency.  In other words, the decrease in heat loss 
due to the increase in inlet velocity outweighs the increase in the heat transfer coefficient. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.15 - Inlet velocity comparison at different receiver lengths. A. 0.25 m, B. 0.5 m, C. 
0.75 m. 
To further analyse the effect that the fluid velocity has on the receiver, the dominating 
effects of the surface to ambient radiation need to not be considered.  The exposure time of 
the heat transfer fluid is to be kept constant and the inlet velocity varied.  This is done by 
increasing the receiver length so that in all cases the fluid is exposed to the radiation for the 
same amount of time, arbitrarily chosen as 2500 seconds.  Four cases were considered, a 
length of m25.0  at inlet velocity of 0.0001 m/s, length of 0.5 m at inlet velocity of 0.0002 
m/s, length of 1 m at inlet velocity of 0.0004 m/s and a length of 5 m at inlet velocity of 
0.002 m/s.  Figure 5.16 summarises the results and shows that even when the exposure time 
is constant an increase in velocity results in a decrease in the overall efficiency.  This shows 
that an increase in velocity and by default an increase in Nusselt number results in a higher 
heat loss coefficient and therefore a decrease in system efficiency, as is consistent with other 
studies in literature [5], [22]. 
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Figure 5.16 - Inlet velocity comparison at different receiver lengths and heights 
 
Volume fraction 
To consider the effects of particle volume fraction a parametric sweep was conducted 
with the following parameters constant: length = 0.25 m, inlet velocity = 0.0001 m/s, solar 
concentration = 10 and height = 0.0406 m.  A range of volume fractions was considered 
from 0.000001-0.005 and the results are summarised in Figure 5.17. 
 
 
Figure 5.17 - Nanoparticle volume fraction comparison 
 
It can be seen that by increasing the volume fraction of nanoparticles, the total 
efficiency of the system is reduced.  This is most likely due to the absorption coefficient of 
the nanofluid being proportional to the nanoparticle concentration. As the nanoparticle 
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concentration is increased, so too is the absorption coefficient of the nanofluid; meaning that 
the majority of the solar radiation is absorbed in a thinner layer of the nanofluid.  The 
thinner the layer becomes, the higher its temperature becomes. This higher temperature 
results in greater radiation and conduction losses to the environment, given the layer of hot 
nanofluid is located at the top of the receiver.  This means that with higher volume fractions, 
the nanofluid begins to act as an opaque material. Which results in the receiver acting 
similar to that of a surface-based receiver with the solar radiation being completely absorbed 
on the top layer.  This therefore implies that an optimal concentration exists, as high 
concentrations result in high surface temperatures and high thermal losses, whereas low 
concentrations require deeper receivers to absorb all the radiation resulting in lower outlet 
temperatures.  However, this model does not reflect that as it shows a continuous increase in 
efficiency with decreasing volume fraction and even a negative total efficiency at high 
concentrations.  Reasons behind this may be due to how the bottom surface has been 
modelled.  It has been modelled as a completely black wall, meaning it absorbs all radiation 
that is incident upon it, with no losses.  In reality this is not the case as the surface will have 
an emissivity value and there will be some thermal losses through the base.  It will also be of 
a different material, which will more than likely have a higher specific heat, meaning the 
absorbed radiation will result in a lower temperature compared to the nanofluid.  With low 
volume fractions, the majority of the radiation is absorbed on the bottom surface and then 
transferred to the heat transfer fluid, as there are no losses on the bottom surface and it is 
significantly far from the top surface losses it results in a more efficient design. 
To more accurately model the effects of volume fraction the effects of the bottom 
surface need to be omitted.  To achieve this, each volume fraction is modelled with such a 
height that the nanofluid absorbs 99% of the incident solar radiation. 
 
 ( )
( )0P
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abs =η  (5.13) 
 
Where: 
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( )YP = Spectrally integrated solar flux at distance Y from the top surface of the receiver 
( )0P = Spectrally integrated solar flux at the top surface of the receiver 
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From COMSOL, the spectrally integrated solar flux with respect to receiver height for 
different volume fractions is obtained and illustrated in Figure 5.18. The height required to 
achieve 99% absorption for each volume fraction is also given in Table 5.21. 
 
Figure 5.18 - Spectrally integrated solar flux distribution through the receiver height for 
different volume fractions 
 
 
Table 5.21 - Receiver height required to absorb 99% of incident radiation 
Volume fraction Part per million 
(PPM) 
Height 
0.000001 1 0.6843 m 
0.000005 5 0.166 m 
0.00001 10 0.0908 m 
0.00005 50 0.0246 m 
0.0001 100 0.0142 m 
0.0005 500 0.0032 m  
 
For a concentration of 10, inlet velocity of 0.0001 m/s and receiver length of 0.25 m 
the resulting receiver, Carnot and total efficiencies are depicted in Figure 5.19. 
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Figure 5.19 - Volume fraction comparison with nanofluid absorbing 99% of radiation 
 
The results show a similar trend to that illustrated in Figure 5.18, where there is an 
increase in total efficiency with decreasing volume fraction of nanoparticles.  This is a result 
of the drastic change in the receiver efficiency with volume fraction as the Carnot efficiency 
can be seen to be almost constant.  The receiver efficiency varies so greatly because as the 
volume fraction increases, the majority of the solar radiation is absorbed in a thinner layer 
closer to the surface resulting in higher temperatures and greater thermal losses.  As the 
volume fraction decreases, the solar radiation is attenuated along a greater distance resulting 
in lower temperatures further away from the top surface which in turn results in less thermal 
losses and a more efficient receiver.  A smaller volume fraction also means a lower output 
temperature and a lower Carnot efficiency, which implies that an optimal volume fraction 
should exist between the receiver and Carnot efficiencies.  However, as the receiver is 
initially at 523 K the Carnot efficiency is already relatively high and any change in 
temperature results in only a small change in the Carnot efficiency when compared to the 
receiver efficiency.  As such, the total system efficiency is dominated by the receiver 
efficiency and indicates that the most efficient design should be very similar to the initial 
conditions; very low volume concentration, very deep receiver and an output temperature 
not much higher than the inlet temperature.  While the receiver efficiency may be very high, 
the useful energy gained is almost negligible, therefore more emphasis needs to be paid to 
the temperature rise and other factors considered, as previously discussed, for an optimal 
concentration to be determined.  However, these results are from a relatively low solar 
concentration of 10, and as previously seen the total efficiency increases with solar 
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concentration.  Setting the concentration to 25, the volume concentration to 0.000001 and 
the receiver length to 1 m the model was re-run.  The model resulted in an average output 
temperature of 616 K and a receiver efficiency of 75.3%, resulting in a total system 
efficiency of 39%.  However, it can be seen that the peak temperature reaches 885 K which 
exceeds the maximum operating temperature of the base fluid.  It should also be noted that 
the lower the volume concentration is the greater the difference between the average outlet 
temperature and the peak temperature, which is evident from Figure 5.20.  Figure 5.20 
shows the results of a volume concentration of 0.000005 and a length of 0.5 m, it resulted in 
an average output temperature of 666 K and a receiver efficiency of 55.4% resulting in a 
total efficiency of 30.7%.  While it has a lower efficiency compared to that with the volume 
fraction of 0.000001 the difference between the average outlet and peak temperatures is only 
209 compared to 269 K. 
 
Figure 5.20 - A. Volume fraction of 0.000001, B. Volume fraction of 0.000005 
 
Too much emphasis is paid to the receiver efficiency and not to the temperature rise 
achieved.  As such, the most efficient receiver design appears to be that of the smallest 
temperature rise. This, however, is not the case as it defeats the purpose of creating the 
receiver in the first place.  Instead more emphasis must be paid to the rise in temperature of 
the receiver. To do this an adjusted Carnot efficiency is used, which instead of using the 
ambient temperature uses the inlet temperature as the lower temperature. 
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For a concentration of 10, inlet velocity of 0.0001 m/s and receiver length of 0.25 m 
the resulting receiver, adjusted Carnot and total efficiencies are depicted in Figure 5.21. 
 
 
Figure 5.21 - Volume fraction comparison with adjusted Carnot efficiency 
 
It can be seen that a peak in the total efficiency is now evident. It should be noted that 
the total efficiency is not an accurate representation of the systems total efficiency but rather 
a representation of the relationship between the receiver efficiency and the average 
temperature rise across the receiver.  A peak in the efficiency at a volume fraction of 
0.00001 is shown, which indicates that this fraction provides the best trade-off of receiver 
efficiency for temperature rise.  This model indicates that for the given parameters, a volume 
fraction of 0.00001 is the optimal concentration of nanoparticles for the direct absorption 
system; however, this value is determined from only the receiver design and does not take 
into account other factors in the system, such as the efficiency of thermal storage and the 
peak temperature in the receiver. 
By varying the volume fraction and keeping the other parameters constant, the peak 
temperature of the receiver decreases with decreasing volume fraction. To obtain the 
maximum gain in thermal energy each receiver should be designed such that the peak 
temperature approaches that of the base fluid’s upper temperature limit. This was 
investigated by keeping the solar concentration and receiver length constant at 100 and 0.5 
m respectively and adjusting the inlet velocity such that the peak temperature was the same 
as the upper limit of the base fluid. The input parameters and their results are summarised in 
Table 5.22.  
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Table 5.22 - Model results for varying volume fraction at constant peak temperature 
Vol. con. h v Ave. Temp Rec. eff. Carnot Adj. Carnot Total eff. Adj. total eff. 
0.000001 0.6843 0.00036 585 0.92 0.492 0.106 0.453 0.0975 
0.000005 0.166 0.00123 595 0.867 0.501 0.121 0.434 0.1049 
0.00001 0.0908 0.002 602 0.838 0.507 0.131 0.425 0.11 
0.00005 0.0246 0.0053 624 0.772 0.524 0.162 0.405 0.125 
0.0001 0.0142 0.00725 647 0.746 0.541 0.192 0.404 0.143 
0.0005 0.0032 0.015 788 0.714 0.623 0.336 0.445 0.2401 
 
It can be seen that as the volume fraction is increased, the total system efficiency 
decreases to a point and then begins to increase with increasing volume fraction, as 
illustrated in Figure 5.22. This is due to the decrease in receiver efficiency dominating 
initially but the rise in the average temperature reaches a point where the increase in the 
Carnot efficiency outweighs the decrease in receiver efficiency, resulting in an increase in 
the total system efficiency. When considering the adjusted total efficiency, it can be seen 
that a linear relationship exists with the volume fraction, as shown in Figure 5.23. This is 
due to a reduction in the difference between the peak and average outlet temperatures; with 
an increase in the volume fraction, the difference decreases and the average outlet 
temperature approaches that of the peak temperature. These results therefore indicate that a 
shallow receiver with a relatively high volume fraction of nanoparticles is the more efficient 
design for high temperature concentrating solar thermal applications. 
 
 
Figure 5.22 - Comparison of volume fraction at constant receiver length and peak 
temperature 
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Figure 5.23 - Adjusted total efficiency for different volume fractions at constant receiver 
length and peak temperature 
 
Solar Concentration 
Setting the volume fraction to 0.00001, the inlet velocity to 0.0001 and the receiver 
height to 0.0908 m, the solar concentration was then varied for different receiver lengths.  
The solar concentration was varied from 10 – 25 for different receiver lengths as illustrated 
in Figure 5.24. 
 
 
Figure 5.24 - Solar concentration at different receiver lengths 
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Given that the adjusted Carnot efficiency gives rise to an optimal efficiency for the 
volume fraction, the receiver length was also re-investigated with the adjusted Carnot 
efficiency in mind.  Figure 5.25 shows the effects that the receiver length and solar 
concentration have on the adjusted system efficiency. 
. 
 
 
Figure 5.25 - Comparison of receiver length and solar concentration with adjusted Carnot 
efficiency 
 
It can be seen from the plot that a peak in the adjusted efficiency occurs for the 
receiver length, implying that there exists a length that provides the best trade-off of receiver 
efficiency for average temperature rise.  It can also be seen that the trade-off becomes more 
pronounced and the optimal receiver length decreases with an increase in solar 
concentration.  Therefore to achieve the best balance between the receiver efficiency and the 
temperature rise, short receivers with high solar concentrations are desirable.  From this 
model the optimal design for a solar salt and graphite nanofluid receiver is that consisting of 
a solar concentration of 25, volume fraction of 0.00001, inlet velocity 0.0001 m/s, receiver 
length of 0.406 m and a receiver height of 0.0908 m.  These parameters result in an average 
outlet temperature of 835 K, peak temperature of 870 K, receiver efficiency of 43.9% and a 
total system efficiency of 28.3% 
It should be noted that the model begins to break down at higher concentrations and 
longer receiver lengths because the viscosity equation results in a negative value due to the 
high temperatures in those situations.  As solar salt begins to break down at 873 K, the 
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maximum temperature should also be considered in the model.  To investigate even higher 
solar concentrations without the viscosity equation breaking down, the inlet velocity is 
increased while keeping the receiver length constant, allowing for suitable temperatures to 
be achieved for high concentrations.  Table 5.23 shows the solar concentrations investigated 
and their respective inlet velocities.   
Table 5.23 - Inlet velocities for solar concentrations 
Solar concentration Inlet velocity 
30 0.0002 
35 0.0003 
40 0.0004 
45 0.0005 
50 0.0007 
75 0.00135 
100 0.002 
 
The effect that solar concentration has on the total efficiency of the system is 
illustrated in Figure 5.26. It can be seen that the total efficiency continually increases with 
solar concentration and even exceeds efficiencies of 40%.  It can also be seen that for higher 
concentrations, the relationship between the receiver length and total efficiency changes 
from that of a linear to more of a quadratic relationship, resulting in an optimal length.  The 
reason behind this change can be attributed to the fact that the receiver efficiency becomes 
less of a dominating factor and the Carnot efficiency has a larger impact on the total 
efficiency. 
 
 
Figure 5.26 - Solar concentration comparison at high concentrations 
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However, this plot does not show the peak temperature of the nanofluid in each case. 
This is shown in Table 5.24 and it can be seen that after a length of approximately 0.604 – 
0.6535 m, the peak temperature exceeds the upper limit for solar salt. This critical length can 
be altered to suit operational conditions by varying the inlet velocity; increasing the velocity 
allows for a longer length and vice versa. From Figure 5.26 it appears that the more efficient 
receivers are those with the shortest length; however, this is not the case.  Again referring to 
Table 5.24, the shortest receiver lengths result in the lowest outlet temperature, where the 
worst case is only 10 K higher than the inlet temperature.  This implies that not enough 
emphasis is paid to the rise in temperature, as it seems that the most efficient receivers are 
those with the lowest temperature rise. 
Table 5.24 - Average and peak temperatures of the receiver at different receiver lengths and 
solar concentrations. Temperatures are in degrees kelvin and values exceeding the upper 
limit of the nanofluid are in red 
 Conc. 30 35 40 45 50 75 100 
Temp. Ave. Peak Ave. Peak Ave. Peak Ave. Peak Ave. Peak Ave. Peak Ave. Peak 
L. (m)                             
0.0595 548 624 543 613 541 608 540 605 536 594 534 589 533 588 
0.109 566 676 559 663 555 656 553 654 547 639 543 633 542 633 
0.1585 583 716 573 702 568 698 565 696 557 676 552 669 550 673 
0.208 599 745 587 735 580 731 576 730 567 709 560 702 558 709 
0.2575 613 773 599 760 592 759 588 759 577 737 568 735 565 739 
0.307 627 794 611 783 603 783 598 784 586 763 576 763 573 770 
0.3565 639 812 623 804 614 805 608 807 594 786 584 788 581 797 
0.406 651 830 633 825 624 824 618 823 603 802 592 814 588 825 
0.4555 663 843 644 840 634 840 627 841 611 820 599 836 595 848 
0.505 674 855 654 851 643 853 636 861 619 841 606 855 602 867 
0.5545 684 867 663 865 652 868 645 871 627 854 613 876 609 892 
0.604 694 876 672 879 661 882 653 887 634 867 620 893 616 914 
0.6535 704 886 681 888 669 893 662 900 641 881 627 909 622 932 
0.703 713 893 689 898 677 905 669 913 648 893 633 925 629 948 
0.7525 722 901 698 906 685 913 677 920 655 905 640 938 635 956 
0.802 730 908 705 913 692 923 684 933 662 915 646 954 641 981 
0.8515 738 912 713 920 700 931 692 942 669 930 652 966 647 995 
0.901 746 919 720 927 707 938 699 948 675 935 658 977 653 1008 
0.9505 754 924 728 935 714 945 705 956 681 944 664 988 659 1021 
1 761 929 735 939 721 953 712 966 687 954 670 1001 665 1036 
 
Considering the adjusted Carnot efficiency, Figure 5.27 shows which lengths provide 
the best balance between the receiver efficiency and temperature rise for different 
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concentrations. In this case, for high concentrations no optimal point exists for the receiver 
length range in question.  From the trends presented, it is deduced that the optimal lengths 
lie beyond those considered and also increase with increasing solar concentration.  This 
trend is also represented in Table 5.24, which shows that the average outlet temperature is 
lower for high concentrations, all have similar peak temperatures; meaning that the 
temperature difference between the average outlet temperature and the peak temperature 
increases with increasing solar concentration.  This is due to the solar radiation being 
exponentially attenuated by the nanofluid, resulting in the majority of the radiation being 
absorbed in the upper thin layer of the nanofluid. So an increase in the intensity of the 
radiation results in an increase in the temperature difference between the peak temperature 
and average outlet temperature.  This is made more evident when comparing solar 
concentrations of 30 and 100 at conditions where the highest peak temperature is reached 
without exceeding the upper limit.  For a concentration of 30 a receiver length of 0.5545 m 
is needed and results in an average outlet temperature of 684 K and a peak temperature of 
867 K, resulting in a Carnot efficiency of 57.2%, a receiver efficiency of 49.9% and a total 
efficiency of 28.5%.  In comparison a concentration of 100 results in a receiver length of 
0.505 m, an average outlet temperature of 602 K and a peak temperature of 867K, resulting 
in a Carnot efficiency of 51.2%, a receiver efficiency of 82.8% and a total efficiency of 
42.4%. 
 
 
Figure 5.27 - Comparison of solar concentration using adjusted Carnot efficiency 
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To further investigate the effects of solar concentration, it was varied for each volume 
fraction and the inlet velocities adjusted such that the peak temperature of the receiver 
equalled that of solar salt’s upper temperature limit. For a volume fraction of 0.0005 the 
total efficient with respect to solar concentration is depicted in Figure 5.28. 
 
Figure 5.28 - Solar concentration comparison for volume fraction of 0.0005 at a peak 
temperature of 873 K 
 
From the plot it can be seen that the total system efficiency increases with solar 
concentration. However, Figure 5.29 depicts the adjusted efficiency of the results and shows 
that there is a peak at a solar concentration of approximately 100. This better represents the 
increasing temperature difference between peak and outlet with solar concentration, 
implying that the best trade-off between receiver efficiency and average temperature rise 
occurs at a solar concentration of 100. The same simulations were conducted for the rest of 
the volume fractions and the results are illustrated in Figures 5.30 & 5.31. 
 
Figure 5.29 - Solar concentration comparison of adjusted efficiency for volume fraction of 
0.0005 and a peak temperature of 873 K 
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Figure 5.30 - Solar concentration comparison at different volume fractions 
 
 
Figure 5.31 - Solar concentration comparison at different volume fractions - adjusted 
efficiency 
 
Each volume fraction shows a similar trend in Figure 5.30 in the sense that the total 
efficiency for each increases with increasing solar concentration. It should also be noted that 
the volume fractions follow a similar trend to that depicted in Figure 5.22 with the total 
efficiency decreasing with increasing volume fraction until volume fractions of 0.00001 and 
0.00005, and then increasing with increasing volume fraction. From Figure 5.31, it can be 
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is 100 for a volume fraction of 0.0005 and then approximately 50 for the remaining volume 
fractions. This can be attributed to the fact that, similar to solar concentration, a decrease in 
volume fraction results in an increase in the temperature difference between the peak and 
average outlet temperatures. So with the decreasing volume fraction and increasing solar 
concentration both increasing the temperature difference. This results in a lower adjusted 
efficiency and by extension reducing the peak solar concentration. It should also be noted 
that the volume fractions also follow a similar trend to that depicted in Figure 5.23, in the 
sense that the adjusted efficiency is continually decreasing with decreasing volume fraction. 
Figure 5.32 illustrates this difference between solar concentrations.  It can be seen that 
the lower concentration has a more even temperature distribution compared to the higher 
concentration. This then raises the question as to whether this receiver height is in fact the 
most efficient for high concentrations.  A shallower height would result in a more even 
temperature distribution even though less than 99% of the radiation will be attenuated by the 
nanofluid and the bottom surface will begin to act as a surface absorber.  To investigate this, 
several factors related to the bottom surface would need to be considered; such as, the 
material of the surface, its emissivity and thermal losses through the bottom surface.  These 
factors are beyond the scope of this study and are topics for future research. 
 
 
Figure 5.32 - Receiver at different solar concentrations. A. C = 30, v = 0.0002 m/s, B. C = 
100, v = 0.002 m/s 
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5.2 LI2CO3-K2CO3 MOLTEN SALT 
The second base fluid considered in this study is the combination of lithium carbonate 
and potassium carbonate salts (Li2CO3-K2CO3) at a mole fraction of 62:38 respectively. As 
with the solar salt previously discussed, this molten salt was also selected for doping with 
graphite nanoparticles. This molten salt was chosen in addition to solar salt due to its 
common occurrence in literature regarding high temperature nanofluids and because it 
possesses even higher operating temperatures than solar salt. 
5.2.1 Optical Properties 
For simplicities sake the optical properties of Li2CO3-K2CO3 were chosen to be the 
same as those for solar salt. The reasoning behind this is that they are both molten salts and 
molten salts generally have a solar weighted absorption below 10% [2]. In addition to this 
and more importantly optical properties relating to this particular molten salt could not be 
found in literature. Therefore assumptions had to be made and given that the main reason 
behind investigating different molten salts is to determine how the higher operating 
temperatures and different thermophysical properties affect the receiver performance it was 
deemed reasonable that the optical properties can be assumed the same as solar salt. 
5.2.2 Thermophysical and Rheological Properties 
The thermophysical properties of the nanofluid were taken to be those of the base fluid Li2CO3-K2CO3. This assumption was deemed reasonable as even though nanofluids have 
shown to have enhanced properties compared to their base fluids, the volume fraction of 
nanoparticles being investigated in this study is sufficiently small that it will not affect the 
properties too greatly. The thermophysical and rheological properties of the nanofluid are 
also modelled as temperature dependent to better simulate real world situations. 
 
Density[11]. 
  
34341.01991 m
kgTnf −=ρ  (5.15) 
Specific heat[11]. 
 
Kkg
JC p ⋅
= 1600  (5.16) 
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Thermal conductivity[11]. 
 
Km
WTknf ⋅
+= 000948.0618.0  (5.17) 
Dynamic viscosity[108]. 
 
sPae
T
nf ⋅=
+−
1000
17810473.1
µ  (5.18) 
 
Where 𝑇 is in degrees kelvin. 
The operational temperature range of the heat transfer fluid is a very important factor 
when considering the receiver being used in a power generation cycle. Li2CO3-K2CO3 has a 
melting point of 761 K and must be maintained above this temperature for the system to 
operate [11]. As such, the inlet temperature of the model is set to 780 K to stay above the 
melting temperature. Li2CO3-K2CO3 also has an upper temperature limit of 1071 K [11], 
above this temperature the salt becomes unstable. Care has to be taken when conducting the 
simulations to ensure that the maximum temperature of the receiver does not exceed this 
upper temperature limit. 
5.2.3 COMSOL Model 
Table 5.25 - Parameters 
Name Expression Description 
recy  0.0142 Height of receiver 
recw  [ ]m005.0  Width of receiver 
recl  [ ]m1  Length of receiver 
bfpC ,  






⋅Kkg
J1600  
Specific heat of base fluid 
bfρ  2100 



3m
kg
 
Density of nanoparticles 
inT  [ ]K780  Inlet temperature 
inv  




s
m0034.0  
Inlet velocity 
D  [ ]m91050 −×  Diameter of nanoparticles 
pfV ,  00005.0  Volume fraction of nanoparticles 
attS  73.0  Attenuation constant 
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Name Expression Description 
Conc  100  Solar concentration 
sΩ  
5108.6 −×  Solid angle of the sun from Earth 
h  [ ]sJ ⋅× −341062606957.6  Planck's constant 
bk  



× −
K
J23103806488.1  
Boltzmann's constant 
sunT  [ ]K5780  Temperature of the sun 
c  




s
m299792458  
Speed of light 
ambT  [ ]K297  Ambient temperature 
fqt  [ ]m1.0  Thickness of top plate 
fqk  




⋅Km
W3.1  
Thermal conductivity of top plate 
minλ  [ ]m910200 −×  Lower limit of wavelength 
maxλ  [ ]m9102500 −×  Upper limit of wavelength  
All the remaining boundary conditions and parameters are the same as those used in 
the solar salt model. The only changes between the models are the thermophysical and 
rheological properties, and the inlet, initial and maximum temperatures. The main objective 
of modelling the different molten salts is to determine how different material properties and 
higher temperature limits affect the overall performance of the receiver. 
5.2.4 Results 
Receiver length 
To run a parametric sweep of the receiver length, several parameters had to be 
arbitrarily set; those being, a volume fraction of 0.00001, inlet velocity of 0.0021 m/s and a 
solar concentration of 100. The sweep was conducted over a receiver length range from 0.01 
to 1 m with a step of 0.0495 m. The inlet velocity was also set such that at the maximum 
receiver length of 1 m the peak temperature of the nanofluid did not exceed 1071 K. A high 
solar concentration was initially chosen to ensure that the temperature of the heat transfer 
fluid did not drop below its melting point. This can be an issue with low concentrations (for 
example a concentration of 10) because the nanofluid is initially at a temperature 
significantly higher than that of the ambient and the concentrated radiation is not great 
enough to maintain that temperature near the inlet of the receiver. To determine the overall 
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performance the receiver, Carnot and total efficiencies were again considered. The results of 
varying the receiver length are shown in Figure 5.33.  
 
 
Figure 5.33 - Receiver length comparison 
 
It can be seen from the plot that an increase in the receiver’s length results in a 
decrease in the receiver and total efficiencies, and an increase in the Carnot efficiency. This 
same trend is seen in the previous section for the receiver length comparison for solar salt. 
The decrease in the receiver efficiency is due to an increasing surface area of the receiver 
and increasing fluid temperature with increasing length. This results in higher losses as the 
losses are dominated by surface to ambient radiation, which is dependent on the surface area 
and the difference in receiver and ambient temperature to the power of four. Even though 
the rise in temperature results in an increase in the Carnot efficiency, it is not significant 
enough to counteract the decrease in receiver efficiency, resulting in a drop in the total 
efficiency. However, as highlighted previously in this thesis the Carnot efficiency does not 
pay enough attention to the rise in temperature achieved, which then implies that the most 
efficient receiver design is such that negligible temperature rise occurs. This is not the case 
as the entire objective of the receiver is to achieve a temperature rise. Hence an adjusted 
Carnot efficiency is used to give a better indication of the trade-off between decreasing 
receiver efficiency and average temperature rise. This is illustrated in Figure 5.34. 
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Figure 5.34 - Adjusted Carnot efficiency for varying receiver length 
 
From the plot it can be seen that the adjusted efficiency continually increases with the 
receiver length. This reflects that the best trade-off between receiver efficiency and 
temperature rise occurs at the maximum receiver length. This implies that the longer the 
receiver is the better the trade-off is (to a certain extent), which contradicts what the normal 
total efficiency implies. The trend of the plot is seen to be curved and not linear, which 
implies that at a certain receiver length, it will reach a maximum and the efficiency will then 
decrease with increasing length. This point indicates where the trade-off between the 
receiver efficiency and the rise in temperature is at a maximum; and if the length is further 
increased the rise in average temperature will not be enough to offset the decrease in 
receiver efficiency. 
Inlet velocity 
Another factor that affects the performance of the receiver is the inlet velocity of the 
heat transfer fluid. As previously indicated, an increase in velocity allows for longer receiver 
lengths but also increases the Nusselt number and by extension the convective heat transfer 
coefficient, resulting in higher losses. However, as also indicated previously, as the heat 
transfer fluid in question is of such a high temperature, the thermal losses are dominated by 
the radiative losses and as such, the increase in the convective heat transfer coefficient 
results in only a small drop in efficiency. Given that Li2CO3-K2CO3 is at an even higher 
temperature it is expected that the inlet velocity will have an even smaller effect on the total 
efficiency than it did with the solar salt. To investigate this, the velocity and receiver length 
were both varied to achieve a constant exposure time, chosen as 463 seconds.  This time was 
selected from determining at what velocity for a receiver length of 0.5m the peak 
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temperature of the nanofluid would be equal to its upper temperature limit if 1071 K. The 
exposure time is given simply as the receiver length divided by the inlet velocity. This 
exposure time was then held constant for receiver lengths ranging from 0.5 m to 6 m with a 
step of 0.5 m. The receiver lengths and their associated inlet velocities are summarised in 
Table 5.26. It should be noted that this simulation was conducted for a receive height of 
0.0908 m, volume fraction of 0.00001 and a solar concentration of 100. 
Table 5.26 - Inlet velocities and peak temperatures for different receiver lengths at a 
constant exposure time 
Receiver length 
(m) 
Inlet velocity 
(m/s) 
Average temp. 
(K) 
Peak temperature 
(K) 
0.5 0.00108 874 1071 
1 0.00216 874 1066 
1.5 0.00324 874 1061 
2 0.00432 874 1055 
2.5 0.0054 874 1052 
3 0.006479 875 1028 
3.5 0.007559 874 1048 
4 0.008639 874 1051 
4.5 0.009719 874 1048 
5 0.010799 874 1050 
5.5 0.011879 874 1049 
6 0.012959 874 1045 
 
The receiver efficiency, Carnot efficiency and total efficiency are illustrated in Figure 
5.35. It can be seen that each type of efficiency is constant and unchanging with the change 
in velocity. This shows that at very high receiver temperatures, the change in velocity has 
negligible effect on the overall performance of the receiver as the thermal losses are 
dominated by the surface to ambient radiation losses. This follows the same trend implied 
from the results of the solar salt simulations that with increasing heat transfer fluid 
temperature the convective heat loss contributes to the overall heat loss less and less, 
eventually becoming negligible. The same can be said for the adjusted total efficiency, that 
there is negligible change with inlet velocity. This can be concluded as referring to Table 
5.26 it can be seen that the average outlet temperature does not change, which in turn means 
the adjusted Carnot efficiency does not change resulting in no change in the total adjusted 
efficiency. 
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Figure 5.35 - Varying inlet velocity at a constant peak temperature 
 
The effects of the inlet velocity were also investigated by keeping the receiver length 
constant and then increasing the velocity. The receiver was set with the same parameters and 
the length was arbitrarily chosen as 1 m. For this length, the lowest velocity will be such that 
the peak temperature of the nanofluid is approximately the upper temperature limit of 1071 
K. This corresponds to a velocity of 0.0021 m/s; the velocity is then ranged from this value 
to 0.003 m/s with a step of 0.000045 m/s. The results are illustrated in Figure 5.36. 
 
 
Figure 5.36 - Varying inlet velocity at a constant receiver length of 1 m 
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attributed to the dominating nature of the surface to ambient radiation losses; with an 
increase in the velocity, the exposure time is reduced, resulting in a decrease in the 
temperature rise across the receiver. Even though an increase in the velocity increases the 
convective losses of the receiver, the drop in the temperature rise results in a much larger 
drop in the overall thermal losses, causing the receiver to become more efficient. However, 
when considering the adjusted efficiency as depicted in Figure 5.37, it can be seen that the 
total efficiency decreases with an increase in the velocity, with the most efficient design 
being such that the peak temperature is approximately equal to the upper temperature limit 
of the nanofluid. 
 
 
Figure 5.37 - Adjusted total efficiency for a varying inlet velocity at a constant receiver 
length of 1 m 
 
So while for a fixed receiver length an increase in velocity results in a decrease in the 
adjusted total efficiency of the receiver, it has negligible effect on the receiver if the length 
and velocity are adjusted such that the peak temperature of the nanofluid is the same as the 
upper temperature limit. 
Volume fraction 
The volume fraction of the nanoparticles suspended in the base fluid is another 
important factor that has to be considered because it directly influences the absorptivity of 
the nanofluid. In the previous study, it was seen that an increase in the volume fraction of 
nanoparticles significantly increased the absorption coefficient of the nanofluid, resulting in 
a shallower receiver required to absorb 99% of the radiation. An interesting trend was also 
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observed where the total efficiency of the receiver with solar salt decreased with increasing 
volume fraction but only up to a point when it subsequently started to increase. The adjusted 
total efficiency also showed a different trend where a linear increase in efficiency was 
evident with increasing volume fraction, implying that the more efficient design was one 
with a high volume fraction. The aim of this section is to investigate whether these same 
trends are apparent for a different base fluid with a different thermal conductivity and 
specific heat, and a higher operating temperature. To accomplish this, parametric sweeps of 
the receiver length, the same as that conducted in the previous receiver length section, were 
conducted for different volume fractions and receiver heights. The solar concentration was 
kept at 100 and the inlet velocities were adjusted such that, at the maximum length of 1 m 
the peak temperature of the receiver was equal to the upper temperature limit of the base 
fluid, this is summarised in Table 5.27. 
Table 5.27 - Relevant velocities for volume fractions for a constant peak temperature 
Volume 
fraction 
Receiver height 
(m) 
Velocity 
(m/s) 
0.000001 0.6843 0.000575 
0.000005 0.166 0.0021 
0.00001 0.0908 0.0021 
0.00005 0.0246 0.0026 
0.0001 0.0142 0.0026 
0.0005 0.0032 0.0072 
 
Figure 5.39 summarises the receiver, Carnot and total efficiencies of different volume 
fractions of nanoparticles over a range of receiver lengths. It can be seen that the most 
efficient receivers are those with low volume fractions with total efficiencies as high as 
50%. In addition, the total efficiency barely changes with increasing receiver length for the 
lowest volume fraction but then tends to decrease with increasing length, more and more 
significantly as the volume fraction increases. This is due to the attenuation of the solar 
radiation through the nanofluid, at low volume fractions the radiation is attenuated less and 
therefore the temperature of the nanofluid does not rise as much as the energy is absorbed 
over a larger volume of fluid, resulting in lower thermal losses and higher receiver 
efficiencies. The opposite is true for high volume fractions; the solar radiation is absorbed 
over a smaller volume for fluid and therefore results in higher temperatures and higher 
thermal losses. The drop in total efficiency is due to the drop in receiver efficiency being 
greater than that of the increase in Carnot efficiency. To better understand the balance 
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between receiver efficiency and temeprature rise the adjusted efficiency is also considered. 
Figure 5.38 depicts the total adjusted efficiency for each volume fraction over the receiver 
length range. From the plot it can be seen that the maximum efficiency occurs at the 
maximum length of 1 m for volume fractions up to 0.00005. After this point an optimal 
receiver length becomes aparant and decreases with increasing volume fraction. This point 
indicates the receiver length that will provide the best trade-off between reduced receiver 
efficiency and temeprature rise, after this point the drop in receiver efficiency becomes to 
great to justify the rise in temperature. 
 
Figure 5.38 - Adjusted total efficiency at different volume fractions 
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Figure 5.39 - Volume cofraction comparison 
 
To directly compare the effects that the volume fraction has on the overall 
performance of the receiver, the results of each volume fraction at the maximum receiver 
length are compared. The results are depicted in Table 5.28 and Figures 5.40 & 5.41. 
Table 5.28 - Receiver results of each volume fraction at the maximum receiver length 
Vol. 
(PPM) 
L 
rec 
v in 
(m/s) 
Ave. 
temp. 
Rec. 
eff. Carnot   
Adjusted 
Carnot 
Peak 
temp. 
Total 
efficiency  
Adjusted 
total eff. 
1 1 0.000575 842 0.798 0.647268 0.073634 1071 0.51652 0.05876 
5 1 0.0021 863 0.668 0.655852 0.096176 1071 0.438109 0.064246 
10 1 0.0021 876 0.597 0.660959 0.109589 1071 0.394592 0.065425 
50 1 0.0026 962 0.374 0.691268 0.189189 1071 0.258534 0.070757 
100 1 0.0026 1029 0.293 0.71137 0.241983 1071 0.208431 0.070901 
500 1 0.0072 1069 0.209 0.72217 0.270346 1071 0.150934 0.056502 
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Figure 5.40 - Total efficiency for different volume fractions at a constant peak temperature 
 
 
Figure 5.41 - Adjusted total efficiency for different volume fractions at a constant peak 
temperature 
 
These points were chosen as the volume fraction comparison for solar salt also used 
the maximum receiver length for comparison. So to compare the trends between Li2CO3-K2CO3 and solar salt, the same points of reference are needed. The results depicted 
in the Figures 5.40 & 5.41 do not reflect those shown for solar salt. They show that the total 
efficiency exponentially decreases with increasing volume fraction and the adjusted total 
efficiency peaks around a volume fraction of 0.00005-0.0001 instead of showing a linear 
relationship. However, these values for Li2CO3-K2CO3 are not those at the peak adjusted 
efficiency. For volume fractions of 0.0001 and 0.0005, the optimal length is not equal to the 
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maximum length, this is also the case for the remaining volume fractions for Li2CO3-K2CO3 
and all volume fractions for solar salt. So instead of using the maximum receiver length as 
the point of reference, the peak adjusted total efficiency should instead be the point of 
reference. These values are depicted in Table 5.29 and Figures 5.42 & 5.43. 
Table 5.29 - Receiver results of each volume fraction at the maximum adjusted total 
efficiency 
Vol. 
(PPM) L rec 
v in 
(m/s) 
Ave. 
temp. 
Rec. 
eff. Carnot   
Adjusted 
Carnot 
Peak 
temp. 
Total 
efficiency  
Adjusted 
total eff. 
1 1 0.000575 842 0.798 0.647268 0.073634 1071 0.51652 0.05876 
5 1 0.0021 863 0.668 0.655852 0.096176 1071 0.438109 0.064246 
10 1 0.0021 876 0.597 0.660959 0.109589 1071 0.394592 0.065425 
50 1 0.0026 962 0.374 0.691268 0.189189 1071 0.258534 0.070757 
100 0.7525 0.0026 994 0.336 0.701207 0.215292 1053 0.235606 0.072338 
500 0.3565 0.0072 984 0.422 0.698171 0.207317 1001 0.294628 0.087488 
 
 
Figure 5.42 - Total efficiency for different volume fractions at constant peak temperature 
and at adjusted efficiency 
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Figure 5.43 - Adjusted total efficiency or different volume fractions at a constant peak 
temperature and at the peak adjusted efficiency 
 
By considering the peak adjusted efficiency as the point of reference, it can be seen 
that the volume fractions 0.0001 and 0.0005 are significantly more efficient. It can also be 
noted that trends depicted are also similar to those shown in the previous section comparing 
the volume fractions with solar salt. The total efficiency declines sharply initially with 
increasing volume fraction, levels off and then begins to increase, as was seen with solar 
salt. The adjusted efficiency also has an almost linear relationship with the volume fraction, 
with a steep increase initially, comparable to solar salt. These similar trends are further 
emphasised in Figures 5.44 & 5.45. 
 
Figure 5.44 - Comparison of total efficiency between NaNO3-KNO3 and LiCO3-K2CO3 
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Figure 5.45 - Comparison of the adjusted total efficiency between NaNO3-KNO3 and 
Li2CO3-K2CO3 molten salt nanofluids 
 
The plots show that both molten salts, even though solar salt being more efficient, 
follow similar trends. The difference in efficiencies is expected as Li2CO3-K2CO3 operates a 
higher temperature and therefore is subject to higher thermal losses. The reason, therefore, 
for choosing Li2CO3-K2CO3 over solar salt is that the higher average temperature it can 
achieve will be more desirable for thermal storage, as a greater amount of energy can be 
stored for a smaller volume of liquid. 
Solar Concentration 
The final parameter investigated is the solar concentration. To do this the receiver 
height, volume fraction and receiver length were set at 0.0142 m, 0.0001 and 1 m 
respectively. The inlet velocity was set such that at the maximum length of 1 m the peak 
temperature of the nanofluid was equal to the upper temperature limit of the base fluid. This 
corresponded to an inlet velocity of 0.0248 m/s. The overall performance of the receiver is 
illustrated in Figure 5.46. 
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Figure 5.46 - Solar concentration comparison 
 
From the plot it can be seen that at low solar concentrations (<25), the receiver 
efficiency is negative. This means that the receiver is losing more energy than it is gaining 
from the concentrated solar radiation. This is due to the significantly high initial temperature 
of the nanofluid, as high solar concentrations are required to just maintain this temperature. 
Furthermore, from the plot it can be seen that the receiver and Carnot efficiencies both 
increase with the solar concentration, implying that increasing the solar concentration does 
not have an adverse effect on the receiver. The adjusted total efficiency is also considered to 
verify whether this is the case. From Figure 5.47 it can be seen that the adjusted total 
efficiency does increase almost linearly with solar concentration. This further implies that 
the higher the solar concentration is the more efficient the receiver is. 
 
 
Figure 5.47 - Solar concentration comparison for adjusted total efficiency 
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However, when comparing the average and peak temperatures of the receiver at 
different solar concentrations an interesting trend becomes apparent. The difference between 
the peak temperature and the average outlet temperature actually increases with increasing 
solar concentration. This trend was also observed in the previous model with solar salt and 
can be seen in Table 5.30.  
Table 5.30 - Difference between average and peak temperatures for different solar 
concentrations 
Concentration Average 
temperature 
Peak 
temperature 
Difference 
30 803 808 5 
40 842 854 12 
50 878 898 20 
60 913 938 25 
70 945 976 31 
80 975 1010 35 
90 1003 1042 39 
100 1030 1071 41 
 
This trend therefore implies that if the peak temperature was kept constant, then the 
Carnot efficiency would actually decrease with increasing solar concentration; which in turn 
implies that there would exist an optimal solar concentration that provides the best trade-off 
between Carnot efficiency and receiver efficiency. This was investigated using the same 
parameters as already stated and varying the inlet velocity to obtain a constant peak 
temperature for a range of solar concentrations. The results are summarised in Figure 5.48. 
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Figure 5.48 - Solar concentration comparison at a constant peak tempeature 
 
 
The plot does in fact reflect what is expected, as it can be seen that the Carnot 
efficiency decreases. However, the rise in the receiver efficiency is great enough to 
overcome this decrease and result in a net increase in the total efficiency with increasing 
solar concentration. It should be noted that the solar concentration starts at 80, as for any 
concentrations less than this value the peak temperature of 1071 K could not be achieved. 
This plot does not give an accurate representation of the overall performance of the receiver 
because it does not place enough emphasis on the temperature rise of the receiver. When 
considering the adjusted Carnot efficiency a different trend is observed. 
From Figure 5.49 it can be seen that there is a peak in the adjusted total efficiency at a 
solar concentration of approximately 150. After this point the drop in the Carnot efficiency 
is not justified by the increase in the receiver efficiency. As such for a receiver with a 
volume fraction of 0.0001, length of 1 m and a base fluid of Li2CO3-K2CO3 the optimal solar 
concentration is approximately 150. 
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Figure 5.49 - Adjusted total efficiency at a constant peak temperature 
 
 
5.3 EFFECTS OF THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
As discussed previously, the thermophysical properties of the base fluid are important 
parameters and can be significantly enhanced with the addition of nanoparticles. The 
enhancements to the thermophysical properties of nanofluids have be omitted so far in this 
study for a number of reasons. The first and foremost is that the mechanisms behind the 
enhancements are not yet fully understood, and are still under much speculation. As such, 
there does not yet exist any equations that accurately predict the enhancements in the 
properties; although there does exist empirical equations which use experimental results and 
have shown reasonable accuracy. However, for the purposes of this study, as was 
investigated in the literature review, there are no reliable equations that can accurately depict 
the thermal conductivity and specific heat of molten salt nanofluids. The second reason is 
that the volume fraction of nanoparticles as the means of solar radiation absorption 
investigated in this thesis is significantly smaller than those seen in literature investigating 
the thermophysical property enhancements. This study investigates volume fractions as low 
as 0.000001, while in the literature the amount of nanoparticles used is around 0.01- 0.02 
weight fraction with the lowest case being 0.00016 weight fraction. Given that the 
nanoparticles are generally heavier than the base fluid, the equivalent volume fraction of 
nanoparticles will be smaller than the reported weight fraction. However, it will not be 
reduced to such an extent that the volume fractions will be equal to those investigated in this 
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study. As such, given that the literature does not cover the enhancement of thermophysical 
properties at such low nanoparticle loadings, it was assumed that at such low fractions any 
enhancements caused would be negligible. In contradiction to this, however, the highest 
volume fraction investigated in this study (0.0005) is similar to the weight fraction 
investigated by Ho and Pan (0.0063) and they reported an increase in the specific heat of the 
nanofluid of 19.9% [88]. Even though this study omitted the enhancement of the 
thermophysical properties and assumed them negligible, it can be seen that at least at the 
highest volume fraction investigated, it is expected that the specific heat will be enhanced. 
As such, to investigate the effects of enhanced thermophysical properties without reliable 
and proven equations the thermal conductivity and specific heat of solar salt were varied. 
The aim of this investigation is to provide an insight into how the overall performance of the 
receiver is affected when the thermophysical properties of the nanofluid are changed. 
5.3.1 Thermal Conductivity 
To investigate the effects of the nanofluid’s thermal conductivity, certain parameters 
were arbitrarily chosen. A receiver height of 0.0032 m, a length of 1 m, an inlet velocity of 
0.0291 m/s and a solar concentration of 100 were all selected. For these parameters, the 
thermal conductivity of solar salt, normally 0.45 𝑊/𝑚𝐾, was then varied over a range of 
0.15 to 1.1 𝑊/𝑚𝐾 with a step of 0.05 𝑊/𝑚𝐾. To better represent the varying thermal 
conductivity, the thermal conductivity is instead represented as a percentage difference 
compared to the reported thermal conductivity of solar salt. The simulation results are 
summarised in Figure 5.50. It can be seen that with increasing thermal conductivity, the 
receiver, Carnot and total efficiency all increase. This can be attributed to a rise in the 
average outlet temperature and a decrease in peak temperature, due to the heat being 
conducted through the nanofluid at a higher rate. As shown in Table 5.31, as the thermal 
conductivity is decreased, the average outlet temperature follows suit while the peak 
temperature increases; this is due to the solar radiation being essentially trapped to a greater 
degree in the upper layers of the receiver. The low thermal conductivity restricts the 
propagation of heat through the receiver, resulting in a high temperature difference between 
the peak temperature and the average outlet temperature. Also, given that the trapped 
thermal energy is in the upper layers of the receiver close to the surface plate the higher peak 
temperature results in greater thermal losses, which causes the decrease in both the receiver 
and Carnot efficiencies. 
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Figure 5.50 - Comparison of efficiencies with varying thermal conductivity 
 
Table 5.31 - Average, peak and difference in temperatures for different thermal 
conductivities 
Thermal 
conductivity 
(W/mK) 
Percentag
e 
difference 
Average 
temperature 
(K) 
Peak 
temperature 
(K) 
Temperature 
difference 
(K) 
0.15 -66.7 754 932 178 
0.2 -55.6 764 916 152 
0.25 -44.4 771 903 132 
0.3 -33.3 777 893 116 
0.35 -22.2 782 885 103 
0.4 -11.1 786 878 92 
0.45 0 789 873 84 
0.5 11.1 792 869 77 
0.55 22.2 794 865 71 
0.6 33.3 796 861 65 
0.65 44.4 798 859 61 
0.7 55.6 799 856 57 
0.75 66.7 801 854 53 
0.8 77.8 802 852 50 
0.85 88.9 803 850 47 
0.9 100 804 849 45 
0.95 111.1 805 848 43 
1 122.2 806 846 40 
1.05 133.3 806 845 39 
1.1 144.4 807 844 37 
 
From the peak temperatures it can be seen that as the thermal conductivity decreases 
they increase past the upper temperature limit of the base fluid, which in reality will cause 
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the nanofluid to become unstable and start to boil. To get a better representation for the 
varying thermal conductivity, the inlet velocity is varied such that the peak temperature is 
kept constant at 873 K. The resulting velocities and temperatures are summarised in Table 
5.32. 
Table 5.32 - Temperature and velocity results for varying thermal conductivity at a constant 
peak temperature 
Thermal 
cond. 
(W/mK) 
Percentage 
difference 
Inlet 
velocity 
(m/s) 
Average 
temperature 
(K) 
Peak 
temperature (K) 
Temperature 
difference 
(K) 
0.2 -55.6 0.0436 699 873 174 
0.3 -33.3 0.0343 746 873 127 
0.4 -11.1 0.0302 778 873 95 
0.5 11.1 0.0283 798 873 75 
0.6 33.3 0.0272 811 873 62 
0.7 55.6 0.0265 821 873 52 
0.8 77.8 0.0261 827 873 46 
0.9 100 0.0257 833 873 40 
1 122.2 0.0255 837 873 36 
1.1 144.4 0.0253 841 873 32 
 
The above table and Figure 5.51 show a similar trend to the previous plot in the sense 
that the receiver, Carnot and total efficiencies increase with increasing thermal conductivity. 
The increase in the efficiencies is less than previously shown, as the temperature difference 
has actually increased for each thermal conductivity, resulting in a much lower average 
outlet temperature. The adjusted total efficiency is also depicted in Figure 5.52, which also 
shows a similar trend where the total efficiency increases with increasing thermal 
conductivity. In addition it can be seen that it is not a linear relationship and appears to start 
levelling off at the highest thermal conductivity. This may be due to the increased 
conduction heat loss coefficient as a result of the increased thermal conductivity. Even 
though higher thermal conductivity results in higher outlet temperatures, it also increases the 
conductive heat loss coefficient, and as such, will eventually balance out and produce no 
further efficiency increases. 
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Figure 5.51 - Efficiency comparison with varying thermal conductivity at a constant peak 
temperature 
 
 
Figure 5.52 - Comparison of adjusted total efficiency with varying thermal conductivity at a 
constant peak temperature 
 
In summary, with increasing thermal conductivity comes an increase in the receiver, 
Carnot and total efficiencies. This is beneficial as the addition of nanoparticles to a base 
fluid have been shown to increase the base fluid’s thermal conductivity. As such, any 
increase in thermal conductivity due to the use of a nanofluid will enhance the overall 
performance of a direct absorption concentrating solar receiver. To what extent is not known 
as no reliable relationship between volume concentration of nanoparticles and enhanced 
thermal conductivity has been found. This, therefore, is an area that requires future research. 
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5.3.2 Specific Heat 
To investigate the effects of specific heat, the parameters were kept the same as those 
described in the previous section. It should be noted that the specific heat of solar salt is 
temperature dependent and as such cannot be varied by simply conducting a parametric 
sweep of different specific heat values; as was done with the thermal conductivity. Instead a 
specific heat factor was added which multiplied the temperature dependent specific heat by a 
factor ranging from 0.5 to 1.5 at a step of 0.05. Therefore a parametric sweep can be 
conducted on the specific heat factor, which results in a percentage difference of the specific 
heat ranging from -50% to 50% (a 50% decrease to a 50% increase in specific heat). The 
results of the simulation are depicted in Table 5.33 and Figure 5.53. 
Table 5.33 - Temperature results for varying specific heat 
Specific 
heat factor 
Percentage 
difference 
Average 
temperature 
(K) 
Peak 
temperature 
(K) 
Temperature 
difference 
(K) 
0.5 -50 951 992 41 
0.55 -45 929 976 47 
0.6 -40 908 961 53 
0.65 -35 889 947 58 
0.7 -30 871 933 62 
0.75 -25 854 921 67 
0.8 -20 839 909 70 
0.85 -15 825 899 74 
0.9 -10 812 889 77 
0.95 -5 800 881 81 
1 0 789 873 84 
1.05 5 779 866 87 
1.1 10 769 859 90 
1.15 15 760 852 92 
1.2 20 752 846 94 
1.25 25 745 840 95 
1.3 30 737 835 98 
1.35 35 731 829 98 
1.4 40 724 824 100 
1.45 45 718 820 102 
1.5 50 713 815 102 
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Figure 5.53 - Efficiency comparison with varying specific heat 
 
 
The plot shows that with increasing specific heat, the receiver and total efficiencies 
increase while the Carnot decreases. This is a result of higher specific heats being able to 
absorb more energy for a given rise in temperature, meaning for the same amount of input 
energy the higher specific heat has a lower temperature. This lower heat then leads to 
reduced thermal losses and higher receiver efficiency but a lower Carnot efficiency. The 
reason the total efficiency increases is that the rise in the receiver efficiency is greater than 
the drop in the Carnot efficiency. This difference is more prominent at lower specific heats 
and continually decreases, reaching a minimum at approximately the highest specific heat 
investigated in this study. Similarly to the thermal conductivity trend, a decrease in specific 
heat results in an increase in the peak temperature. This results in some of the peak 
temperatures being greater than solar salts’s upper temperature limit. To overcome this 
problem the inlet velocity is varied to keep the peak temperature constant at 873 K. The 
results are summarised in Table 5.34. 
Table 5.34 - Temperature and velocity results for varying specific heat at a constant peak 
temperature 
Specific 
heat factor 
Percentage 
difference 
Inlet 
velocity 
(m/s) 
Receiver 
efficiency 
Average 
temperature 
(K) 
Peak 
temperature 
(K) 
0.5 -50 0.0583 0.714 789 873 
0.6 -40 0.0485 0.714 789 873 
0.7 -30 0.0415 0.714 789 873 
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Specific 
heat factor 
Percentage 
difference 
Inlet 
velocity 
(m/s) 
Receiver 
efficiency 
Average 
temperature 
(K) 
Peak 
temperature 
(K) 
0.8 -20 0.0364 0.714 789 873 
0.9 -10 0.0323 0.714 789 873 
1 0 0.0291 0.714 789 873 
1.1 10 0.0265 0.714 789 873 
1.2 20 0.0242 0.714 789 873 
1.3 30 0.0224 0.714 789 873 
1.4 40 0.0208 0.714 789 873 
1.5 50 0.0194 0.714 789 873 
 
It is evident that when keeping the peak temperature constant any variation in specific 
heat has no effect on the performance of the receiver. The specific heat only affects how 
quickly the temperature of the nanofluid rises and falls, this difference is then negated by 
changing the inlet velocity. The specific heat and inlet velocity are set such that they are in 
balance and the receiver heats up at the same rate regardless of the specific heat. In summary 
the enhancement of the nanofluid’s specific heat does not affect the performance of the 
receiver in any way, granted the inlet velocity can be altered to achieve a peak temperature 
equal to the upper temperature limit of the nanofluid. 
5.4 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
Two molten salt nanofluids were studied in this thesis; NaNO3-KNO3 and Li2CO3-K2CO3 base fluids with graphite as the nanoparticles. The optical, radiative, 
thermophysical and rheological properties of the nanofluids were investigated in this chapter 
and the results from the COMSOL model presented and discussed. Several parameters of the 
nanofluid receiver were investigated for each of the nanofluids to explore what effects they 
imparted on to the overall performance of the nanofluid receiver. The parameters in question 
that were investigated are as follows; the length of the nanofluid receiver, the height of the 
receiver, the inlet velocity of the nanofluid into the receiver, the volume fraction of the 
nanoparticles in the nanofluid and the concentration of the incident solar radiation. 
Initial investigations into the length and volume concentration implied that the most 
efficient receiver was one of negligible length and volume concentration i.e. the most 
efficient receiver was one that had negligible temperature rise. This is due to the high 
temperature of the nanofluid being investigated as a rise in temperature only resulted in a 
small rise in the Carnot efficiency; meaning that the overall efficiency of the receiver was 
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dominated by the receiver efficiency, which decreases with increasing temperature. As a 
result an adjusted Carnot efficiency was developed which gave a better indication of the 
trade-off between decreasing receiver efficiency and average temperature rise. This adjusted 
Carnot efficiency instead used the inlet temperature as the low temperature as opposed to the 
ambient temperature. Using the adjusted Carnot efficiency to assess the receiver 
performance showed that the efficiency of the receiver continuously increases with the 
receiver length; to a certain point as the trend was curved and the increase in efficiency 
diminished with increasing receiver length. It was also found that this trend was not an 
accurate representation of the effect that receiver length had on the receiver as it does not 
account for the upper temperature limit of the nanofluid. This oversight was also present in 
initial investigations into the receiver inlet velocity. Using the normal Carnot efficiency it 
was shown that an increase in velocity resulted in an increase in the overall efficiency as the 
outlet temperature dropped. Alternatively when considering the adjusted Carnot efficiency it 
was shown that an increase in velocity resulted in a decrease in the overall efficiency. This 
implied that the most efficient receiver was one that had negligible velocity as that resulted 
in a higher temperature; which is true to a certain extent, until the upper temperature limit of 
the nanofluid was reached. As such the receiver length and inlet velocity were balanced such 
that the upper temperature limit was achieved and not exceeded. This showed that a change 
in velocity resulted in negligible changes to the overall receiver’s efficiency, when using the 
adjusted Carnot efficiency. 
The volume fraction of nanoparticles was investigated over a range of different 
receiver lengths with initial results indicating that the most efficient receiver was that with 
the lowest volume fraction and at the shortest receiver length. That again was not an 
accurate representation as when considering the adjusted Carnot efficiency it was found that 
the efficiency of the receiver increased with volume fraction and receiver length, to an 
extent as an optimal receiver length became evident. It was discovered that the higher the 
volume fraction the shorter the optimal length became. A higher volume fraction resulted in 
a higher average outlet temperature, meaning that is more efficient but also more susceptible 
to heat loss to the ambient. Hence why the optimal length becomes shorter with higher 
concentration. 
Initial investigations into the effects of solar concentration revealed that both the 
normal total efficiency and the adjusted Carnot total efficiency increased with an increase in 
the solar concentration. An interesting trend was however observed where the difference 
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between the average and peak temperatures of the receiver actually increased with 
increasing solar concentration. This discovery implies that if the peak temperature was kept 
constant by balancing the receiver length and inlet velocity the average temperature would 
actually decrease at some point with increasing solar concentration. Resulting in a decrease 
in the Carnot efficiency and a drop in the overall efficiency of the receiver, which 
contradicts the initial results. By keeping the peak temperature constant an optimal solar 
concentration was indeed discovered when considering the adjusted Carnot efficiency. For a 
receiver with a volume fraction of 0.0001, length of 1 m and a base fluid of Li2CO3-K2CO3 
the optimal solar concentration is approximately 150, whereas the optimal solar 
concentration for a base fluid of NaNO3-KNO3 was found to be approximately 100. 
In conjunction with these parameters the thermophysical properties of the nanofluids 
themselves were investigated to determine the effects they impart on the overall efficiency 
of the receiver. Two properties were studied; the thermal conductivity and the specific heat. 
It was found that by increasing the thermal conductivity the normal overall and adjusted 
overall efficiencies increased as well. This is due to the absorbed heat being transmitted 
throughout the nanofluid at a quicker rate, resulting in an increased average outlet 
temperature and by extension increased Carnot efficiency and overall efficiency. It was also 
found that the specific heat of the nanofluid had negligible effect on the receiver’s 
efficiency. The specific heat only affects how quickly the temperature of the nanofluid rises 
and falls and is negated when the inlet velocity is changed to achieve the base fluids 
maximum temperature. The specific heat of the nanofluid does not directly affect the 
receiver’s efficiency; however it will affect the overall system’s efficiency when coupled 
with energy storage as a higher specific heat will result in a smaller storage tank. 
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6.1 SUMMARY 
Nanofluid volumetric flow receivers were studied for high-temperature 
concentrating solar thermal applications for two different nanofluids; namely solar 
salt and Li2CO3-K2CO3 base fluids doped with graphite.  A 2D CFD model was 
created using COMSOL to investigate the effects of several parameters on the 
receiver efficiency, temperature rise and system efficiency. Parameters taken into 
consideration included receiver length, nanoparticle concentration, inlet velocity and 
solar concentration. The model was evaluated using three types of heat losses from 
the nanofluid: surface to ambient radiation loss, convective loss and re-emission loss.  
It was also assumed that the optimal receiver depth is such that 99% of the solar 
radiation is absorbed by the nanofluid. 
The model shows that the receiver efficiency increases with increasing solar 
concentration, decreasing receiver length and decreasing nanoparticle volume 
fraction and, by extension, increasing receiver height. It also showed that the 
temperature rise across the receiver increases with an increase in receiver length, 
decrease in inlet velocity and an increase in solar concentration. When the receiver is 
connected to a power generation cycle, the total system efficiency is found to be in 
excess of 40% when solar concentrations are greater than 100.   
The reason behind the high concentration receivers resulting in a higher 
efficiency is that the increase in receiver efficiency outweighs the decrease in Carnot 
efficiency, as the receiver efficiency is found to exceed 90% in certain cases. By 
putting more emphasis on the temperature rise and considering the adjusted Carnot 
efficiency, it was found that increasing the volume fraction also increased the 
adjusted total efficiency, implying that the more efficient receivers were shallow 
with a high volume fraction of nanoparticles. It was also revealed that an optimal 
receiver length exists and increases with increasing solar concentration, and is also 
dependent on the inlet velocity. In addition, adjusted total efficiency resulted in a 
peak for solar concentration, which decreased with decreasing volume fraction, 
implying that each receiver configuration has an optimal solar concentration. Both 
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salts investigated showed similar trends with the main differences being Li2CO3-K2CO3 having a lower total system efficiency due to higher thermal radiation 
losses and also the inlet velocity having negligible effect on the receiver 
performance. Determining an optimal receiver design was not possible as it is too 
dependent on the operating conditions of the power cycle, as well as other factors, 
such as optimal nanofluid temperature for thermal energy storage. 
This study also investigated the effects that varying thermophysical properties 
caused by the additions of nanoparticles will have on the receiver, Carnot and system 
efficiencies. It was found that by increasing the thermal conductivity of the 
nanofluid, the receiver, Carnot and system efficiencies all increased. It was also 
found that the specific heat of the nanofluid did not have any effect on any of the 
efficiencies when the inlet velocity was adjusted such that the peak temperature of 
the receiver equalled that of the upper limit of the nanofluid. This study provides a 
comprehensive model of a direct absorption high temperature nanofluid solar 
receiver which can be used to determine an optimal receiver design given the 
operating conditions of the system. 
6.2 FUTURE WORK 
This thesis has only just started to scratch the surface that is molten salt 
nanofluid concentrating solar receivers. As such, a large amount of work is still 
required before this system can be implemented into a real world scenario. Through 
the work undertaken in this thesis, the critical areas requiring future work have been 
identified. These areas can be categorised into two main parts, the first being the 
thermophysical properties of molten salts and the second being the model presented 
in the present study and the receiver itself. 
Even though molten salts have shown great potential as direct absorption heat 
transfer fluids, very limited research has been conducted on them. There is only a 
small amount of published literature that has focused on quantifying the 
thermophysical properties of molten salts. As such, no definitive answers can be 
given as to why both the thermal conductivity and specific heat increases in molten 
salts with the addition of nanoparticles, which leads to problems in accurately 
modelling these properties. Therefore future work is needed in this area to properly 
understand these phenomena and accurately quantify them. From this study, it is 
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recommended that more experimental investigations be conducted focusing on 
accurately quantifying the density, specific and thermal conductivity of the fractal-
like nanostructure that is produced in molten salt nanofluids. Further studies are 
needed to investigate the formation of the nanostructure with the aim to better 
understand what factors affect it; such as aggregation, particle type, particle size, 
particle shape and base fluid type. These studies should be conducted with the 
intention of answering whether or not the formation of the fractal-like nanostructure 
is the reason behind the anomalous increases in the thermophysical properties. 
The numerical model presented in this thesis also has several shortcomings that 
need to be addressed in future work. First and foremost is that it does not include the 
increased thermophysical properties observed in molten salt nanofluids, however, 
this was addressed previously in this section. Second is that this model does not 
consider any affects associated with nanoparticle aggregation. Aggregation is an 
important factor to consider as it effects multiple aspects of molten salt nanofluids; it 
has been shown to affect the thermophysical and rheological properties, the stability 
of the nanofluid and the absorptive properties of the nanofluid. With the aggregation 
of nanoparticles, their total surface area decreases, reducing the rate of absorption of 
radiation, essentially reducing the nanofluids absorptive index. There is yet to be 
presented a relationship between nanoparticle aggregation and reduced absorptive 
index and as such, it is recommended that future work focus on developing this 
relationship. Future studies should also work to incorporate aggregation and all its 
effects into this numerical model. 
In addition to thermophysical properties and aggregation, further work is 
needed to validate this model experimentally. Additionally future works should 
investigate the effects of different types of nanoparticles, different nanoparticle 
shapes, different nanoparticle sizes, inclusion of heat loss through the bottom surface 
of the receiver, inclusion of reflective losses at the top surface of the receiver.  They 
should also investigate different top plate materials and thicknesses and investigate 
the potential of other molten salts. The receiver system can also be expanded upon to 
include thermal storage which will help to develop an optimal receiver design. 
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